Nelson Island Consortium Regional Solid Waste Plan
Our group consisting of the remote Yup’ik communities of
Chefornak, Newtok, Nightmute, Umkumuit, Kipnuk, Tununak, and
Toksook Bay in Western Coastal Alaska faces extreme local and
global environmental challenges in retaining their heavily-traditional
way of life. By using our close community ties and shared
knowledge of their subsistence grounds, we have achieved groundbreaking work in community conservation cooperation. Our villages
are fully Yup’ik speaking, and the genuine name of the group is on
our symbol to the right.
Our regional solid waste plan contains Elder guidance, information
from our Nelson Island Consortium (NIC) meetings, solid waste
research carried out, and costs (capital and annual) for various
methods of waste disposal for our communities. Note that it is not
financially feasible to backhaul waste to Bethel or between Villages.
Also included in our regional plan are local solid waste plans for
each Village, as well as DVDs of our NIC meetings where our
community members discuss solid waste planning in Yup’ik. Note
also that our plan contains USEPA’s Primary Five Elements.
General information about the Nelson Island Consortium and our
Villages is given on the next few pages. A content list of our
plan is given below:
• Overview
• Elder Guidance
Chefornak
Tununak
Toksook
Newtok
Nightmute
• Elder Questionnaires
• NIC meeting minutes
• Nunakauyak work sheets
• Nelson Island Wisdom
• Nightmute Success Story
• Alternative options
• Styrofoam research
• Yup’ik translations
• Costs for various swm methods
• Local solid waste plans
Chefornak
Newtok
Tununak
Toksook
Nightmute
• Approval Letter

Demographics: Our villages range in size from 232 to 690, with
a total population of 2,617 people, about 10% of the Yup’ik
speaking population, and over 98% Alaska Native. Adults not
in the cash economy at least part-time average about 73%, and
percent below poverty line averages about 25%. The area has
186% cost of living differential that the national urban average.
With the partial exception of Toksook Bay, there are no
household piped water or sewer facilities. About 10% of the
households have tank-haul/flush systems, and more than threequarters of our households are unplumbed, using 5-gal buckets
“honeybuckets” for human wastes, which must be hauled to
unlined, untreated ponds or wooden bunkers. These ponds
flood to local subsistence areas and the transport itself of raw
human wastes in open containers over well-trafficked
boardwalks presents a high exposure risk. Local Public Health
service watering points are available in the village, yet the vast
majority of residents in each community obtain their drinking
water from local untreated sources – rain water, streams,
ponds, ice and snow melt. Each village lacks roads and heavy
equipment, and instead relies on wooden boardwalks in
summer and every 1 to 4 years, occasional equipment loans or
rental from temporary construction projects.
Formation of Consortium: For thousands of years, our
communities have shared the Nelson Island area lands and
waters for subsistence activities, and have led a traditional
subsistence lifestyle, including retention of Yup’ik as the
primary language spoken by children and adults. Our
communities (one being a summer subsistence camp) formed
from a meeting held almost three years ago that was attended
by 50 people from all the villages, including a number of
elders.
Our cooperation is traditional-based, as we have
shared the same subsistence areas for thousands of years. We
saw these areas being impacted by pollution and that together,
working traditionally and led by their Elders’ insights, we
could reclaim their lands and clean up our communities.
How it works: While attendees receive some base air or snow
machine travel costs now from EPA, our village meetings, still
held 3 -4 times each year, rely on each host community
housing and feeding the visitors. Our rotating community
meetings are open to all residents and We provide an
opportunity for the host community to learn from and meet
experts on solid waste and related environmental matters, to
voice specific individual concerns, to listen to Elders from
other villages, and to understand the Consortium process and
participate actively in its projects. We have brought three
separate trainings into their villages (HAZWOPER, Freon
Certification, and Solid Waste Management Planning), rather

than the standard practice of villages paying separately for
staff to fly to Anchorage where the training is not as
applicable, and the total costs per person are higher. We invite
regional Yup’ik speakers to explain about regional
environmental issues, such as Coastal Management Planning,
and to introduce the benefits of GIS planning (courtesy of the
Chevak GIS program).
The money saved has been devoted to bilingual signs for our
subsistence areas that ask users to bring their trash home, to
bringing additional community members to the meetings, to
cleanup projects, to monitoring fish nets, to bring Elders to
Anchorage conferences, to recycling efforts, and to
teleconferencing.
Besides the use of traditional respect in keeping costs low, one
of the unique features of the Consortium is that we meet every
week by teleconference (by use of a free web service and
calling cards), with interaction among the representatives and
environmental staff almost daily through calls, faxes, and
emails. Starting with new EPA IGAP environmental programs
in most of the villages three years ago, we have developed the
capacity of each community to host workshops, set up agendas
and meetings. We take turns in planning an agenda and in
compiling it, we fax and call each other to find out what people
want to be discussed. Our meetings are attended not just by
environmental or nelson island staff, but also by tribal council
and elders.
There are no other local-based entities in the state which
represent their full communities who meet on such a regular
basis for a cooperative, action-oriented single purpose of
protecting their lands and way of life. The majority of intertribal/inter-community organizations are seated in hub villages
or urban centers, and in this past year, the Consortium has
demonstrated that an organization alternative for small offroad villages that fits traditional, non-hierarchical community
partnering patterns can be as effective as the common
urban/hub-centralized inter-village entity model.
This
demonstration can have a profound effect on increasing
community partnerships and sub-regional solutions because it
empowers and builds capacity in the village in a way that each
village already has the capacity for.
Benefits of Working together: An additional factor that
makes the Nelson Island Consortium a sustainable entity is that
we have the history and built enough redundancy in the
organization such that if one or more villages is dealing with a
crisis, or staff turnover occurs or subsistence trips are needed,

there are always staff from other villages that will step in to
help out -- for example, in calling a contact, in hosting a
training, in turning in a grant, in researching needed
information. Each village now has HAZWOPER trained staff
and we are ready to assist each other in emergencies. We have
developed a planning style with an entrenched foundation in
tradition. When two of our villages could not fill a part-time
position, rather than keep the money for their own village, we
both donated the money to a Consortium-wide subsistence area
litter monitoring project. We cooperate in submitting grants,
deciding which are important, and each submitting a support
letter for the village that is submitting it. In this way, We were
able to be funded for 3 different solid waste related projects.
None of them provide very much funding to any one village, but
slowly the goals of the Consortium are being realized.
Initial tangible results of capacity building: Over the past two
years, each village has begun recycling programs and cleanup
projects, one is taking part in a demonstration of bagged waste
technology, one is taking part in a demonstration for compost
toilets to replace honeybuckets and eventually eliminate the need
for honeybucket ponds, one is demonstrating how a hazardous
waste program can be carried out in the YK Delta. Two villages
were able to make significant improvements in the
honeybucket disposal situation. The Consortium also received a
Brownfield grant We will start next year, which again will be
shared equally to fund part-time positions in community education
on reducing contaminants, and will fund an in-village GIS training
taught in Yup’ik. When one of the staff learns about how to carry
out a solid waste component, such as packing and backhauling
batteries, we share the information and steps with the other
villages. We have shared duties of resolution-making for banning
Styrofoam and plastic bags as well as researching contaminant
effects on human health, and how to educate their communities in
Yup’ik with the information that we gather in English. Newtok,
with its hazardous waste grant funded Freon removal
equipment and certification is currently visiting each village to
remove Freon from old appliances at a substantial savings, as
Freon removal must otherwise be contracted from Anchorage.

NIC planned and carried out the first session in a Native
language at the State’s biggest environmental conference, using
headset translation. It was led by NIC elders, and extremely
well-attended and acclaimed for its demonstration of how
communities can use their culture and address environmental
issues at the same time. We are currently planning a second
session for October where we will share (in Yup’ik) how We
have implemented successes, and demonstrate how a compost
toilet works, and its potential benefits to other honeybucket
villages, the large majority of which are Yup’ik.
This spring, in recognition of their broad community support,
we were awarded the nationally-competitive EPA CARE grant.
The Consortium was able to collect in just 5 days 27 partner
letters from every community and each major entity, such as the
schools, cities, tribes, corporations, as well as NRCS, AVCP,
City of Bethel Recycling, precisely because they represent their
communities and work so closely with them and with each other.
This grant was written to further their cooperation with outside
entities and to develop a seven-community wide priority list of
environmental issues and a timeframe and steps to address.
We were also successful in obtaining the EPA multi-media grant
to take first steps in building a water quality monitoring program
for their subsistence area, developing pamphlets for hunters
based on elders’ wisdom and staff research, monitoring their
camp sites for littering and appropriate vehicle use (to reduce
emissions and tundra tear), ensuring fish nets are not left in the
waters, and working to switch the use of chain saws to hand
augers for ice holes, lead shot to alternative shot.
Grants awarded for 03-04: 3 of the initial 7 had regular IGAP
grants for environmental Dept. Consortium formed without
funding in November 2003
Grants awarded for 05-06: 6 of 7 had regular IGAP, an EPA
Special IGAP Project to fund Consortium efforts, EPA
Hazardous Waste Grant to Newtok, BIA grants for 2 villages to
fund an interim location for honeybucket wastes
Grants awarded for 06-07: EPA Consortium Base Grant,
Multi-Media Grant, Care Grant, Brownfield Response Grant, 6
of 7 villages with regular IGAP grants. All Consortium grants
are small amounts of monies divided among villages to share
funding in accordance with elders’ wishes.

CHEFORNAK
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed our Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium
meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean
and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their
words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how
to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are about
respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This plan
is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to our
wastes.

Elders’ words:
Dennis Panruk- ‘Panruk’: born in Cevv’arneq on January 24,
1910:

Back then our ancestors believed in keeping our environment clean.
Do not wait for others to tell you what to do if you have already heard what you
were told to do. Kinguketuq- It has a good ending.
In the mornings, they were told not to lie around because all the dust would go on
them from people walking in and around.
Nowadays, we hear of different things and different sicknesses that people are
getting.
Dangerous equipment that is going to be reused should be properly placed where
people wouldn’t come across to prevent injuries.
Didn’t like the location of the dumpsite since it was too close to the village, but
nobody listened to him. On warm/hot days we see the land with heat waves, the
odor is too strong it could harm the people.
The Elders/leaders would have to plan for a new dump. It’s a priority to face,
where the dump wouldn’t be too close to the village and where the wind (N)
wouldn’t blow towards the village. The community as a whole would have to agree
on the new site.
Dump- cover- surrounding first with sacks.
When the snow melts at the dump, it is really bad and you know that kids like to
play around. The melting snow that’s coming from the dump goes down towards
the river and becomes intact to the children and their clothing and it goes with
them where ever they go.

Maria Kairaiuak- ‘Naivvkuk’: born in Cevvarneq on October 31,
1928:

If a person is not searching or asking for advice or word of knowledge, that person
is like as if he is sleeping
Subsistence catches were to be enough for winter storage and even more when
they were to celebrate dance festivals
All subsistence food that is able to be dried were to be worked on right away, even
if the hunter had brought home only one catch
If we see trash on the ground, pick it up and dispose of it properly.
Long ago babies were not deformed or such, but nowadays more babies are born
not normal. It was rare back then.
If one who is talking a good way of living, stop and listen.
When I became aware, I never found anything lying around (trash). We didn’t have
much like what you have now (food, clothes, boxes, etc…) the way of our living
was quiet and our people were quiet. We were told to do things and would obey
right away without any conflict.

David Jimmy, Sr. - ‘Akagalria’: born in Kawarelegalik on
February 6, 1940
Was an operator for the dumpsite under City back then
Dug trenches/ditches for the trash, compacted them, and covered them with a
bulldozer
It was good when they use to cover the trash; there was no windblown trash.
Some appliances should not be damaged so people could reuse them for parts.
No scattered trash was visible back then because we didn’t have as much wastes
generated as there are now.
Before the dumpsite, they had drums near the river where trash was burned. They
dumped the ashes in the river and that is why trash was never littered. They would
burn the trash in the drums when the wind was not blowing towards the village.
Tanks are not disposed, they are rotting where they are.

Theresa Abraham- ‘Paniliar’: born in Cevvarneq on April 9, 1941
Work as a community and strive
It would be good if we had only one person who hauls honey buckets to the lagoon
and one person who hauls the trash to the dumpsite, so they wouldn’t be
improperly disposed.
Don’t really like using chemicals in honey buckets but everybody uses them so
they wouldn’t smell awful in the houses.
When human wastes are dumped in the lagoon, it leaches to the river and is not
safe for our food- fish. And since people dump where ever they please that is a
problem because they are dumped anywhere now.

Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the
following villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all
the other Nelson Island communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council
or administrator attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community
members.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tununak: January 4-6, 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14, 2006
Nightmute: September 17-19, 2007
Chefornak: June 30 – July 2, 2008

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 50 community members attend, including 8
Elders. A Nelson Island Consortium Elders Council was formed during the June/July
2008 meeting in Chefornak which includes two elders from each of the Nelson Island
Consortium villages. The Elders Council include: Paul Tunuchuk and Theresa Abraham
from Chefornak, Sophie Agimuk and Martina Chagluak from Toksook Bay, Helen and
John Walter, Sr. from Tununak, and Elsie Tommy and Michael John from Newtok.

Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and
suggestions. The full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted
in spring 2008 by the IGAP staff.
The top concerns of our residents were:
Raw Sewage (Honey bucket) (34)
Toxic/ Hazardous waste (32)
Beach/ River Erosion (31)
Tie: Mercury, Asbestos, and Lead acid batteries (30)
Water Quality (29)
The most common suggestions were:
New Lagoon Site
New Water Treatment Plant
Running water for households
Dump Site
Disposal of hazardous liquids/ Used motor oil
Material Safety Data Sheets
Education of HazMats disposal methods

TUNUNAK
Elder Guidance: We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island
Consortium meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe
and clean and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their
tapes. Their words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas
and also how to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are
about respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This
plan is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to
our wastes.
Elders’ words: January 12, 2006.”In early days, our people followed traditional

ways and never were confused or felt lost of their environment, because they
listened to the wisdom of their elders. Over the years, we have welcomed pain to
ourselves and land to the white people ways. We never knew of how much trash
and contaminations they could deliver and mess up our traditional way of life.”
January 13, 2006. “It is a traditional law that we must have a great care for our
hunting grounds.”
August 23, 2006. “When I was young the fish caught in net would struggle even
when placed into my boat. Now some fish that caught in nets seem to give up
easily and die before they are put into the boat.”
Andy Charlie, Born around Nelson Island area.
1. People should not expect to get paid for helping each other but a compliment of
appreciation was a reward enough in the old days.
2. People should be careful when they cut their holes on frozen rivers. They should
not spill gasoline into ice holes.
3. When I become aware, we had little, Everything was returned to the earth. Now we
have plastics and things that will harm us and our way
of life. We must be careful with these things.
4. It is disrespectful to leave litter at the camps.

Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us.
Community disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and
environment. In addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the
other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

1

Tununak: January 4-6, 2005

2

Newtok: June 13-15, 2005

3

Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005

4

Toksook: January 11-14, 2006

5

Nightmute: **

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 12 community members attend, including 5
Elders.
Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and suggestions.
The full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted in Spring of
2004 by the IGAP Staff.
The top concerns of our residents were: Water and subsistence contamination,
hazardous waste.
The most common suggestions were: Trash collection and recycling.
Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these
meetings each month from September 2005 - August 2006.

Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004.
This committee is comprised of 5 members. They represent different parts of our
community. Their job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work
best for our community. Their concerns included
1 Reduce health risks from dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
2 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.
3 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the
community.
4 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when ti floods or
the wastes burn.
5 MAking sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
6

Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump.
This will protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.

7

Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we
can. These are values that our Elders taught us.

The committee meets about every 6 weeks. The following people served on our
committee:
1

Maria Angaiak, IRA Council Member

2

David Hooper, IGAP Coordinator

3

Charlie Post, Nelson Island Consortium Representative

4

Paul Sunny, Elder

5

Martin Albert, IRA Council member

6

Hubert Hooper, Environmental Committee member

7

Harry Lincoln, Environmental Committee chairman

8

Cecila James, Assistant IGAP

School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and
teachers. They educated the youth about:
1 Hazardous wastes
2 Recycling
3 Being careful at the dump
4 How the contaminants from the dump can get into our waters
Community Education and Outreach: Nelson Island fish net monitors and
subsistence camp monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them
about littering and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people
are concerned about and what education they need. Our environmental staff, including
our Nelson Island Consortium representative, went to homes to educate people about
environmental issues. They talked to people at the stores. They also found out from our
people what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community
that is related to solid waste management:
1

Honeybucket dump is polluting our river and people are getting sick.

2

When is our water for homes coming?

3

Dumpsite is polluting our river.

4

Town is dirty.

5

Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra.

6

Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town.

7

People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the
dump.

8

People do not listen to Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this
trash all over.

TOKSOOK
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium
meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean
and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their
words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how
to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are about
respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This plan
is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to our
wastes.
See Elder interview file.

Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us.
Community disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and
environment. In addition to listening to our elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the
other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: **

Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these
meetings each month from August 2005 to July 2006.

Community Environmental Committee: A Committee will be formed late 2006. The
committee is proposed to be members of the NTC council, City of Toksook Bay, High
School Youth Group, Environmental staff, and members of the community. They
represent different parts of our community. Their job will be to make sure that our plan
fits our community and will work best for our community. Their concerns should
included:
 Reducing health risks from the dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.

 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the
community.
 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when the wastes
burn.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump.
This will protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
 Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we
can. These are values that our Elders taught us.
 The committee will meet every month on a regular basis, and when we are called for
emergency meeting.
School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and
teachers. They educated the youth about:
 Recycling
 Hazards of Household items

NEWTOK
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium
meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean
and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their
words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how
to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are about
respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This plan
is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to our
wastes.
Elders’ words:
Mr. Secretary, George Tom of Newtok Traditional Council had said about what an Elder
Paul Carl, 81 years old had stated. Mr. Carl is from the small village of Newtok, Alaska.
Mr. Carl addressed the importance of what will happen if we were to drain the Big Lake
(Nangevpak) (The Big Lake is between the Airstrip and the village) out or empties out by
itself, the whole land where Newtok sits, will sink down. This has happen before in
another two sites that Mr. Carl knows of. One site that had happen before is across the
Ninglik River and Niuqtam Kagatii which is on the East side of Newtok about two to three
miles out.
Paul Carl, 81 years old of Newtok, is originally from old village site called
Ayimqeryararmiut. His belated parents were father’s name was Menerqalria, mother’s
name was Apamaralria. His first belated wife’s name was Mary Julia Carl, Cakayak.
Second wife was Anna Charles, Qiraun. By his first marriage, they had 5 children. Later
on he gained 9 more children by his second wife. He was a subsistence hunter, and has
traveled all around the southwestern region with other hunters. He used to travel by dog
team by winter, wooden boat by summer. Later on snow machine took over the dogs.
He is well respected and knowledgeable of his surrounding. We, The IGAP Department
appreciate his great help on passing the valuable information to us.
People should not expect to get paid for helping each other.
When I became aware, we had little. Everything we had returned to the earth.
Now we have plastics and things that will harm us and our way of life. We must be
careful with these things.
It is disrespectful to the person who goes camping in that area and to others to
leave litter at the camps.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us.
Community disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and
environment. In addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the

other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: 2007, exact date to be determined

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 20 community members attend, including 9
Elders.
Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and suggestions.
The full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted in January 812 2007 by the IGAP staff. (Note attach to the end of this plan all of the surveys or the
summary sheet for the surveys). If you did not do a survey, and you do not plan on
doing one, delete this section.
The top concerns of our residents were: Garbage in the village, and Dumpsite.
The most common suggestions were: Hire a trash man to haul the trash to the dumpsite,
and fix fence around the dumpsite and or clean out the dumpsite and haul its contents.
Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these
meetings each month from August 2005 to July 2006.
Environmentally Clean (Menuicaraq) June 2005 in Newtok. Nelson Island Consortium
had guests from five (5) villages along with their Elders. Tununak, Nightmute, Toksook
Bay, Chefornak and Umkumiut were here along with five (5) people from Anchorage.
Lynn Zender, Simone Sebalo of Zender-Environmental, Tami Fordham of Region 10,
Joseph Sarcone of Government EPA and Steve Sumida of Acting Assistant for AITC.
Oscar Wassillie of Nelson Island Consortium Director for Chefornak asked the groups of
elders on how they use to keep their surrounding (May it be the fish camps, old village
sites) clean.
Mary Julia Carl, Cakiileq, of Toksook Bay Elder,
Our first ancestors used it, may it be within the village or anywhere in the tundra. They
didn’t have much of the trash to trash with. Just the animal bones or used grass that
was used for beddings or floor matting. Whenever they wanted to change the old
beddings or floor matting, they just gathered up the used grass and burn them in one
place. As for animal bones, they would place them in the gunny sack. In the spring time,
they’d throw the gunny sack into the lakes or ponds. They didn’t have five (5) gallon
plastic honey bucket containers. Only our Grandparents had one or two type gallon
potty trainer containers. Our elders were much respected and totally important to us as
well. Mr. Wassillie was very understandable when he talking about our past. Everything
that we did have a reason, according to rules that has been pasted on to us, especially
from our unseen Universal Creator. In this belief, our ancestors honored the air, water
and the land. Because of all three elements, we are still surviving. Without these three

elements, we become nothing because of the human era. For this reason, we must
keep our environmental area clean.
John White, Acuruunaq of Nightmute Elder
How are we going to live? How are we going to understand, going against each others
and trying to understand? We should be getting started now. I never got to know both
of my parents. People, who lived in Cakcaak from what I used to see, never had any
trash to trash with. There were lot of fishes and they were taken care with care, our
mothers made sure our stomach won’t go hungry. Ever since the white people
appeared, the trash appeared; they even showed us how to live in this crazy world,
which we are losing our identity slowly. Whatever the white people bring unknown
products, they only bring in illness. Even if we go to the hospital, we are still dying of
some kind of cancers. For crying out loud or gee whiz, we should start following how our
late ancestors use to live. Our Universal Creator is watching us, he made this planet and
it was clean when he gave it us.
Joseph John, Arnaucuaq, 69, Elder/Member of Newtok
As for the dried fishes that has been burnt by the sun, they became inedible, even the
dogs won’t eat them. So, it is better to bury them in the ground or even just burn them.
Late William Andy, Ungusraq, 76, Elder of Newtok
These people who have been talking are true but even if we tell our workers, they are
still trying to make it work. Having only one worker just doesn’t cut it. We will still telling
them but it still won’t work.
Mark Tom, Nuuyaraleq, Elder of Newtok
We, males should take our hats off during all the meeting to show respect just like if we
are at the church since we do start the meeting with a pray. Even if I haven’t attended
all of the meeting, it is just like I have gone to all of them. Because I have heard these
messages before, it still continues even up to this day. As we continue to go on living
like this, we will stop seeing what we use to see. God is for real. When you look at the
map of Alaska, you are looking at Subsistence Way of Life, Alaska. It should not be
divided by the people of State of Alaska nor does Federal Department who thinks they
are governing our daily live which in truthfully not true at all.

Oscar Wassillie, Uquviarluq of Chefornak Nelson Island Consortium Director
We came here to Newtok to talk about your fishing areas like Cakcaak or any known
subsistence site rivers, any fish camps that looks trashy or getting trashed by the people
who leaves their trash behind. Even if the campers dig a hole to burry them, the animals
are still digging them out, that makes it messier. We are still going to keep telling the
communities to bring in their trash into the village dumpsite for proper disposal.

Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004.
This committee is comprised of 5 members. They represent different parts of our
community. Their job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work
best for our community. Their concerns included:

 Find a solution to haul the trash from the bank of the river on the other side of the
river.
 Find income to hire trash haulers.
 Make trash bins in the village and emptied by the trash hauler.
 Spring clean up set up, ask for donations and wages.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump.
This will protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
The committee meets about once a month. The following people served on our
committee:
 Joseph John Sr. Council Member
 Dominic Charles, IGAP Director
 Margaret Nickerson, Nelson Island Consortium
Representative
 Paul Carl, Elder
 Carol Kassaiuli, Youth Member

Community Education and Outreach Nelson Island fish net monitors and subsistence
camp monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them about littering
and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people are concerned
about and what education they need. Our environmental staff, including our Nelson
Island Consortium representative, went to homes to educate people about
environmental issues. They talked to people at the stores. They also found out from our
people what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community
that is related to solid waste management:
 Honey bucket dump is polluting our river
 When is our water for homes coming?
 Dumpsite is polluting our river
 Town is dirty.
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra
 Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the
dump.

Community Information for Solid Waste Planning
Current Community Population
We have 320 people living here now, including 7 school staff that leave during the
summer. Additionally, we have about 1 people who leave for commercial fishing. On
most days in the summer, about 50 people are camping overnight at fish camps. During

Fall hunting, we have about 40 to 80 people out hunting overnight. During winter, about
20 to 50 people are gone from the village on most days for subsistence. The average
number of people gone from the village for other reasons, like visiting, shopping, medical
appointments on most days is about 3 to 5. About 3 to 5 visitors come and stay over in
our village each day in the summer, and in the winter we have about 50 people each
month for tournaments and gatherings. We usually have about 2 to 7 people each year
who live here during summer for construction, and 0 to 3 people for winter projects. For
about 4 to 6 weeks during Spring Breakup, and 4 to 6 weeks during Fall Freeze up, most
people stay in the village due to dangerous boat and snow machine travel.

NIGHTMUTE
Elder Guidance
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium
meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean
and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their
words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how
to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are about
respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This plan
is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to our
wastes.
Elders’ words:
Long ago the people used to have trash box at the end of village for the other end of
village and the other one for the other end of village and if the boxes are full the people
work together to empty out the boxes, by dumping the trash to one area like the one call
today a dumpsite. The bone/waste of food are also collected differently at the house(s)
when there is enough they would bring them to where no man has stepped on in the
pond or the lake, although it might be kind of far from the village.
When the trash first start coming to village the trash was either burned right away and or
buried to the ground.
The elders used to tell people to help each other and try not make too much trash allover
the ground and respect the land and not to move anything out at tundra which belongs to
someone because they will think about it when they go to that area. The elders still use
and respect the traditional way of life, they never seem to be confused or felt lost of their
environment. They teach us and want us to keep on using the cultures and values today.
Over the years the elders have seen change and learned to accept the changes but one
thing will never be taken away. That way is the Traditional way of living. This wisdom of
knowledge is passed on through many generations. They teach us to respect the
environment and the resources that we depend on so much. If we do not respect the
environment we will lose the resources. What they mean is if we are not careful to keep
the environment free from contaminants the fish plants and animals that we harvest for
subsistence will no longer be plentiful, will gradually decrease and eventually be gone.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us.
Community disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and
environment. In addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the
other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005

♦
♦
♦
♦

Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: **

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 12 community members attend, including 5
Elders.

Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these
meetings each month from August 2005 to July 2006.
Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004.
This committee is comprised of 5 members. They represent different parts of our
community. Their job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work
best for our community. Their concerns included:
 Reducing health risks from the dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.
 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the
community.
 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when it floods or
the wastes burn.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump.
This will protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
 Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we
can. These are values that our Elders taught us.
The committee meets about every 6 weeks. The following people served on our
committee:
 Joe John, Council Member
 Henry Francis, IGAP Director
 Anna James, Nelson Island Consortium Representative
 Rose George, Elder
 Jimmy Wassile, Youth
 George John, Village Corporation and Store
 Joseph James, School Board
 Molly George, City Manager

School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and
teachers. They educated the youth about:
 Hazardous wastes
 Recycling
 Being careful at the dump
 How the contaminants from the dump can get into our waters
Community Education and Outreach: Nelson Island fish net monitors and subsistence
camp monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them about littering
and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people are concerned
about and what education they need. Our environmental staff, including our Nelson
Island Consortium representative, went to homes to educate people about
environmental issues. They talked to people at the stores. They also found out from our
people what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community
that is related to solid waste management:
 Honeybucket dump is polluting our river and people are getting sick
 When is our water for homes coming?
 Dumpsite is polluting our river
 Town is dirty.
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra
 Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the
dump.
 People do not listen to Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this
trash all over.

Special IGAP meeting
Tununak
January 4 & 5, 2005

Some of the elders who attended the meeting.

Village Participants:
Tununak IRA Council / Tununak Traditional Council
Nightmute Traditional Council / Umkumiut Traditional Council
Chefornak Traditional Council
Newtok Traditional Council
Nunakauyak Traditional Council

Day One
Cenaliulriit CRSA : John Oscar – Program Director
Explained what Cenaliulriit CRSA does and the history leading up to the Project Plan
Amendment. Cenaliulriit reviews plans for consistency to development prior to the issuance of
permits representing 38 villages. Reviews include oil & gas, mining, and local infrastructure
development in their consistency to protecting subsistence resources using enforceable policies.
• Cenaliulriit received a grant from the Coastal Impact Assistance Program that could be
used to work with existing organizations and grassroots groups to develop planning for
policies that address solid waste, sewer lagoon, roads projects, housing sites, erosion
control and working with local stakeholders to begin the implementation of policymaking to protect subsistence resources.
• Cenaliulriit wishes the village to begin forming policies or ordinances relating to
environmental issues.
• Cenaliulriit does not want to duplicate other efforts already underway from a local level
to addressing coastal issues of environmental concern, erosion, hazardous waste and
resource protection.
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•
•

•

•
•

Cenaliulriit has been conducting subsistence resource mapping over the last 3 years and
wishes the villages to begin more detailed mapping of traditional sites and directly related
to policy making.
John Oscar requested the
participants to provide their
leadership to make comment
toward the program plan
amendment and current existing
policies. Handouts were provided.
Cenaliulriit will also contract with
the regional Association of Village
Council Presidents, but the
contract has not been negotiated.
Cenaliulriit will concentrate efforts
relating to its program plan and
Facilitating the meeting.
grant requirements.
John Oscar was also participating
in the meeting to understand what the Consortium was doing to report back to his board
and make recommendations in how the funds could be best used under terms of
compliance with the Coastal Impact Assistance Program grant requirements on a region
wide level.

Opening Prayer by Newtok Elder
Roll Call: Chefornak, Nightmute, Umkumiut, Toksook Bay, Newtok all present
Last meeting minutes by Henry Friday, Toksook Bay. These notes are available from Toksook
Bay. We are sending out copies to everyone in their next packet.

View video clip of meeting, with full room scan. Click icon.

D:\
MOV00406.MPG

Special IGAP Work Plan for Nelson Island Consortium: Lynn Zender –
Zender Environmental
This is not covered by the current IGAP funds under tribes; this program is a separate program
from the existing IGAP program. This is extra funding.
Primary Special Project Work plan is to protect subsistence. Local traditional and experiential
knowledge is used to implement the program. Consortium is able to review the project goals,
and identify issues of need and management, at each stage. The Consortium meetings and what
the Consortium decides is the work plan. Zender Environmental will take care of the paperwork
– the work plan does not match what is written at EPA—they will take the necessary paperwork
steps.
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Their job also is to document the Consortium procedures and meetings. Their job is also to
provide technical assistance and help in grant writing and grant administration support. They
also need to document the development of the Consortium plan for protect Nelson Island Area.
They will write this in a formal document so that we can use it for funding and to show agencies
that we do have a plan for this area. Documenting this is one of the ways to protect this area
from Outsiders. There are many steps to do this, but this is one of them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Waste Management
Assess impacts to subsistence resources and surrounding areas
Develop management solutions
Establish “demonstration project”, training and hiring
Incorporate “Traditional and Experiential Knowledge”
Identify grants and resources to implement the program in the long term
Find Training in Water Monitoring and Solid Waste Management for Villages. Conduct
one-on-one assistance in host Villages and over the phone.
Once the numbers are known, then there are different ways to address the situation. Identifying
the fish nets left over is a step in this process. This same process could be used for other items
that are out in the subsistence area.
Village Grant Tracking Responsibilities
Chefornak will turn in the quarterly reports for this grant. Each village needs to just send the
description – a narrative of what they have done with any monies from this grant. Any activities
that are for the consortium can be written down, and sent to Chefornak. Can everyone keep a
daily log? This is easiest. There is an example in the Nelson Island binders passed out (1 to
each village). The binders are for activities that done for nelson island grant. Then they can fax
their log to Chefornak.
To get any monies from the Nelson Island Grant – each village must be responsible for making
sure with Chefornak that it is an acceptable use of the money. It is not Chefornak that decides
the acceptable use. But it is Chefornak who must explain the use to EPA. These monies must be
used for the Nelson Island Consortium activities and goals. With the go-ahead of Chefornak,
then the village can get a drawdown or reimbursement. They need to give Chefornak the
receipts and dates and narrative of what they did with the money. That way Chefornak can show
EPA that the grant monies are spent right.
HazWoper Training: Lynn Zender
The Nelson Island Grant pays for an in-Village Training with certification. This would be hosted
by a Village. The other Villages send two participants to the host Village. The participants’
airfare is paid for, plus $125 to contribute to food while they are in the host Village. Participants
are selected by the tribe to send representative trainees. Umkumuit has funding to pay 6 people
to go to Anchorage. Chefornak has funding to send two people to Anchorage. Why not combine
these trainings to have a host Village. Training in a Village will provide better application to our
situations. We can save money doing this and use it for something else.
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Fire Department in Anchorage can provide free training, but does not provide any airfare,
lodging, or meals. Bringing in training to Village is more cost effective than to send a person to
Anchorage.
Fish Net Monitoring Plan: One of the steps in carrying out the plan we are developing is
to identify the wastes in the area and in the Villages. Nick Tom had brought this idea up
previously. Survey tape and markers were brought for each Village to color –code tape.
Stanley Anthony also explained the monitoring efforts that were conducted by the United
Villages of Nelson Island at the traditional fishing sites and Wilderness Rivers used by Newtok,
Chefornak, Nightmute, Toksook Bay and Tununak. He used to monitor so that he was able to
offer his expertise.
He also said that campers’ leave behind trash and waste, and awareness efforts keeping it clean
are necessary. This might be part of the monitoring.
The efforts involved monitoring fishnets under the ice from freezing under or left there that catch
fish inadvertently and causing waste. The net that wasn’t well maintained, or if they were not
watching out for the nets, then the monitor would go get that net and pass the fish out to families
that can’t provide enough for themselves.
The net monitors must have knowledge of the land so they do not get in trouble. And what they
are supposed to be doing.
A resident could get a number from TC and tie it to his/her net. This was to help avoid
confusion, and help them to see if the nets are well-maintained by owners from different villages.
Each village had different colors to represent them.
This was an effort that was done before and it worked. We stopped doing this, and must start
this again. This effort is important because it didn’t waste any fish
The Consortium decided to start this again. Each village would have the monitor job for two
weeks. Each village took different marking tape to tie to nets that they were monitoring.
It was brought up that clear plastic tags would be good to stick the notes in there. Chefornak will
order these from he Nelson Island Monies.
Meetings to be Held with Eskimo Dances
It was decided to hold the future meetings at the same time as Eskimo dances and
festivals in each village. This way we can get more community participation that way.
We want to have as many people here.
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Opportunities Discussed:
Water Quality Training by Native American Fish and Wildlife: It was noted
that this is available each year. Water sampling is a way to get numbers to work with the elders’
experience and their detailed observations. This training gives the village a water testing kit that
will let each village test their water for contaminants, like lead. They pay the hotel, training, and
lunch. Village must cover airfare and other expenses. Classes offered are Beginning,
Intermediate and Advanced training until certification. Level 1 is in May. Please call ** to sign
up.
RurAl-Cap Raven Americorps / Alaska Youth for Environmental Action:
Lynn Zender & Phillip Carl
Enables youth to participate in environmental protection, understanding how the natural
resources could be protected by clean up, working with human resources that are involved in
natural resource activities, and actively working with existing groups to better their
understanding about the environment. Americorps positions are something that the Villages
should decide about to have a funded position next year. The application is in October or
November.

Policies that were discussed: Decisions are Not
Made Yet on These:
IGAP Steering Committee: Rosalie Kalistook, AVCP – Bethel
The Nelson Island Consortium was initially started with concerns on Cak’caaq on a volunteer
basis. This makes it special in that the communities are very involved, and we are listening to
our elders and making traditional decisions together.
To keep this so that the communities are involved, should we make a steering committee?
Enables the committee to monitor what each village is doing, progress reports, set work plans,
requirements, offer advice, and assist the committee membership to accomplish task
requirements. This would ensure that what gets done through this consortium is what is
understood by everyone to be the decisions.
Stanley Anthony, Nightmute- This committee would enable the leadership to have common
goals and objectives to implement and accomplish tasks.

Discussion of 501c3: Introduced the idea of forming a formal entity – similar to how
AVCP operates, but focuses only on Nelson Island Subsistence Protection and Village Waste
Management Problems. It was decided to discuss this further as we get more information about
the advantages and disadvantages. We should decide by October or November, so that the
paperwork can be done in time for grant cycles.
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One Advantage: Can make it easier to manage grants for paperwork and money. Might help in
getting some grants. Would be independent of a village’s financial performance/situation.
One Disadvantage: There are regulations that must be followed about how the structure of our
management and reporting would work. We would be a tribal non-profit business instead of
tribes. This might give the State some more authority over what we do.
We are looking for good information and speakers who can give us the details of how this will
affect us, so we can decide.
Nelson Island Entity: Phillip Carl - Newtok
Funding grant would be placed into one source. No specific discussion was explained, but that
the current Consortium is already conducting the plan.
Watershed water quality sampling and monitoring
This is an idea for the future – do we want to develop a grant for this? To get funding for
scientists to come and train Villages and to do sampling of the water in the places where we
decide are important. Then we would test these places each year and have the numbers. We can
have the numbers that show how our water is. So if a company comes in to say that they want to
develop a business, we have numbers to show them. Under the United States laws then they
would have a harder time to come here because they would have to do their business in a way
that did not change the numbers. They would have to show that they would not impact our area.
HazWoper Training:
The Nelson Island Grant pays for an in-Village Training with certification. This would be hosted
by a Village. The other Villages send two participants to the host Village. The participants’
airfare is paid for, plus $125 to contribute to food while they are in the host Village. Participants
are selected by the tribe to send representative trainees. Umkumuit has funding to pay 6 people
to go to Anchorage. Chefornak has funding to send two people to Anchorage. Why not combine
these trainings to have a host Village. Training in a Village will provide better application to our
situations. We can save money doing this and use it for something else?
Meeting participants seemed to want to have HAZWOPER training soon. But there was no
agreement about when would be the best time, and if Villages would commit to this time and
send their participants. WE need maybe a set of dates to choose from. Then Chefornak would
need to coordinate whether we have good attendance. This is not something that elders need to
decide – the training and dates. They want to cleanup the area and protect our old ways. To
keep our workers safe when they clean up the dump, they need to have training with the
hazardous wastes. So the HAZWOPER training is something that the elders approve. They did
not voice any objections or have any modifications to this plan. They did say that all the
Consortium plan and activities and decisions must be equal for all villages. We must make sure
that we are not disfavoring a village or a people, or even our youth. We are all together and act
as one people to protect this area.
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So we must plan this HAZWOPER to be sure that all villages approve the dates and where the
training will be.
FUTURE RESEARCH IDEAS TO BE REPORTED ON
Firelogs incineration – can this be done here? The consultants will review this technology and
develop costs for feasibility here.

Day Two

Elders Speak
Other than the concerns to the environment the elders were able to share a portion of ancestral
wisdom “Qaneryaraq” or “ways of living” with family and community members.
Andy Charlie, Sr., Tununak: Described the living standards while growing up in the
wilderness, as his home in the Baird Inlet area. They utilized everything as much as possible
while keeping their surrounding as clean as possible. The bones of the fish were even carefully
discarded not on any tundra, but in a pond or river where they came from.
We were told not to throw our fish bones and discards on the tundra, that it would eventually
reduce our resources and cause hardship later on. They did not leave their property on the tundra
or leave nets in the wilderness, but cared for them. Today, everything has changed, where
aluminum cans are being thrown on the tundra. They were careful in the care and handling of
subsistence resources, and utilized everything useful of the animals they caught. One did not
even see portions or paws of animals left on the tundra. Everyone helped each other without
compensation. Our present day discards everything from plastic to aluminum, and end up out
in the ocean, and causes harm to fish and wildlife resources.
Everyone that goes out to the wilderness needs to bring back trash and practice that all the time.
Our dumpsites also require good management. Children are being sent out by their parents, and
dump trash without proper disposal. Mr. Charlie also burns trash when he has the time, and finds
that the trash is expanding in a much greater area. The dumpsites can be better managed to
reduce the dump radius.
Our young people do not attend these meetings. We need to involve our young people to these
meetings, because they are part of the community for they will be the end result of these
gatherings.
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Aviuk’kaq’saraq - Giving to our ancestors and thanking nature by leaving a small portion of our
catch by placing them into the ground. Our people lived with nature and animals by show their
respect to them. Such as leaving a portion of your food supply into the water for the Killer
Whales, because they will give you back a portion of their catch later. The Killer Whales are
like people.
Rita Angaiak, Tununak: I recognize all the stories that my uncle, Andy Charlie, Sr. has
explained. I saw my forbearers being very careful about their use of resources. Our first people
were extra careful about their respect to land and waters around them. Today, when I go to
surrounding tundra, I find trash in the tundra, and they are very visible. My uncle explained
much of the concerns I have. They collected the paws and heads of seal and gathered them for
later consumption. They placed them in seal pokes. They even kept the area around their houses
clean.
John Walter, Sr., Tununak: I find trash in plastic bags being thrown into the ocean, which is a
wrong practice. Batteries need to be collected from the dumpsite, and require a collection place
and better management.
George Hooper, Sr., Tununak: Oil waste is also another concern that is being used in steam
houses, where it has hazardous byproduct when it is burned. We do not have proper disposal
places to manage this type of waste. It causes harm to the environment and the fish that
surrounds the village. Pine Sol and other chemicals bought from stores also cause harm to the
rivers and ocean, and our subsistence resources. Initially Tununak residents did not dump trash
haphazardly, but that has changed today. We need to have information and policies they will
address careful oil change on Hondas and requirements that prevents pollution.
Paul Sonny, Tununak: When we go to the tundra and wilderness. When we leave the trash in
the tundra, it blows in the wind and also dug up by animals, it needs to be brought back to the
village. Maybe a fence could be placed near hunting and fishing sites in the tundra. “Cak’caaq,
Qinaaruug Cevv’taq, and Akuluraq. We see trash all over the place in those areas. We should
bring our trash back or build trash bins in those places.
William Andy, Newtok: What Andy Charlie, Sr. explained is very important and I know them.
Today, the knowledge that is held by our Elders is dwindling. They are also being very careful
not to sound harsh, due to the sensitive nature of young people today. We were taught to respect
others, and treat others as if they did not do anything wrong, as they will become useful members
of the community. We were taught to teach our children the good way, and let them grow up
knowing right from wrong. We see alcohol and drugs causing harm to our communities, and
request everyone to stop using them and will find oneself in a better nature. [This thought must
be used to teach our children the proper environmental education and information]. Everything
in the environment has awareness. Those that do not respect the land and waters will begin to be
unlucky when hunting or fishing.
Stanley Anthony, Nightmute: I was told by my elders to respect the wilderness. We did not
have compasses to give direction, but keeping an awareness of nature and using landmarks and
knowing where the snow berms are formed by the north wind. To be aware and careful about
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nature and land marks, so we will know where our directions and bearings are. Even the melting
of the ice will give you direction when you are in the ocean. Even placing a post in the
wilderness, a person will know where it was placed. We were taught by my elders to leave those
posts. Today, young people break those posts, and go on their merry way. We should be asking
our elders about certain names for lakes and rivers. It will enable direction if you have a radio by
someone who knows that place. We must give direction to everyone while at meetings. People
don’t go to meetings, when they could gain insight and knowledge. Everyone helped each other.
Today, we don’t even help others, when women are preparing fish to hang, other women just
show up tell a story then leave. When she could be helping her neighbor to prevent spoilage of
fish. We must respect other’s property too, and must leave them alone. We were taught that if
we take others property, we are only causing my catch to be reduced, because I have become a
thief by taking other peoples property. Aviuk’kaq’saraq – leaving a portion of your catch into
the ground, to thank nature.

Maria Kairaiuak, Chefornak: We were taught to respect knowledge and information, relating
to land, rivers, lakes, ponds and oceans. The ocean will not become like white man, and will not
be tamed. She told a story when they were traveling and the ocean ice began to break up, and
used methods that enabled them to travel to safety to shore. She also told of how they lived by
keeping their household clean and all discards of humans and animals out of view. We were told
not to speak loudly to our children, as they themselves will become like that. They taught us
repetitively. [Our community and young people must be taught repetitively, and implement the
environmental concerns.]
Ignatius Mathias, Nightmute: I’m not an elder, but I heard from my elders some of the
information and teachings. I have been hearing the same information that was just heard, and
they are all true.

Open Dump
Phillip Carl, Newtok: We need to educate our children not to discard trash to our environment,
and IGAP should be conducting this. Tununak should educate all the community, stores, high
schools, businesses, and enable people to recycle the cans.
This was an open discussion in how the villages could begin the process of addressing the literal
open dumping of all material and hazards to the dumpsites.
Recycling Used Oil and other Materials
Oil burners: Used oil burning for heating and recycling.
AVEC burns used oil in the open drums, which could be used for heating. Chevak has an oil
burner that heats up a warehouse.
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Recycling used oil mixed with new fuel oil could be used for any purpose that new oil is used
for. This technology is called a Waste Oil to Energy Converter (“WOTEC”). The machine
connects right into your fuel line from the tanks. It cleans the used oil and blends it with the new
oil. For Village-sized machines, you add about 2 parts used oil to 100 parts of new oil. You can
recycle many types of oil here – like cooking oil- to become new fuel oil.
The villages buy “Fire logs” to burn for about $10-12 per log. Rose Kalistook mentioned that for
about $150,000+ a fire log-recycling program could be developed to recycle burnable material.
Replace plastic bags with handbags for villages. Some communities have banned plastic and
Styrofoam from their stores, and including their use in the school in another community. The
schools are found to be the biggest contributor to Styrofoam and plastics to the dumpsites, by as
much as 40%. IGAP programs in villages are being requested to work with schools and
businesses to reduce the use of plastics and Styrofoam.
Incineration
A “Burn Box” is used by Togiak, and many villages. But smoke from burn boxes is hazardous,
which has to be done properly. Metal is separated from burnable material, which includes
shipping out recycling of metals. Plastic when burned gives out dioxin, which is hazardous to
humans. There are federal and state air quality standards that do not allow “burn boxes” due to
these hazards. But the federal and state solid waste regulations do allow this as they recognize
that some villages do not have a choice. Burning can be the best method, but the smoke needs to
stay away from people.
Shipment
Is this a possibility? To ship out hazardous wastes or other wastes?
Ignatius Mathias, Umkumiut: The consortium could develop an environmental control
ordinance that restricts plastics and Styrofoam, and work to have businesses and local groups to
comply.
Phillip Carl, Newtok: Used washers, empty 55-gallon drums and other metal sheeting could be
barged out or even flown. The community of Newtok will be working to develop a resolution
that will address this concern on plastics and Styrofoam. IGAP folks need to work with local
groups (high school, tribal leadership, and businesses)
Charlie Post, Tununak: The recycling of plastics can be done to reduce harm to the
environment. The communities need to have separate bins to take plastics, aluminum, versus
burnable material. Education and information to the community members must be implemented.

Other suggestions: Ocean dumping and subsistence area
Stanley Anthony, Nightmute: We need to educate our local communities repetitively about
bringing back our trash back to our communities.
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Andy Charlie, Sr., Tununak: We need to address other community users of our concerns to
keeping our wilderness areas clean of trash.
Peter Pitka, Tununak: Ocean dumping in the Bering Sea must be addressed, and how it will be
done should be considered. Wants to know who is responsible and how it will be addressed.
Charlie Post, Tununak: We need to work with the barge companies and fisheries to address
that issue.
Oscar Wassillie, Chefornak: CVRF and other existing groups must be approached to address
that problem. While fishing he brought up discarded rope in his anchor that is used by foreign
and large fishing fleets in the Bering Sea.
Billie Chagluak, Toksook Bay: Posters and information should be given to fishermen this
coming summer and posting them at stores, and request them to bring back trash.
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Caputnguaq Tribal Environmental Department
P. O. Box 10
Chefornak, Alaska 99561
(907) 867-8301 phone
(907) 867-8302 fax
Newtok Special IGAP Meeting Minutes for 06/13-15/2005

6/13/2005- Monday
Introductions- Newtok (opening Prayer and Roll Call) Margaret Nickerson
Present- Chefornak- Billy C., Anna A., Jennifer T., Ben Flynn
Toksook Bay-Molly Charlie, Mary Carl, Tununak- Martin Albert, Charlie Post
Nightmute and Umkumiut- John George, Andronik Kashatok, John White, NewtokMargaret Pauk, Joseph Patrick
Last minutes- Read by Charlie Post (Jan 2005) (In Folder or File) copied
Banning Styrofoam Product: Margaret Nickerson
Margaret’s Pad- Continue to translate in English when a meeting is over. Write down and
give minutes to Consultants.
Margaret Nickerson- Ban of Story-foam products
To eliminate the use of story-foam in village schools, hazardous chemicals
3800 K-12 Alaskan Native
21 villages NWT- Platinum
Plates, cups, and utensils when counted
Breakfast and lunch 1 day total
Burnt Styrofoam
$8, 200, 00 year-burned Styrofoam
Chemicals hit our land, and water
Harms out food and our environment
Cancer, people dying quickly, numerous
People from LKSD know about this, they kept quiet:
If she had the power she would put the LKSD staff into the same building as the
Styrofoam products and vent it towards the staff and see if they are hurt for if they are
they would bring us to court or do something about it.
When the BIA was holding on to LKSD they used re-washable utensils and reused them.
When the state of Alaska took over many products came on and started piling up.
Wanting help with YK to help us with situation for us to use reusable trays, utensils.

Simone- showing trays made of grass fibers and starch, explaining to us, asking us to test
them.
Bioyradable plates.
Kids complain about having stomach ache or diarriah after eating at school.
Billy explained to the principle about the hazardous chemicals found in Styrofoam,
landed in Resolution about banning Styrofoam and plastic utensils.
Submitted a Resolution before school was over to Ban Styrofoam products in school and
the local grocery stores. Contained hazardous chemicals was added into a letter that I
gave to the school, explaining the dangers of the products.
When we go to the store we bring back plastic bags and store them in to the trash and
blown away to subsistence areas which is seen and he wants to ban these and already has
started on the paper work.
When working with one voice we are weak. But when we come together as one we
become stronger.
Michael John- we need to start having meetings before school starts about not using
products, one-voice, one village we can work together, that way we will have more
power to ban the products.
Mary Carl
Stores Styrofoam products say not to microwave Styrofoam products because they are
too hazardous.
Martin:
When LKSD Board were having a meeting in Tununak they said they liked buying
Styrofoam products because they are cheaper and sugar care kids are a lot cheaper.
Charlie Post
Wrote a letter to the Native Store corp., but they said they would not stop selling until the
people in the village come together and quiet.
In May, after we had a meeting in TUN Rosalie Kalistook talked to the principal to
LKSD and said he doesn’t look or sound like the kind of person who will not listen.
Lynn
Worked with village and the people had written and signed a petition and drew pictures
and made the state changed its mud and that could help us.
The school could at least quit dumping Styrofoam products.
Dumping products into River, containments spread
Selling bad No.2 stove oil, smoke contains, bad chemicals should have No.1.
Billy
Solid waste-photos progress about burning waste in burn-box.
Introduction growing up.
Showing pictures from the quarterly report
Adrian Kashatok-umkumiut/IGAP

*hazwoper Training*
Which village to have meeting?
Will have a paper done.
Umkumiut will have a clean up on fish camp trash.
Hazwop will be towards hazardous stuff.
July sometime in the month
Billy talked to Simone and said to discuss it in Newtok so all the consortia will know
what village and day
Hazwop in Toksook Andronik
Place to stay and dumpsite trash separated
Figure out dated and confirm
.Pay one fee- more the better for hazard for IGAP employees.
Money/perdium for N.Island consortium
Perdium/Airforce-find out saves a lot of money to have hazwop in a village.
Should take Hazwop-people who will work (hands on) with solid waste required for
technicians
One person from each village to go on Hazwop training
Train the trainer in each village easier to learn
Thinking of July 16, 2005-OOK
Backhaul project- Simone/Lynn for Chefornak, Nightmute,Umkumiut, Toksook Bay, and
Tununak
Metal/anything that needs o be hauled out of village
Summer/winter?
Circuit pider cooperative
Tami Fordham-EPA project officer
*EPA thought it could be an assistant to the grant
*more paper work to be filled out
* Not enough time to provide assistance (project officers)
* used some money (IGAP) to get the CRC
*Based in Bethel/ Nome to monitor IGAP
Pilot Project not all villages will get project
EVCP sent papers to villages to select for
Who should provide service
AITC Yukon River to contact Tami if interested in Circuit Riders
3 years grants training given same training setting priorities in employers
Each non profit organization will have one employee for 13 tribes (example).
Steve Samede Recommended is to go with AVCP for Circuit Riders
AITC would only assist with employees: unlike AVCP would assist with office and
employees
Circuit Riders under EPA; one employee for group if tribes to monitor villages
*apply for unmet needs project for Nelson Island this coming October*
*June 23, 2005 10am purposed mining Donlin Creek project
(Conference call) (907)721-2895*
Subsistence camps-Billy

*cakcaaq-human contaminants lefts behind someone is not watching the campsites.
TRADITIONALS JUSTICE- Steve Sumida (AITC)
Alaska international Tribal
*community stronger by regulations*
We are going to learn how to make our community listen.
*traditional ways are more different than western justice we have traditional justice
Hear the bad parts of western justice to do our models
Authority- not teaching child to teach respect
Conformation will lie
Endurance- will take anger management (works against you) and treatment to get out
Traditional
-Respect authority-be honest, tell the truth
-will tell the truth
Will walk by God to be stronger
Alaskan Natives went to jail since they are telling the truth but judges don’t want to heat
that.
Since we are more honest we go to jail more
Both different
***Steve Sameda- Tribal justice cont.
Follow Tribal Justice System for Alaska Natives make stronger
*use council Resolution; meet with each other to ban Styrofoam and hazardous products
plan to where each waste should be dumped
Respect culture, respect environment bring on more elders, community to meetings to
discuss about culture, and environment.
Enforcement- use council as enforcement
Policy, procedures-grants/don’t need for environment rags.
Council in communities can change amending ordinances and Resolutions when
things/laws need to be changed.
Teaching through Humility/Respect
To respect on each others community they shake-Inupiaq
Traditional way of Inupiaq cut people off when they disrespected community and family
Democracy over powered culture
Power of respect-traditional culture never listen even though Democracy over powered
culture
Norms, values-don’t have to be written because we use our traditional values
Pass a resolution Traditional council, City Council, Corp to ban Styrofoam products, use
meaning issues for the firms, companies to understand
Shaming is not healthy for our younger generations. Respecting and helping younger
leaders. Using something like reverse/psychology
Everybody will know that someone is shamed if done.
Use tribal council as strength
Oscar

Regulations that has aroused in the village by the fish and game other than just stopping
to hunt for subsistence, the member of the family varied on hunting throughout the
season and what he refers to is that why there is no traditional justice on this.
Ans: co-management gets with John Oscar the Cenaliulriit and gets info on this fish and
game enforcement
Talk about enforcement in our own community and who is working for us.
First of all he is in respectful towards the village Elders of Newtok and he wants to get
information on the clean liners of how the residence in the old one used to keep the
subsistence sites clean and along with the village they are in.
Mary Carl
Our ancestors use to use them in the land and tundra
Women had small buckets for toilet use, they never had honey buckets we use today and
they dumped them in certain areas.
We dumped then where people would not step on /or trucks (main).
We never laid/threw them anywhere.
With out respect, today they come in and take food with out respect for asking.
Long ago, they had limited meals.
Qasgiq was well/highly respected. Women never went in only when they brought
food in for the men, OR elders.
Michael John
When dump sites used to be neat by, they relocated them further away from
town/village.
Around 1937, they used to go from place to place or travel to different hunting/camping
grounds.
They would be gone for at least a month
We were careful with subsistence food, never threw away edible food tundra or land our
food back then were limited. We respected what we catch
We mad sure that we shared over other surrounding villages with the game that we
hunted for.
Younger adults were told to abide by what elders used to tell them. To continue on living
respecting the land, gather, and environment.
Sleeping too much, death is in the end. Abuse sleeping too much can cause death. Back
then people in the community never were against each other, but they helped each other.
They had tried to limit their catch back then, catching enough for the winter and family.
With fish it was the same way. Made a kayak and went out kanaqlaq hunting. There was
a lot of bird around here. In the spring time kanaqlaks we used to hunt for seals.
Joseph John Newtok
When I became aware the people, I used to see are gone. They used lone, to have power
and used to help the men many ways with out looking at them as an outsider.
A person whit a boat used to help others who have none, or use to help them tie a move
the boat or pull the boat up. Or never heard anyone complain about having pain .many
people never sat around but started doing chores or helping out when they were able to
staying in a village for a long period of time was very embarrassing.

Men used to tell stories and gave advice no matter where they were they used to
push them to the right direction. If a person is telling you bad stuff get up and leave if not
stay. We couldn’t walk around with girls or hang out with one because we were told not
to, couldn’t even smile to girls too.
Our ancestors the authority we never walked around with the younger ladies, and
never did the women looked at the man in the eyes and smile at them.
Our elders used to talk to us, elders never went to school, but when they spoke to
us it was like they learned and got educated in school.
Now days the birds are less, back then there were a lot of watch fowl birds flying.
If you’re not going to eat them, don’t kill for pleasure. We respected not only
elders but animals and our land. There starting to throw foods away instead of giving then
to needy family’s that cannot hunt for themselves.
John White-Acurunaq (Nightmute)
I pity us living today. How are we going to live? We are against each other. We
need to get together, help each other out. Our creator is watching.
Back then there wasn’t any trash lying around the tundra. Our land was clean. We never
starved/ not hungry.
Our elders speak the truth. They are wise. They spoke about what will happen in the
future. There won’t be any game left if we continue to live how we live today. We
shouldn't waste food and not kill our food for pleasure
When foreigners came they brought different substances. They ruined the way of our
culture. (Yupik culture.) Let is help each other out, to protect our lands, game.
Clean up our lands and communities. If we try to keep clean, our game, food won’t be
poisoned.
If we abide by of what our elders told us, we can live a lot longer. We follow our Yupik
was of like, not foreigners.-And lets not forget
We shouldn’t throw food away, but give then to the family that would eat the food. He
wasn’t happy when he heard on the radio that someone in Kipnuk threw seals in the
dumpsite (Joseph John) Newtok
?
Burn our traditional foods. It will be better this way since they die out.
Michael Carl (Newtok)
Come together as one and clean the village and dumpsites. I told the council to burn the
wastes. I filled up as 5 gal bucket and burned the waste on and on. All day I did that & so
on the next day since the dump was building up. I told a person to spill store oil on top of
the trash and many of the wastes burned & the smell is a lot better. Before winter comes,
when the weather is dry, I suggested that they pour stove oil on top of the trash and burn
them. Since it eliminates the wastes
William Andy (Elder of Newtok)
-Talks about catches that are being not tended & also the catch of fur which are just left
alone in the tundra.
-He has brought the issue to let us know about “If you are not going to use what you
catch? Leave it alone
Although they are being told about “catches” of animals. Which he had mentioned about
on above issue they are not listened too be the people. How do manage to clean our way
of life.

Avegyaq-Alexandra Tommy-Elder of Newtok
-About carcass of fox of why they are left alone
Even though the household can use it to make a parka or make a fur hat to keep the head
warm
She stated about that the western culture doesn’t make clothing that is warm for us to
wear. She doesn’t want our children today to be “cold” Use the fur carcass to make a
parka or fur hat or mitten
-She said that women today are losing their lady heritage
-Mark Tom-Elder of Newtok
A thought to remember a man wearing hats?
It has been said that when we are asking for gifts to remember.
-Today we are losing our subsistence way of life by hurting our mother nature.
Soon we will encounter the log of subsistence as he has heard it from somewhere in
something
We can talk about our culture way of life to our Children today but we don’t tell them.
With the new technology these days, we have are losing our lifestyles
Oscar: Facing our subsistence sites- The “Cakcaaq” The place of fishing sites we need to
get with that place and there places and look at the place and talk about cleaning it up.
The GIS unit will be used to monitor the area throughout the season be it summer or
winter the GPS unit will be used to mark the area and then the GPS unit will plant the
marked areas into the GIS as a “consortium” our job today is to work together to clean up
our village our Environment-“Cakcaaq”-Do we need to have our EPA workers to go take pictures of the Area and
when then consider the clean up matter What materials we need, who’s going to be the
ones to work on the area’s
(Newtok)
George- A suggestion for businesses. When meetings are being conducted we need to
invite the managers due to trash being brought in by the organizations.
Lynn-Navigation
Does each village want to share our boundaries within each village?
Didn’t want to really talk about subject at this time.
Draw maps about each village boundaries.
Monitoring grants- One village to monitor all grants.
Look into it, wait for how our progress might be.
Stick to one village w/ the N. Island grant.
Use left over monies from Special / GAP to go for Circuit Riders.

*Administering*
2 years Special/ GAP
*Andronik*
*Look into the history of all villages and see*
That the best one keeps the grant.
*Tami could amend grants*
Backhaul grant was denied
*Steering Committee*
Elders, (mixture of people)
*Better spreadsheet w/the budget of the grant
*Transferring money*
Each village to hold the grant because there a lot of young ones that want to work.
Billy-there will be confusion among each village if we keep moving it around.
John white= I know how it is w/out money. I grew up without a wife. (Can’t understand
what he is saying)
Tami-“prove our point”…
Paul Carl
To this day, people are not quite the same at how we were back then, they never worried
about how much money they had, but they helped the people on the community that
wanted help. Now a days, everything we need, money has to be given. Even to clean our
environment.
Trash lying around our village, contains hazardous chemicals. Today there are a
lot of trash every where. We use to go together and even though we brought food we
never use to leave our wastes behind. Now a days, people go out into the tundra and
leave there trash behind. Money is making us live a trashy life. We are getting separated
because of money.
Michael John
We use to hardly have any English food. We never saw trash and human wastes around
the ponds and rivers and etc… When people would make money by traps they use to
travel and never leave trash behind. In 1958, since everything got modernized, many
contaminants and human wastes are piling up. Children will go to the store and purchase
products and then litter outside. Our lifestyle is becoming like that. We are starting to
live like this. It was hard growing up. In this life time as we speak, Elders are not
thinking of picking up trash but long ago our Elders were wise and would tell about their
childhood and there own lifestyle. My father would tell me to pick up or move trash
whenever I would go outside. Relocating our dumpsites will help our village get clean.

Mary George
We are trying to work with our environment but people here do not cooperate with each
other, and it’s making it very difficult for us to work and help each other as a community.
Our elders need to start talking to us about issues. We need to work with each other. Our
elders need to start speaking to the younger generations.
Betty Tom
Combining the trash and human waste is common to this day. Long ago, there wasn’t
any trash lying around. You wouldn’t see waste around the village. It was respected and
clean. To this day, the trash and waste combining is the most dangerous thing that we
know of. We never had many wastes but only our fish wastes. I am sad that our
campsites are contaminated with human wastes because the campsites were very
beautiful. We never had many wastes. The only wastes we had were our left over food
and human wastes.
Molly Charlie
We are the first teachers of our children. We could start talking to while they are young
because even though they seem like they aren’t listening they do listen. Even if they are
small talk to them. My mother use to talk to me when I was young and I learned from
her. Whenever I went out I would recall what my mother had told me and I would pick
up the trash that was lying around and I also would tell my friends not to litter. If we tell
our children not to litter than they will tell their friends not to litter and that will pass the
message on.

Chefornak T.C. Environmental Department
P.O. Box 10
Chefornak, Alaska 99561
(907) 867-8306 phone
(907) 867-8302 fax
05/04/05 Nelson Island Special IGAP
Meeting Minutes

Talk to an Elder and ask about putting the trash away. The Elders inputs and
information will help the department find new ideas.
We are to fix the way of our life. We are not going to hold on to it forever but we all have
to come together as one and take notes and vote in meetings so that our voices will be
heard. This is our way in business and in our field of work many people don’t like us but
we are a consortia and we have to come together as one.
Remembering the times when we were younger (kids), we use to hold hands and play a
game of red rover let whoever not come over. This is an example of how we are
supposed to be. Tied together as one. Understood by everyone.
After cleaning up the campsites we are going to have the army supervise and monitor the
campsites through the GIS satellite so that we will know how well our campsites are
being maintained by subsistence hunters and gatherers. We are supposed to keep our
environment clean so that our children can utilize our subsistence way of life. Berries,
food and etc are supposed to be taken care of. Our younger generation are mainly talking
in English and we are losing our language. How fast is that?
TUNUNAK- CHARLIE POST (EPA Coordinator for Tununak)
Charlie called airlines if they could transport recycled batteries and got the deal. He
called Napa and they said they would take the batteries. He filled out a haz map and if
the snow melts they will collect batteries. It is very important to them in their village and
they started because it is hazardous in their village.
Chefornak- OSCAR WASSILLIE (EPA Coordinator)
Oscar contacted Napa Auto Parts and they said they will keep the totes but we have to
pay a fee. Air carriers under the environmental department would bring in trash w/their
planes. Oscar was thinking about asking the carriers if he could make a deal w/them. If
they were to take the trash into Bethel and say they helped Uncle Sam would applaud
them. Think about them before you do anything. Send them a letter and say that they
bring in trash and the least they could do is bring in the recycled batteries.
If anyone has any questions towards recycling batteries please contact Charlie Post @
652-6527.

Margaret Nickerson (Newtok Village Coordinator for Special IGAP)
If Charlie finishes that letter please send the consortia villages a copy.
Charlie:
If the planes don’t have any passengers, they could bring in the trash.
Cecilia James (EPA Assistant Tununak):
While I was at berry camp, I saw a lot of trash lying around the river near Cakcaaq. If
berry campers could pick those trash up it would be good because they are hazardous and
could contaminate the food. It would be good if they could pick them up.
Jennifer Tunuchuk (EPA Assistant for Chefornak):
Tell your community members to start picking up after themselves when they go berry
picking or any subsistence gathering. If we keep on cleaning up after them, they are
going to depend on us every year.
Oscar:
Our plans are to clean up the fish camp areas. We are going to take pictures w/the GIS
satellite and observe which areas need to be cleaned up.
Margaret:
She asked where these two men from her village hunt and got the names of the areas
where they hunt and asked if they saw any trash lying around. Margaret told them that it
would be good if they could pick them up or put them to higher ground. Even if they
gather small items it would still be a big help toward improving our land.
Oscar:
He let the D.C. people come and see with their own of the trash and dump to let them see
how we live, and especially to let them know where our solid/human waste goes to. The
D.C. people asked what we were talking about and got translated and the D.C. people
should know how we live and we only travel with plane and they know now to treat us a
lot better. We are going with our way of living and they respect us and they know we are
strong. We are going on with our lives and that will be good.
Charlie:
The ocean is to be taken care of too. Let the hunters bring trash bags along so that they
can put their trash in the bags instead of leaving them out in the ocean, where a lot of
fisherman, and hunters go out for subsistence. They also see trash laying around or up on
the sea floating and he doesn’t like that. It would be best if they could start storing them
and putting them in plastic bags.

Billy:
During the summer time we could write up a letter that says: “When the fisherman start
fishing and bring in fish to the canaries, we could tell them not to dump their trash to the
sea. They could use the trash bags to put their trash in.” Even if they are small, they can
be a big help.
Charlie:
Let CVRF write a letter stating that fisherman, and hunters that subside in the ocean,
should bring along bags of some sort to keep their trash in.
Billy:
It is a good idea to put in batteries and plastic bags. Have a meeting about batteries
layering them with plastic bags.
Cecilia:
Ask CVRF if they can purchase grinders for the halibut heads. So that when working on
halibut, we wouldn’t have to dump the heads in the river or to the dump. After grinding
the heads, when dumped in the river, the birds, and animals could eat them up.
Margaret:
I had wrote a letter to LKSD about stopping the use of Styrofoam in LKSD villages.
LKSD is the largest school district in Alaska. Banning the use of Styrofoam in schools,
because the Styrofoam and the plastic utensils are mainly found in the dump. And not
only that, the contaminants found in Styrofoam are hazardous. We didn’t know that this
sort of material can cause health problems, and now we know. And I have informed in
the letter, that why did they keep quiet even though they know about what the after
effects might be. Asking questions headquarters in Bethel, about why they are keeping
silent. LKSD has a lot of money. They can hire dish washers to wash the silverware and
utensils. I am one person who is writing to a big company. I know where my heart is. I
am afraid. But I am only helping my community. I don’t want other people to be involved
with this because there are a lot of different people with different opinions about things
like this.
Oscar:
For every consortia village make a Resolution to ban the use of Styrofoam, so that LKSD
can abide by the rules of the village. LKSD has low budget now, but when in a meeting
you can bring the expenses of Styrofoam spent each year.
Pauk:
Write an urgent letter to the company about not using Styrofoam. Hunting and camping
grounds are always found filthy, trash everywhere.
Margaret:
Contact Kipnuk about the trash that they leave behind at the campsite. Ask them to clean
up after themselves. Also ask them to bring this up at church.

Molly:
I had spoken with the elders about how they used to live long ago without trash laying
around the village. They know more about respect for the land, they grew up with
ancestors telling them how they should live. “What goes around, comes around.” About
keeping clean and not wasting game. Living like white-men, modern times, depending on
machine operating vehicles and equipment.
Oscar:
Discuss work plan from Special IGAP, (reading through objectives)
Molly:
I have received a new computer last week and I did not have time to put the Elders inputs
yet. She is going to visit two elders at the time and put their inputs into her computer. If
you want a copy of their wise words she will be happy to send you a copy.
Oscar:
I looked over the Back Haul grant (solid waste) for the barge to pick up. Wanted to
congratulate Nightmute for the success and says to keep it up.
Oscar:
I want to com over to each village with a person from my staff and go over some issues.
We are going to monitor and not be like fish and game but the way of our living. The tags
will let us identify who left their fish nets. If nets are left un-harvested we are going to
take the net out, and give the fish to the people who need it. Unlike fish and game we are
going to monitor the nets like that.
We included Billy Chagluak’s drawings of our lagoon into our Quarterly Report and we
have finished the Chefornak IGAP and now in progress to finish the Special IGAP.
Let us not waste time and work when we are clocked in.
Dr. Lynn Zender:
Look for additional money from the state. In your villages so that it could cover the cost
of garbage generated by the school. Use another kid of paper product. Will talk about it
next time.
Margaret:
If they purchase metal trays, it will pay in the long run.
The school did not want to convert to dish washers because it took too much water. It
depends on the cost of the water. But they make alternatives that one that burns the nontoxic and they are made from renewable products from sugar canes, fiber sugar canes.
We can bring examples in the next meeting. They break down into nothing but like
regular plants.
Comment (Billy):
It just came into his mind “loose and ambitious.” He was at school at lunch time and hot
meal and go the paper plate soft.

Dr. Lynn:
They make (I think) a kind of paper plate and will bring a sample and test it out.
Don’t’ know if they ordered Styrofoam products for next year. Oscar will check the
school out and he recalled they ordered for the whole region. Tuntutuliak is smart and
they are the only ones who dish wash their plates. (don’t know the cost of water)
May 10-11th interested in signing up contact Nightmute.
Meet to contact Dr. Zender and Simone to amend the work plan before it hits Seattle and
becomes finalized.
June 13-14th meeting @ Newtok.
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food and etc are supposed to be taken care of. Our younger generation are mainly talking
in English and we are losing our language. How fast is that?
TUNUNAK- CHARLIE POST (EPA Coordinator for Tununak)
Charlie called airlines if they could transport recycled batteries and got the deal. He
called Napa and they said they would take the batteries. He filled out a haz map and if
the snow melts they will collect batteries. It is very important to them in their village and
they started because it is hazardous in their village.
Chefornak- OSCAR WASSILLIE (EPA Coordinator)
Oscar contacted Napa Auto Parts and they said they will keep the totes but we have to
pay a fee. Air carriers under the environmental department would bring in trash w/their
planes. Oscar was thinking about asking the carriers if he could make a deal w/them. If
they were to take the trash into Bethel and say they helped Uncle Sam would applaud
them. Think about them before you do anything. Send them a letter and say that they
bring in trash and the least they could do is bring in the recycled batteries.
If anyone has any questions towards recycling batteries please contact Charlie Post @
652-6527.

Margaret Nickerson (Newtok Village Coordinator for Special IGAP)
If Charlie finishes that letter please send the consortia villages a copy.
Charlie:
If the planes don’t have any passengers, they could bring in the trash.
Cecilia James (EPA Assistant Tununak):
While I was at berry camp, I saw a lot of trash lying around the river near Cakcaaq. If
berry campers could pick those trash up it would be good because they are hazardous and
could contaminate the food. It would be good if they could pick them up.
Jennifer Tunuchuk (EPA Assistant for Chefornak):
Tell your community members to start picking up after themselves when they go berry
picking or any subsistence gathering. If we keep on cleaning up after them, they are
going to depend on us every year.
Oscar:
Our plans are to clean up the fish camp areas. We are going to take pictures w/the GIS
satellite and observe which areas need to be cleaned up.
Margaret:
She asked where these two men from her village hunt and got the names of the areas
where they hunt and asked if they saw any trash lying around. Margaret told them that it
would be good if they could pick them up or put them to higher ground. Even if they
gather small items it would still be a big help toward improving our land.
Oscar:
He let the D.C. people come and see with their own of the trash and dump to let them see
how we live, and especially to let them know where our solid/human waste goes to. The
D.C. people asked what we were talking about and got translated and the D.C. people
should know how we live and we only travel with plane and they know now to treat us a
lot better. We are going with our way of living and they respect us and they know we are
strong. We are going on with our lives and that will be good.
Charlie:
The ocean is to be taken care of too. Let the hunters bring trash bags along so that they
can put their trash in the bags instead of leaving them out in the ocean, where a lot of
fisherman, and hunters go out for subsistence. They also see trash laying around or up on
the sea floating and he doesn’t like that. It would be best if they could start storing them
and putting them in plastic bags.

Billy:
During the summer time we could write up a letter that says: “When the fisherman start
fishing and bring in fish to the canaries, we could tell them not to dump their trash to the
sea. They could use the trash bags to put their trash in.” Even if they are small, they can
be a big help.
Charlie:
Let CVRF write a letter stating that fisherman, and hunters that subside in the ocean,
should bring along bags of some sort to keep their trash in.
Billy:
It is a good idea to put in batteries and plastic bags. Have a meeting about batteries
layering them with plastic bags.
Cecilia:
Ask CVRF if they can purchase grinders for the halibut heads. So that when working on
halibut, we wouldn’t have to dump the heads in the river or to the dump. After grinding
the heads, when dumped in the river, the birds, and animals could eat them up.
Margaret:
I had wrote a letter to LKSD about stopping the use of Styrofoam in LKSD villages.
LKSD is the largest school district in Alaska. Banning the use of Styrofoam in schools,
because the Styrofoam and the plastic utensils are mainly found in the dump. And not
only that, the contaminants found in Styrofoam are hazardous. We didn’t know that this
sort of material can cause health problems, and now we know. And I have informed in
the letter, that why did they keep quiet even though they know about what the after
effects might be. Asking questions headquarters in Bethel, about why they are keeping
silent. LKSD has a lot of money. They can hire dish washers to wash the silverware and
utensils. I am one person who is writing to a big company. I know where my heart is. I
am afraid. But I am only helping my community. I don’t want other people to be involved
with this because there are a lot of different people with different opinions about things
like this.
Oscar:
For every consortia village make a Resolution to ban the use of Styrofoam, so that LKSD
can abide by the rules of the village. LKSD has low budget now, but when in a meeting
you can bring the expenses of Styrofoam spent each year.
Pauk:
Write an urgent letter to the company about not using Styrofoam. Hunting and camping
grounds are always found filthy, trash everywhere.
Margaret:
Contact Kipnuk about the trash that they leave behind at the campsite. Ask them to clean
up after themselves. Also ask them to bring this up at church.

Molly:
I had spoken with the elders about how they used to live long ago without trash laying
around the village. They know more about respect for the land, they grew up with
ancestors telling them how they should live. “What goes around, comes around.” About
keeping clean and not wasting game. Living like white-men, modern times, depending on
machine operating vehicles and equipment.
Oscar:
Discuss work plan from Special IGAP, (reading through objectives)
Molly:
I have received a new computer last week and I did not have time to put the Elders inputs
yet. She is going to visit two elders at the time and put their inputs into her computer. If
you want a copy of their wise words she will be happy to send you a copy.
Oscar:
I looked over the Back Haul grant (solid waste) for the barge to pick up. Wanted to
congratulate Nightmute for the success and says to keep it up.
Oscar:
I want to com over to each village with a person from my staff and go over some issues.
We are going to monitor and not be like fish and game but the way of our living. The tags
will let us identify who left their fish nets. If nets are left un-harvested we are going to
take the net out, and give the fish to the people who need it. Unlike fish and game we are
going to monitor the nets like that.
We included Billy Chagluak’s drawings of our lagoon into our Quarterly Report and we
have finished the Chefornak IGAP and now in progress to finish the Special IGAP.
Let us not waste time and work when we are clocked in.
Dr. Lynn Zender:
Look for additional money from the state. In your villages so that it could cover the cost
of garbage generated by the school. Use another kid of paper product. Will talk about it
next time.
Margaret:
If they purchase metal trays, it will pay in the long run.
The school did not want to convert to dish washers because it took too much water. It
depends on the cost of the water. But they make alternatives that one that burns the nontoxic and they are made from renewable products from sugar canes, fiber sugar canes.
We can bring examples in the next meeting. They break down into nothing but like
regular plants.
Comment (Billy):
It just came into his mind “loose and ambitious.” He was at school at lunch time and hot
meal and go the paper plate soft.

Dr. Lynn:
They make (I think) a kind of paper plate and will bring a sample and test it out.
Don’t’ know if they ordered Styrofoam products for next year. Oscar will check the
school out and he recalled they ordered for the whole region. Tuntutuliak is smart and
they are the only ones who dish wash their plates. (don’t know the cost of water)
May 10-11th interested in signing up contact Nightmute.
Meet to contact Dr. Zender and Simone to amend the work plan before it hits Seattle and
becomes finalized.
June 13-14th meeting @ Newtok.

Caputnguaq Tribal Environmental Department
P. O. Box 10
Chefornak, Alaska 99561
(907) 867-8301 phone
(907) 867-8302 fax
Newtok Special IGAP Meeting Minutes for 06/13-15/2005

6/13/2005- Monday
Introductions- Newtok (opening Prayer and Roll Call) Margaret Nickerson
Present- Chefornak- Billy C., Anna A., Jennifer T., Ben Flynn
Toksook Bay-Molly Charlie, Mary Carl, Tununak- Martin Albert, Charlie Post
Nightmute and Umkumiut- John George, Andronik Kashatok, John White, NewtokMargaret Pauk, Joseph Patrick
Last minutes- Read by Charlie Post (Jan 2005) (In Folder or File) copied
Banning Styrofoam Product: Margaret Nickerson
Margaret’s Pad- Continue to translate in English when a meeting is over. Write down and
give minutes to Consultants.
Margaret Nickerson- Ban of Story-foam products
To eliminate the use of story-foam in village schools, hazardous chemicals
3800 K-12 Alaskan Native
21 villages NWT- Platinum
Plates, cups, and utensils when counted
Breakfast and lunch 1 day total
Burnt Styrofoam
$8, 200, 00 year-burned Styrofoam
Chemicals hit our land, and water
Harms out food and our environment
Cancer, people dying quickly, numerous
People from LKSD know about this, they kept quiet:
If she had the power she would put the LKSD staff into the same building as the
Styrofoam products and vent it towards the staff and see if they are hurt for if they are
they would bring us to court or do something about it.
When the BIA was holding on to LKSD they used re-washable utensils and reused them.
When the state of Alaska took over many products came on and started piling up.
Wanting help with YK to help us with situation for us to use reusable trays, utensils.

Simone- showing trays made of grass fibers and starch, explaining to us, asking us to test
them.
Bioyradable plates.
Kids complain about having stomach ache or diarriah after eating at school.
Billy explained to the principle about the hazardous chemicals found in Styrofoam,
landed in Resolution about banning Styrofoam and plastic utensils.
Submitted a Resolution before school was over to Ban Styrofoam products in school and
the local grocery stores. Contained hazardous chemicals was added into a letter that I
gave to the school, explaining the dangers of the products.
When we go to the store we bring back plastic bags and store them in to the trash and
blown away to subsistence areas which is seen and he wants to ban these and already has
started on the paper work.
When working with one voice we are weak. But when we come together as one we
become stronger.
Michael John- we need to start having meetings before school starts about not using
products, one-voice, one village we can work together, that way we will have more
power to ban the products.
Mary Carl
Stores Styrofoam products say not to microwave Styrofoam products because they are
too hazardous.
Martin:
When LKSD Board were having a meeting in Tununak they said they liked buying
Styrofoam products because they are cheaper and sugar care kids are a lot cheaper.
Charlie Post
Wrote a letter to the Native Store corp., but they said they would not stop selling until the
people in the village come together and quiet.
In May, after we had a meeting in TUN Rosalie Kalistook talked to the principal to
LKSD and said he doesn’t look or sound like the kind of person who will not listen.
Lynn
Worked with village and the people had written and signed a petition and drew pictures
and made the state changed its mud and that could help us.
The school could at least quit dumping Styrofoam products.
Dumping products into River, containments spread
Selling bad No.2 stove oil, smoke contains, bad chemicals should have No.1.
Billy
Solid waste-photos progress about burning waste in burn-box.
Introduction growing up.
Showing pictures from the quarterly report
Adrian Kashatok-umkumiut/IGAP

*hazwoper Training*
Which village to have meeting?
Will have a paper done.
Umkumiut will have a clean up on fish camp trash.
Hazwop will be towards hazardous stuff.
July sometime in the month
Billy talked to Simone and said to discuss it in Newtok so all the consortia will know
what village and day
Hazwop in Toksook Andronik
Place to stay and dumpsite trash separated
Figure out dated and confirm
.Pay one fee- more the better for hazard for IGAP employees.
Money/perdium for N.Island consortium
Perdium/Airforce-find out saves a lot of money to have hazwop in a village.
Should take Hazwop-people who will work (hands on) with solid waste required for
technicians
One person from each village to go on Hazwop training
Train the trainer in each village easier to learn
Thinking of July 16, 2005-OOK
Backhaul project- Simone/Lynn for Chefornak, Nightmute,Umkumiut, Toksook Bay, and
Tununak
Metal/anything that needs o be hauled out of village
Summer/winter?
Circuit pider cooperative
Tami Fordham-EPA project officer
*EPA thought it could be an assistant to the grant
*more paper work to be filled out
* Not enough time to provide assistance (project officers)
* used some money (IGAP) to get the CRC
*Based in Bethel/ Nome to monitor IGAP
Pilot Project not all villages will get project
EVCP sent papers to villages to select for
Who should provide service
AITC Yukon River to contact Tami if interested in Circuit Riders
3 years grants training given same training setting priorities in employers
Each non profit organization will have one employee for 13 tribes (example).
Steve Samede Recommended is to go with AVCP for Circuit Riders
AITC would only assist with employees: unlike AVCP would assist with office and
employees
Circuit Riders under EPA; one employee for group if tribes to monitor villages
*apply for unmet needs project for Nelson Island this coming October*
*June 23, 2005 10am purposed mining Donlin Creek project
(Conference call) (907)721-2895*
Subsistence camps-Billy

*cakcaaq-human contaminants lefts behind someone is not watching the campsites.
TRADITIONALS JUSTICE- Steve Sumida (AITC)
Alaska international Tribal
*community stronger by regulations*
We are going to learn how to make our community listen.
*traditional ways are more different than western justice we have traditional justice
Hear the bad parts of western justice to do our models
Authority- not teaching child to teach respect
Conformation will lie
Endurance- will take anger management (works against you) and treatment to get out
Traditional
-Respect authority-be honest, tell the truth
-will tell the truth
Will walk by God to be stronger
Alaskan Natives went to jail since they are telling the truth but judges don’t want to heat
that.
Since we are more honest we go to jail more
Both different
***Steve Sameda- Tribal justice cont.
Follow Tribal Justice System for Alaska Natives make stronger
*use council Resolution; meet with each other to ban Styrofoam and hazardous products
plan to where each waste should be dumped
Respect culture, respect environment bring on more elders, community to meetings to
discuss about culture, and environment.
Enforcement- use council as enforcement
Policy, procedures-grants/don’t need for environment rags.
Council in communities can change amending ordinances and Resolutions when
things/laws need to be changed.
Teaching through Humility/Respect
To respect on each others community they shake-Inupiaq
Traditional way of Inupiaq cut people off when they disrespected community and family
Democracy over powered culture
Power of respect-traditional culture never listen even though Democracy over powered
culture
Norms, values-don’t have to be written because we use our traditional values
Pass a resolution Traditional council, City Council, Corp to ban Styrofoam products, use
meaning issues for the firms, companies to understand
Shaming is not healthy for our younger generations. Respecting and helping younger
leaders. Using something like reverse/psychology
Everybody will know that someone is shamed if done.
Use tribal council as strength
Oscar

Regulations that has aroused in the village by the fish and game other than just stopping
to hunt for subsistence, the member of the family varied on hunting throughout the
season and what he refers to is that why there is no traditional justice on this.
Ans: co-management gets with John Oscar the Cenaliulriit and gets info on this fish and
game enforcement
Talk about enforcement in our own community and who is working for us.
First of all he is in respectful towards the village Elders of Newtok and he wants to get
information on the clean liners of how the residence in the old one used to keep the
subsistence sites clean and along with the village they are in.
Mary Carl
Our ancestors use to use them in the land and tundra
Women had small buckets for toilet use, they never had honey buckets we use today and
they dumped them in certain areas.
We dumped then where people would not step on /or trucks (main).
We never laid/threw them anywhere.
With out respect, today they come in and take food with out respect for asking.
Long ago, they had limited meals.
Qasgiq was well/highly respected. Women never went in only when they brought
food in for the men, OR elders.
Michael John
When dump sites used to be neat by, they relocated them further away from
town/village.
Around 1937, they used to go from place to place or travel to different hunting/camping
grounds.
They would be gone for at least a month
We were careful with subsistence food, never threw away edible food tundra or land our
food back then were limited. We respected what we catch
We mad sure that we shared over other surrounding villages with the game that we
hunted for.
Younger adults were told to abide by what elders used to tell them. To continue on living
respecting the land, gather, and environment.
Sleeping too much, death is in the end. Abuse sleeping too much can cause death. Back
then people in the community never were against each other, but they helped each other.
They had tried to limit their catch back then, catching enough for the winter and family.
With fish it was the same way. Made a kayak and went out kanaqlaq hunting. There was
a lot of bird around here. In the spring time kanaqlaks we used to hunt for seals.
Joseph John Newtok
When I became aware the people, I used to see are gone. They used lone, to have power
and used to help the men many ways with out looking at them as an outsider.
A person whit a boat used to help others who have none, or use to help them tie a move
the boat or pull the boat up. Or never heard anyone complain about having pain .many
people never sat around but started doing chores or helping out when they were able to
staying in a village for a long period of time was very embarrassing.

Men used to tell stories and gave advice no matter where they were they used to
push them to the right direction. If a person is telling you bad stuff get up and leave if not
stay. We couldn’t walk around with girls or hang out with one because we were told not
to, couldn’t even smile to girls too.
Our ancestors the authority we never walked around with the younger ladies, and
never did the women looked at the man in the eyes and smile at them.
Our elders used to talk to us, elders never went to school, but when they spoke to
us it was like they learned and got educated in school.
Now days the birds are less, back then there were a lot of watch fowl birds flying.
If you’re not going to eat them, don’t kill for pleasure. We respected not only
elders but animals and our land. There starting to throw foods away instead of giving then
to needy family’s that cannot hunt for themselves.
John White-Acurunaq (Nightmute)
I pity us living today. How are we going to live? We are against each other. We
need to get together, help each other out. Our creator is watching.
Back then there wasn’t any trash lying around the tundra. Our land was clean. We never
starved/ not hungry.
Our elders speak the truth. They are wise. They spoke about what will happen in the
future. There won’t be any game left if we continue to live how we live today. We
shouldn't waste food and not kill our food for pleasure
When foreigners came they brought different substances. They ruined the way of our
culture. (Yupik culture.) Let is help each other out, to protect our lands, game.
Clean up our lands and communities. If we try to keep clean, our game, food won’t be
poisoned.
If we abide by of what our elders told us, we can live a lot longer. We follow our Yupik
was of like, not foreigners.-And lets not forget
We shouldn’t throw food away, but give then to the family that would eat the food. He
wasn’t happy when he heard on the radio that someone in Kipnuk threw seals in the
dumpsite (Joseph John) Newtok
?
Burn our traditional foods. It will be better this way since they die out.
Michael Carl (Newtok)
Come together as one and clean the village and dumpsites. I told the council to burn the
wastes. I filled up as 5 gal bucket and burned the waste on and on. All day I did that & so
on the next day since the dump was building up. I told a person to spill store oil on top of
the trash and many of the wastes burned & the smell is a lot better. Before winter comes,
when the weather is dry, I suggested that they pour stove oil on top of the trash and burn
them. Since it eliminates the wastes
William Andy (Elder of Newtok)
-Talks about catches that are being not tended & also the catch of fur which are just left
alone in the tundra.
-He has brought the issue to let us know about “If you are not going to use what you
catch? Leave it alone
Although they are being told about “catches” of animals. Which he had mentioned about
on above issue they are not listened too be the people. How do manage to clean our way
of life.

Avegyaq-Alexandra Tommy-Elder of Newtok
-About carcass of fox of why they are left alone
Even though the household can use it to make a parka or make a fur hat to keep the head
warm
She stated about that the western culture doesn’t make clothing that is warm for us to
wear. She doesn’t want our children today to be “cold” Use the fur carcass to make a
parka or fur hat or mitten
-She said that women today are losing their lady heritage
-Mark Tom-Elder of Newtok
A thought to remember a man wearing hats?
It has been said that when we are asking for gifts to remember.
-Today we are losing our subsistence way of life by hurting our mother nature.
Soon we will encounter the log of subsistence as he has heard it from somewhere in
something
We can talk about our culture way of life to our Children today but we don’t tell them.
With the new technology these days, we have are losing our lifestyles
Oscar: Facing our subsistence sites- The “Cakcaaq” The place of fishing sites we need to
get with that place and there places and look at the place and talk about cleaning it up.
The GIS unit will be used to monitor the area throughout the season be it summer or
winter the GPS unit will be used to mark the area and then the GPS unit will plant the
marked areas into the GIS as a “consortium” our job today is to work together to clean up
our village our Environment-“Cakcaaq”-Do we need to have our EPA workers to go take pictures of the Area and
when then consider the clean up matter What materials we need, who’s going to be the
ones to work on the area’s
(Newtok)
George- A suggestion for businesses. When meetings are being conducted we need to
invite the managers due to trash being brought in by the organizations.
Lynn-Navigation
Does each village want to share our boundaries within each village?
Didn’t want to really talk about subject at this time.
Draw maps about each village boundaries.
Monitoring grants- One village to monitor all grants.
Look into it, wait for how our progress might be.
Stick to one village w/ the N. Island grant.
Use left over monies from Special / GAP to go for Circuit Riders.

*Administering*
2 years Special/ GAP
*Andronik*
*Look into the history of all villages and see*
That the best one keeps the grant.
*Tami could amend grants*
Backhaul grant was denied
*Steering Committee*
Elders, (mixture of people)
*Better spreadsheet w/the budget of the grant
*Transferring money*
Each village to hold the grant because there a lot of young ones that want to work.
Billy-there will be confusion among each village if we keep moving it around.
John white= I know how it is w/out money. I grew up without a wife. (Can’t understand
what he is saying)
Tami-“prove our point”…
Paul Carl
To this day, people are not quite the same at how we were back then, they never worried
about how much money they had, but they helped the people on the community that
wanted help. Now a days, everything we need, money has to be given. Even to clean our
environment.
Trash lying around our village, contains hazardous chemicals. Today there are a
lot of trash every where. We use to go together and even though we brought food we
never use to leave our wastes behind. Now a days, people go out into the tundra and
leave there trash behind. Money is making us live a trashy life. We are getting separated
because of money.
Michael John
We use to hardly have any English food. We never saw trash and human wastes around
the ponds and rivers and etc… When people would make money by traps they use to
travel and never leave trash behind. In 1958, since everything got modernized, many
contaminants and human wastes are piling up. Children will go to the store and purchase
products and then litter outside. Our lifestyle is becoming like that. We are starting to
live like this. It was hard growing up. In this life time as we speak, Elders are not
thinking of picking up trash but long ago our Elders were wise and would tell about their
childhood and there own lifestyle. My father would tell me to pick up or move trash
whenever I would go outside. Relocating our dumpsites will help our village get clean.

Mary George
We are trying to work with our environment but people here do not cooperate with each
other, and it’s making it very difficult for us to work and help each other as a community.
Our elders need to start talking to us about issues. We need to work with each other. Our
elders need to start speaking to the younger generations.
Betty Tom
Combining the trash and human waste is common to this day. Long ago, there wasn’t
any trash lying around. You wouldn’t see waste around the village. It was respected and
clean. To this day, the trash and waste combining is the most dangerous thing that we
know of. We never had many wastes but only our fish wastes. I am sad that our
campsites are contaminated with human wastes because the campsites were very
beautiful. We never had many wastes. The only wastes we had were our left over food
and human wastes.
Molly Charlie
We are the first teachers of our children. We could start talking to while they are young
because even though they seem like they aren’t listening they do listen. Even if they are
small talk to them. My mother use to talk to me when I was young and I learned from
her. Whenever I went out I would recall what my mother had told me and I would pick
up the trash that was lying around and I also would tell my friends not to litter. If we tell
our children not to litter than they will tell their friends not to litter and that will pass the
message on.

Chefornak T.C. Environmental Department
P.O. Box 10
Chefornak, Alaska 99561
(907) 867-8306 phone
(907) 867-8302 fax
Meeting Minutes
Water Resources Inputs

Mary Tunuchuk-Chefornak
Talks about the old village they used to live in the past. She used to travel while growing
up. She talked about how we need to keep our environment clean. Back then, things
were just so clean unlike today we are living in. Keep our coastal areas clean, riverbanks,
ponds and nothing like the air quality was known. Back in the old days, food was
abundant and plants were edible. Today we need to clean up because tomorrow is for our
children.
John Jimmy Sr.-Chefornak
Talks about his parents and explains on how to handle the catch of fish. Handle the fish
carefully, don’t get it rotten because it will feed you. Also, keep the campgrounds clean.
Don’t throw away anything on the ground. Listen to our Elders, treat the environment
well and it will give you something in return.
Tommy Kusaiak-Chefornak
Traditional Council: Talks about Calista Corporation members talk about the mining.
Using explosives-Said that this will kill the fish in the rivers and edible plants when
smoke rises from the explosives.
Also, Calista is working without the Alaskan Natives concerns.
John Jimmy Sr.-Chefornak
We could work together as a village and fight this mining.
Not only will it affect the environment it will also affect our people with sickness.
Billy Chagluak-Chefornak
Our water resources need to safe. i.e. Donlin Creek mining: It’s creating a vast effect on
villages that are near the Donlin Creek Mining.
Oscar Wassillie-Chefornak

Talks about one of the Elders before he passed away that the white man will try to trick
natives into following them. (Using Money)

Maria Erik-Chefornak
Added what Oscar said about her late husband. Her latest husband had told them not to
get fooled by the white man. They will trick us. We’ll run out of resources-food, fish,
drinking water.

Food is our only resource today, edible plants, waterfowls, how are we going to protect
these resources. Co-manage with Cenaliulriit management- John Oscar
Commercial Barges-dumping in the ocean
If the project is going to hurt us lets not welcome it.
Ella Tulik-Nightmute
There are different ways of a white man to trick us into letting us believe in them. (Using
Money)
Stanely Anthony-Nightmute
Back then in Nightmute, blackfish was abundant. These river sides were there with lots
of fish, but leaving fish traps in the rivers were probably affecting the fish and declining
the numbers of fish.
Also the beavers are declining the fish.
Peter Mathew Sr.- Chefornak
How we are having drinking water today. Is that being mixed with acid rain or from the
smoke. We are still drinking rain water.

Nelson Island Wisdom
Tununak Meeting Jan 2005
Speaker

Elder Wisdom,
Qaneryaraq (“ways of
living”) Subsistence
Protection

John
walter
John
walter
John
walter
George
hooper

Elder Wisdom, SWM
specific

SWM concerns

Try to be pollution-free

Trucks and tractors lying
around
Plastic bags

SWM cause and
effect

SWM solutions

Take pictures
He saw someone throw
a bag into the ocean
Place batteries into a
container

AVEC – used oil –
people use it for steam
baths – these are causing
cancers
Lagoon overflows
sometimes and gets into
food chain

George
hooper

Al cans used for spit
instead of recycle
4-wheelers and
sonwmachines are being
used in a disrespectful
manner – now they kill
berries – where we used
to have berries now
very little berries

George
hhoper

Digging and burying
won’t work becuase of
foxes will dig it up. We
need to take trash out of
campsites.
It is okay to repeat, with
repeating you never foget

Everything that happens
here we have something
to say about it. If we hear
someone has a problem
on the tundra, we could
locate them. I am sure
some young people don’t
know the names.
Our elders told us if we
are confused, look in the
past. Noone knows what
lies in the future.
If we feel uncomfortable
about doing what they say
–we still should do it –
when people don’t listen
to elders then have
problems.
People learn more when
they do it by them selves.
Instead of listening , go
do it. And if people talke
bad about us, ignore it.
How the snow is packed
Stanley
Anthony, can tell you what
Nightmute direction you are going.
Instead of looking just in
front of you, you have to
look all around you to tell
where you’re going. They
used to tell us how to tell
where the sun is, just by
looking at the ice.
Never take anythying,
even if a piece of wood, it
it beliongs to someone.
Nowadays, kids take
them.

Treat everybody like you
want to be treated.
Try to do things not on
your judgement but on
what the elders tell us.
We need to be observant.
We need to know the
names of these things.
The names of the ponds.
What if gps batteries run
out? Youth must lean
names, they must pay
attention.
Used to be that elders
would tell everybody , not
just one person.
Used to be that we would
never mention yough boy,
young, girl, but about
every body. We are all
alike – young and old –
we need to treat everyone
the same. When people
talk negatively about
young people, the people
stop goign to theese
places.
Everyone used to help
each other. Some people
look at persons even if
tehy need help – like it
they have a lot of fish to
clean – people don’t help.
Don’t be afraid to ask or
make mistakes. You’ll
get better.
If something is out on
tundra, you can use it, ubt

Paul
Sonny

you must replace it, if you
damage it and you tell the
owner if you use it.
Aviuk’kaq’saraq - Giving
to our ancestors and
thanking nature by
leaving a small portion of
our catch by placing them
into the ground. Our
people lived with nature
and animals by show their
respect to them. Such as
leaving a portion of your
food supply into the water
for the Killer Whales,
because they will give
you back a portion of
their catch later. The
Killer Whales are like
people.

They did not leave their
property on the tundra
or leave nets in the
wilderness, but cared
for them. Today,
everything has changed,
where aluminum cans
are being thrown on the
tundra. They were
careful in the care and
handling of subsistence
resources, and utilized
everything useful of the
animals they caught.
One did not even see
portions or paws of
animals left on the
tundra.

Our dumpsites also
require good
management.

William
Andy,
Newtok

Those that do not respect
the land and waters will
begin to be unlucky when
hunting or fishing.

Children are being sent
out by their parents, and
dump trash without
proper disposal.

Everyone that goes out
to the wilderness needs
to bring back trash and
practice that all the
time.

Everyone helped each
other without
compensation.
Our young people do
not attend these
meetings. We need to
involve our young
people to these
meetings, because they
are part of the
community for they will
be the end result of
these gatherings

Maria
Kairaiuak,
Chefornak

The ocean will not
become like white man,
and will not be tamed.

Follow whatever elders
Ignatius
say because it is the law
Mathias,
Nightmute of the land. As Yupik
people we must follow
this as it was passed down
from the beginning of the
Universe. When Elders
speak they don’t just
speak about anything –
they talk about time
immemorial – from
generation to generation –
the laws of nature they
don’t change.
We need to talk to
principals to them to
undersand- there is
much waste there, they
know they use.

Phillip
Carl (nonleder)
Newtok
? (elder)

DO not take sides with
our children just because
some one picks on them.
If we are in a communty
we have to do what they
want.
When the teachers to to
talk to parents about their
kids they should go to the
elders first – to take their
sides – the students
should not get agitated –
because the yupik law

says they will never
forget and they will grow
up and take vengence.
Disseminate info to
barges and boats about
garbage
Need to work with
subsistence my people
to make regulation s to
protect susistence.
Make changes in stores
before they start fishing
so post a tocie that
people can’t throw out
trash when fishing –
everyone gos to the
store. Tell their workers
to read this every
community tells the
manager to not pollute.

Someone
else

Tununak
secretary

general

Lead sinkers – are there
alternatives?
Russians and japanese
when they thow out trash
in the ocean – they reach
our shore
Seal contaminant level
here?
Need more attendance
styrofoams

Green peace have
addressed this maybe
we should get their help

Esikmo dances, door
prizes

Native Village of Nightmute
On April 23, 2007 in the morning John and David assembled the trailer mount. In the afternoon
we hooked up the Burn Box to the IGAP Honda and took it through the lagoon road to the river
where it is the best avenue to get it across the riverside. We went on to the river and just below
the CVRF Fishery Support Center building the trailer right wheels got stuck in the snow, we
tried to pull it using one Honda, but unfortunately one Honda was not strong enough to get it
unstuck. After trying to get it unstuck several times, we decided to go to the Tribal Office and
ask the tribal janitor if it would be ok to use the Clinic Honda, because one Honda w
as not strong enough to pull the six (6) thousand pound burn box, after we got the approval we
went up and link up the two Honda with a strong rope like a train, since the ice and snow was too
slippery, the trailer did not move.
While we were trying to move the burn box Mr Jay Dull Sr. LKSD janitor stopped by and
decided to voluntarily attach the LKSF snowmachine to the
front of the first Honda, which we end up with three vehicle
in a chain like. We kept pulling and pulling and out of the
blue the trailer got unstuck, and it move all the way down,
close to the dump site, but hundred (100) yards to the dump
we got stuck again, this time the left wheels got stuck into the
snow about six (6) to seven (7) inches deep, this took about
one and half hour to get it unstuck. While we were trying to
get it unstuck from this area, Elder Moses Tulik who is also
an ATS agent came by and started helping out, when it
finally got unstuck, I decided to go get the burn barrel mats
from the clinic connex where they we’re stored for the winter
to place on the snow to prevent the burn barrel from getting
stuck again, while I was at the connex Isadore Tulik stopped
by and asked what the mats we’re for, I told him that they
would be used to prevent the burn barrel from sinking into
the tundra, so I asked if he would be able to help us bring up
the burn barrel by the dump site he agreed.
When I came back Mr. Jay Dull Sr. had left to work at
school, but Elder Moses Tulik stayed with us until we got to
where the burn barrel will be stable from sinking into the tundra. When we got close to the river
bank the two Hondas couldn’t pull the burn barrel any longer, so we attached Isadore Tulik’s
snowmachine in the front of the first Honda, since river slope close to the river bank was some
what at an angle and the three vehicles couldn’t move the burn barrel, so I decided to make an
announcement over the VHF radio that Moses was carrying, for more help, few minutes later Mr.
Foster Wallace and Aaron Sunny came to aide us, and we we’re able to bring it up by the dump
site. When we got to a good location we placed all five (5) mats under the barrel burn barrel.
Before we moved the burn barrel across the riverside, David and I had to access the river and
what area would be the best place to put the burn barrel.
This statement is only for one day of work on the burn box.

Tundra Bag Demonstration Clean-up Project of the Dump Site
In this morning John and David gave safety briefing, hand
out protective clothing, masks, boots, gloves, to each
workers, assigned job duties, addressed what should be
burned and what not to burn. We watched the video on “Burn
Unit Demo”, at the resident of Joseph Tony’s house, so we or
they will know the operational of the burn barrel unit. The
hired residents were, James Joe, Edward Joe, Kenneth Sunny,
Joseph Tony, John and David took the equipment and
supplies to the work site and brought two bundles of super sacks to project area.

We had made an announcement of the VHS radio to see if
any of the residents would want to rent their boat and motor
for the whole project period. John made a rental agreement
and presented it to President, Joseph Post to review it and
sign. Took the IGAP four wheeler Honda and Trailer across
the riverside to the project area, for the use of hauling super
sacks once they are filled up with solid waste trash.

The first protective breathable coveralls had minor problems,
they end up being torn when they reach out or step too far,
and protective gloves sweat too much on the inside, so we
talk to our labor workers, what’s best or a good way to
protect themselves from contaminations. The best option
was buying duct tape to patch the holes and tears. Since the
first patch of safety gear, were no longer usable we ended up
ordering the yellow safety gear to replace the white ones.
The work begins at 8:00am in the morning and ends at 5:00
pm.

On the first day of the project we bagged 13 super sacks
and we began cleaning from the east end of the dump site
and work our way east, on the second day we bagged 19
super sacks and the total bags we filled on the first day was
40 bags. The bags were filled half full and towed to the
berm creation which is location about 100 to 150 feet away
from the river bank, once the bags are put in place we use a
four trailer to top off each bag to square them off. So far
the total bags we have filled is 70 bags in just 1 week and
one day. The burnables, salvageables, electronics, and
recyclables we separated. So this way they would end on
bagables. We have picked 3 TRA Toes with acid batteries
and they weigh at 3,886.5 pounds, which Coastal Village
Region Fund (CVRF) is willing to back haul them out of
Nightmute for free and for one time only which we are
fortunate to get this service. We have one more TRA tote to
fill in once the power plant operator brings it to the makeshift
storage site, which may bring the total to 4 or 5 thousand
pounds of acid batteries. Before the project began, John
George IGAP project director has been soliciting to Larson
Hunter, one of the CVRF workers to see if they would find a
way to back haul acid batteries out of Nightmute. At first
CVRF would be able to back haul them but John kept on
persisting, and several weeks later he got the okay from the
CVRF barge manager. CVRF will pick up the totes
sometime in June on the first barge.

Some of the workers were also sent to the clinic to follow up
their scheduled appointments which were made before the
start of the project. Edward Joe has been laid off because he
has to attend to his surgery in anchorage and was
immediately replaced by the standby applicant Morgan Joe.

The picture of the volunteers that helped us haul the burn
barrel to the dump site will be taken once they return to
Nightmute from the summer relocation. We have moved our
cleaning site from the west end of the dump site because the
river bank from started eroding due to permafrost melt down.
At the dump area we have made a make shift tent out of
water proof trap as a bread area, the only time the laborers
are brought to the village is noon and the end of work day.
David Tulik IGAP Technician Assistant has made a diagram
of the dump site set-up (see below).

Sincerely,
John George, Project Director
David Tulik, Technician Assistant

Alternative
Option

What we have
done

What Nelson
Island likes about
this

Switch to “biopaper” products.
These products
are made
completely without
bad chemicals, and
use waste sugar
cane husks, etc.

We researched
some products to
use. We found
out their costs.
We ordered
sample products
to test them.

Supporting a truly
environmental
business. Making a
difference. If it
is burned then no
toxics are made.
This does not litter
like paper, after a
few months it
disappears back to
the earth.

We have not
researched
replacing the
plastic utensils,
just the
styrofoam
products.

Use GSA washable
utensils (and
plates?) This is
new and used
surplus items from
the government,
closed military
bases, etc.

We are
researching this.
Margaret
contacted
governor, and
then they
contacted her to
say that if these
were around,
they could be
used.

The plates and
utensils would be
free. No litter and
no waste.

What Nelson
Island doesn’t
like

What needs to
be done

Decision needs to
be made by
school and
communities to
use this.
Everything in the
school kitchen
and meals will be
the same so
nothing new
needs to be done.

Waste water?
For villages
with overfull
treatment
lagoons, this
might make
them worse.
Would pipes get
clogged (were
they designed
right?)

Need to follow up
to see if these
are available.
Need to see how
much water would
be needed, and if
that is too much
draw on the
water supply for
some villages.
Need to find out

Possible
problems with
this option
working right
away
None, except
coming up with
the money.

Need to locate
these items first
and fill out
paperwork –
maybe a year?
Also school needs
to add extra
hours for
someone to wash
the dishes, or use
the dishwasher.
A dishwasher
machine might be

Good points to using
this option
immediately

There is no difference
in the method used in
the school kitchens.
Everything is the same,
so just need to order
the products. If a
compartment tray
product is used, no
need for a bowl or
plate, so the total
cost is lower than
what is being paid now
for styrofoam. If a
bowl is used in addition
to the tray/plate, the
cost would be almost
the same.
Probably a year off, or
more. But a good goal
if this is the NI
choice.

how much money
this would cost
school to pay for
extra time in
washing dishes by
hand or by
machine.

Buy plates,
utensils, and wash
them at school
Have kids bring
their plates back
and forth from
school

Have school
backhaul the
styrofoam trash
each week in
planes. The
garbage bags full
of styrofoam could
be shrinkwrapped.

This would be the
traditional way of
doing things, like
how a potlatch used
to be done with
people bringing
their own dishes
and bringing them
back.
It would get teh
styrofoam out of
our villages while
we work for
another solution.
We would not be
breathing the
smoke. Bethel
landfill does not
burn their trash, so
noone in Bethel
would be harmed by
the styrofoam.

needed and this
might be difficult
to install with
the water
stiuation in some
villages.

Could start right away.
No extra money
needed for
dishwashing. Kids
could bring their own
dishses until we got
some free from the
government.
Need to calculate
the number of
bags and their
size for the
planes. Need to
calculate the
costs for
disposal. School
would need to
work deal out
with planes.

Need to buy a
shrink wrapper,
but these are
less than $200
and can be flown
in. For larger
villages, a
recycyle baler
might be needed
to compact the
styrofoam
enough. This
costs about
$7,000 and would
need to be

Could start within a
few months, as long as
planes were okay with
hauling. If a baler is
needed, this option
could not start until
after the next barge
season.

barged.
The landfill
disposal fees
would need to be
paid.
Eliminate the
styrofoam trays.
This is a partial
solution. This
reduces the
amount of
styrofoam by
about 40%. Kids
just need to go
back to the
counter twice to
carry their plates,
cups, and bowls.
Switch from
plastic utensils to
bio-friendly
utensils

Stop so much
waste. It will get a
lot of toxics out
while we work for a
better soultion. IF
we stop; using
trays, then the
cost to go to biopaper products

Right away. Nothing
different is needed
and $$ is saved.

This discussion paper is in regards to the use of Styrofoam food service products by LKSD schools
in the Nelson Island Area Villages of Chefornak, Newtok, Nightmute, Toksook Bay, and Tununak.
These Villages have formed the Nelson Island Consortium, which is dedicated to improving public
health and environmental conditions in the communities and shared subsistence grounds.
Each day, Styrofoam trays, bowls, cups, and plates are used in serving lunch to LKSD students and
staff. This consumption pattern results in an estimated 1.5 tons of Styrofoam discarded annually,
equivalent to about 400 cubic yards of trash bags. The production of Styrofoam consumes nonrenewable petroleum products and releases toxic compounds in the nation’s waterways. After
consumption, the impact of Styrofoam on the environment depends on the local waste disposal
method employed. It is nearly an inert product when landfilled and covered, but is toxic when
incinerated, or its scattered pieces inadvertently consumed by wildlife. As with the vast majority of
communities, the Nelson Island Village waste disposal sites provide minimal protection for
problematic wastes such as Styrofoam. Due to lack of cover, suitable land space, equipment, and/or
operational funds, Styrofoam is ultimately burned via methods lacking emissions treatment, such as
controlled open burning, burning via “burnbox”, or accidental dump fires. While allowable under
State of Alaska Class 3 regulations, these methods result in the release of toxic compounds to the
atmosphere, including styrene, benzene, and dioxin. Available information on smoke emissions
from municipal garbage burned via these methods indicates that concentrations of these chemicals
can exceed the Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL’s) for health effect thresholds. Additionally,
in the case of Villages where burning occurs only occasionally via dump fires, due to its flyable and
breakable nature, Styrofoam litters the area surrounding the dumpsite, and can inadvertently be
consumed by wildlife and fish.
Styrene vapor, a potential carcinogen, is formed from incineration of polystyrene (Styrofoam), at
the low temperatures characteristic of open burning and burnboxes. Acute exposure to styrene in
humans results in respiratory effects, such as mucous membrane irritation, eye irritation, and
gastrointestinal effects. Based on studies of workers exposed to styrene, chronic exposure to
styrene in humans results in effects on the central nervous system (CNS), with symptoms such as
headache, fatigue, weakness, depression, CNS dysfunction (reaction time, memory, visuomotor
speed and accuracy, intellectual function), and hearing loss, peripheral neuropathy, minor effects on
some kidney enzyme functions and on the blood. No data on the health effects of breathing lowlevels of styrene over long periods of time exists. And little information exists about the health
effects of styrene ingestion on humans.
Used primarily as a raw material in the synthesis of styrene, benzene is a recognized carcinogen. At
lower acute exposure levels to benzene above the MCL, mild CNS effects appear to be
concentration dependent and rapidly reversible. But other effects include immune system
depression and bone marrow toxicity leading to aplastic anemia. Acute exposure to high levels
produces central nervous system (CNS) effects and death. Daily to weekly exposure to dumpsite
smoke containing benzene constitutes chronic exposure to benzene. Chronic exposure to Benzene
at levels above the MCL has the potential to cause chromosomal aberrations.
If benzene is released to the atmosphere, it will exist predominantly in the vapor phase. Gas-phase
benzene reacts with hydroxyl radicals, resulting in the the production of phenol, nitrophenols,
nitrobenzene, formic acid, and peroxyacetyl nitrate. Incineration of cholorinated benzene, as occurs
when Styrofoam is burned, produces dioxin. Additionally, Benzene is fairly soluble in water and is
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removed from the atmosphere in rain. When benzene is released to soil, it will be subject to rapid
volatilization near the surface, but that which does not evaporate will be highly, to very highly,
mobile in the soil and may leach to groundwater. Although most public drinking water supplies are
free of benzene, exposure has been found to be very high from consumption of water sources
contaminated by landfill drainage. Because Nelson Island disposal sites are unlined and proximate
to drinking water sources, exposure to benzene via this pathway in addition, to the smoke inhalation
pathway, is of concern.
Dioxin is one of the most toxic and environmentally stable tricyclic aromatic compounds of its
structural class, and is potentially carcinogenic. Additionally, acute exposure to dioxin at levels
above the MCL has been found to potentially cause liver damage, weight loss, atrophy of thymus
gland and immunosuppression. Chronic exposure to Dioxin at levels above the MCL has the
potential to cause a variety of reproductive effects, including reduced fertility and birth defects.
Particulate-phase dioxin in smoke may be physically removed from air by wet and dry deposition.
Due to its very low water solubility, most of the dioxin in water is expected to be associated with
sediments or suspended material. Dioxin is resistant to biodegradation, and bioconcentration in
aquatic organisms that consume this material has been demonstrated. Thus, contamination of
subsistence resources by deposited dioxin is a potential pathway of exposure, in addition to the
primary pathway of concern, smoke inhalation.
Beyond public health concerns, due to its low specific weight, the use of Styrofoam exacts a
significant, disproportionate future financial cost to Villages. Suitable land for disposal sites is very
scarce, and only one to three villages each year are able to obtain funding for landfill road and
facility construction statewide. Priority is for Villages of higher populations that those of Nelson
Island. Styrofoam takes up approximately three to five times more volume than an equivalent
weight of paper, and is non-biodegradable. Based on a YR 2005 wastestream analysis in Tununak,
we estimate the school Styrofoam wastestream alone to comprise approximately 15 percent of the
total community wastestream volume, as discarded. Without burning the wastes, school Styrofoam
would occupy approximately 8 to 10 percent of the waste volume in situ at Nelson Island waste
disposal sites (due to natural waste compaction processes).
An issue of global responsibility for the use of Styrofoam exists as well. The manufacturing
process of Styrofoam involves the use and disposal of additional chemicals, including carbon
tetrachloride, polyvinyl alcohol, antimony oxide, tert-butyl hydroperoxide, and bensoquinone.
When Styrofoam is produced in developing countries with relaxed environmental and worker safety
regulations, workers and local communities can be exposed to these chemicals.
An increasing number of entities—government agencies, institutions, and private businesses, have
ceased their use of Styrofoam to rely instead on either paper or alternative foam products produced
with new technologies from non-toxic, renewable resource materials.
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To evaluate the potential for such a conversion for their schools, the Nelson Island Consortium
commissioned the below cost analysis on sample food service vendor retail prices:
Item

Styrofoam, 1000 ct.
Shipping Cost
Example Product cost
($0.37/lb)

Total Cost

Bowl, 12 oz

$40

$3.90

$44

Plate, 9 “

$50

$8.60

$59

Cup, 8 oz

$30

$3.00

$33

Tray, 9” by 12”

$60

$6.00

$66

$180

$21

$201

Total Set

Item

Renewable Resource Material, 1000 ct.
Shipping Cost
Example Product cost
($0.37/lb)

Total Cost

Bowl, 12 oz

$45

$8.80

$54

Plate, 9 “

$62

$15.00

$77

Cup, 8 oz

$48

$8.00

$56

Tray, 9” by 12”

$90

$13.70

$104

$245

$45

$291

Total Set

Item

Paper, 1000 ct.
Shipping Cost
Example Product cost
($0.37/lb)

Total Cost

Bowl, 12 oz, lightweight

$90

$6.40

$96

Plate, 9 “, heavyweight

$100

$27.20

$127

Cup, 8 oz, lightweight

$58

$5.60

$64

Pulp Tray, 10” by 7”

$155

$15.50

$171

Total Set

$403

$55

$462

Our research indicates that conversion to starch-based, vegetable-oil, or other new technology
material products from Styrofoam will be the least expensive alternative. Based on 185 days of food
service each school year, we have calculated the following range cost-to-convert to an alternative
product, with an estimated 20% margin of error to account for price differences in actual negotiated
contracts, shipping rates, and material availability and suitability:
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Estimated Cost To Convert From Styrofoam Bowl, Cup, Plate, And Tray To Alternative Product
Community
Number of
Approximate
Estimated cost to
Maximum estimated cost,
students plus
number of 1,000 ct. convert from Styrofoam
with 20% price uncertainty
staff
case sets
to alternative.
for both product sets1
Chefornak
159
29
$2,581
$5,435
Newtok

119

22

$1,958

$4,123

Nightmute

76

14

$1,246

$2,624

Toksook Bay

210

38

$3,382

$7,121

Tununak

122

22

$1,958

$4,123

1

Assumes Styrofoam set can be obtained for 20% less than estimated, and Alternative Material set must be purchased
for 20% more than estimated.

Minimum operation and maintenance costs for a disposal site meeting State operational
requirements to protect public health in the Nelson Island area are as follows (YR 2005 dollars):
Chefornak
$97,685

Tununak

Toksook Bay

$97,685

Nightmute

$107,203

Newtok

$72,301

$97,685

Based on a YR 2001 feasibility study for solid waste management options in Chefornak, AK. Includes O & M
of equipment, staff salary, site closure and post-care sinking fund, sinking fund for 25% match of capital costs.
See Appendix A.

A YR 2001 wastestream characterization study in Chefornak determined the school contribution to
the community wastestream by weight as 61% of non-residential wastes, and 7% of the total
wastestream, averaged out over one calendar year1. Assuming the school contribution is similar for
each community, we provide below estimates of the school proportionate-cost share of disposal site
operation and maintenance, the maximum annual cost to switch from Styrofoam to biodegradable
products, and the cost difference between the two values.
Comparison of estimated Styrofoam-to-Alternative product conversion cost with school share of true
costs for operation and maintenance of the local waste disposal site, annually.
Chefornak
School
Maximum share of
waste
cost to
convert
disposal
O&M
$5,435

$6,849

Difference: $1,415

Tununak
School
Maximum share of
waste
cost to
convert
disposal
O&M
$4,123

$6,849

Difference: $2,726

Toksook Bay
School
Maximum share of
waste
cost to
convert
disposal
O&M
$7,121

$7,517

Difference: $395

Nightmute
School
Maximum share of
waste
cost to
convert
disposal
O&M
$2,624

$5,069

Difference: $2,446

Newtok
School
Maximum share of
waste
cost to
convert
disposal
O&M
$4,123

Difference: $2,726

Even using the estimated maximum cost to convert to environmentally-friendly products, our
analysis indicates that a conversion is financially feasible for LKSD through mutual cooperation
with the Nelson Island communities. The food service conversion is in the interest of the Nelson
Island communities, and discounted disposal costs for use of the local waste site in the interest of
the local schools. Our communities are willing to work with LKSD in achieving both aims.
1

Zender Environmental Science and Planning Services, Assessment of Solid Waste Management Situation for the
Native Village of Chefornak, funded by Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001.
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$6,849

Appendix A
Landfill Operation and Maintenance Costs for Nelson Island Villages
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Estimated Operation and Maintenance Costs for Chefornak, Newtok, and Tununak0
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Cost
($/per year)

School
contribution

Operator 0.6875 FTE 1

hr

$25

1430

35,750

$2,507

Administration
0.10FTE1

hr

$20

208

4,160

$292

hr
$82,000 for Small
Track Loader, inc.
shipping

$20

400

9,142

$641

$82,000

1

3,148

$221

Safety gear

Lump sum

$500

1

571

$40

Replacement parts
(burnbox)

Lump sum

$300

1

343

$24

Generator fuel

Lump sum

$100

1

114

$8

priority pollutant
scan

$1,350

1

1,543

$108

$325,000/small site
closure in bush

$325,000

1

12,479

$875

ac

$3,500

2

2,180

$153

Lump sum

$1,500

1

1,714

$120

8,1025

$568

$84,944

$4,988

Equipment operation
and maintenance
Equipment
replacement fund

WQ testing2
Final cover/closure3
Post-closure care4
Training
20 yr sinking fund for
capital costs of new
landfill

25% match

844,000 for
new landfill

Subtotal

1

Contingencies @ 15%

$12,742

$748

TOTAL

$97,685

$6,849

0 To adjust for sizeable population differences, Toksook Bay labor and site closure & care costs should be adjusted 25% up,
and equipment hours 15% up. Nightmute labor should be adjusted 25% down, and equipment and site closure & care
costs 15% down.
1 Includes insurance, retirement and administrative overhead
2 Assumes testing and analysis of heavy metals and fecal coliform performed with water sampling kit (quarterly while landfill
is active and once per year after closure). Priority pollutant analysis is performed once per year at an outside lab.
3 The $325,000 is an estimate based on actual closure costs for several villages from A Guide to Closing Waste Disposal
Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into sinking fund for
planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40% mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.
See note above.
4 Estimated according to actual cost average incurred for several sites. From A Guide to Closing Waste Disposal Sites in
Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into sinking fund for planned life of
landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40% mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.
5 Placed into sinking fund of 4% interest rate.
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Table 1
Estimated capital costs for an areafill.
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

($)

Total
($)

Excavation1 (on-site) of silt

yd3

$10

14,520

145,200

Clearing and grubbing disposal cell

yd2

$1

9,680

9,680

Silt placement and grading

yd3

$15

9,680

145,200

Cell berm2 soil excavation and placement

yd3

$25

6,056

151,400

Gravel3 excavation, barging, placement

yd3

$110

45

4,950

Geotextile3 purchase, barging and placement

yd2

$2

180

360

Board insulation purchase, barging and
placement

yd2

$20

180

3,600

Seeding along perimeter of salvage pad

yd2

$3.50

70

245

$75

330

24,750

ft

$27

1,100

29,700

Gate (single swing 16 ft wide)

gate

$1,000

1

1,000

Signs

sign

$500

6

3,000

kit

$5,000

1

5,000

Fish totes (recycling)

tote

$550

4

2,200

Hydrogeological survey to confirm feasible site
location(s)

lump
sum
lump
sum

$100,000

1

100,000

$85,000

1

85,000

3

3

Drainagerock purchase, barging and placement
Fencing (chain link)

Water sampling field kit

Mobilization

yd

3

711,285

Subtotal
Engineering Design/Permit Assistance @10%

10%

0.1

1

71,129

Contingencies @ 15%

15%

0.15

1

117,362

TOTAL
1

2
3

$899,776

Heavy equipment (and storage shed for equipment) are assumed to be available. If heavy equipment is
needed, the cost of a dozer including shipping would be $78,500 and the cost of an equipment shed would be
$6,350.
Assumes four cell design
Shipping from Seattle/Anchorage

Table 2
Estimated annual operation and maintenance costs for an areafill, including site closure in 20 years
and 10 year post-closure care.
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Cost ($ per
year)

Operator, 0.5 FTE

hrs

$25

1040

26,000

Administration, 0.1 FTE

hrs

$20

208

4,160

hour

$20

400

8,000

Safety gear

Lump sum

$500

1

500

WQ testing3

priority pollutant
scan

$1,350

1

1,350

Lump sum

$1,500

1

1,500

$325,000/small
site closure in
bush

$325,000

1

10,920

ac

$4,800

1.8

2,355

Labor1

Equipment2 (O&M)

Training

Final cover/closure4
Post-closure care5

$54,785

Subtotal
Contingencies @ 15%
TOTAL
1
2
3

4

5

15%

0.15

1

$8,218
$63,002

Includes insurance, retirement, and administrative overhead.
ENR/CCI=6396
Assumes testing and analysis of heavy metals and fecal coliform performed with water sampling kit (quarterly
while landfill is active and once per year after closure). Priority pollutant analysis is performed once per year
at an outside lab.
$325,000 is an estimate based on actual closure costs for several villages from A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.
Estimated according to actual cost average incurred for several sites. From A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for 20 yr, calculated at 4 percent interest rate, beginning at yr 20, $8,640 withdrawn each year for
10 years, 4 percent interest rate.

Table 3
Estimated capital costs for an incinerator and monofill.
Item
Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Total
($)

Incinerator1

Lump sum

$100,000

1

100,000

Shipping2

Lump sum

$4,000

1

4,000

week

$5,625

1

5,625

Skilled Labor4

hr

$47

144

6,728

Local Labor5

hr

$25

140

3,500

Phone/modem line extension

Lump sum

$500

1

500

Operator workstation with computer

Lump sum

$9,500

1

9,500

Generator6

Lump sum

$9,000

1

9,000

Incinerator facility7 20x30x15

Lump sum

$160,000

1

160,000

Steel hoppers for ash

hopper

$800

2

1,600

Fish totes (recycling)

tote

$550

4

2,200

Lump sum

$5,000

1

5,000

each

$7,000

1

7,000

Lump sum

$400

1

400

Excavation (on-site) of silt

yd3

$10

2,904

29,040

Clearing and grubbing disposal cell

yd2

$1

1,936

1,936

Silt placement and grading

yd3

$15

1,936

29,040

Cell berm soil excavation and placement10

yd3

$25

725

18,125

Gravel10 excavation, barging, placement
Geotextile10 purchase, shipping and
placement

yd3

$110

70

7,700

yd2

$2

280

560

Board insulation purchase, shipping and
placement

yd2

$20

280

5,600

Seeding along perimeter of salvage pad

yd2

$3.50

90

315

Drainagerock10 excavation, barging,
placement

yd3

$75

66

4,950

Installation and startup3
Supervision by incinerator technicians inc.
training

Water sampling field kit
Waste oil burner8
Water tank, 100-gal
Monofill construction9

10

Fencing (chain link)

ft

$27

550

14,850

Gate (single swing 16 ft wide)

gate

$1,000

1

1,000

Signs
Hydrogeological survey to confirm feasible
site location(s)

sign

$500

6

3,000

lump sum

$100,000

1

100,000

Mobilization

lump sum

$85,000

1

85,000
616,169

Subtotal
Engineering Design/Permit Assistance @10%

10%

0.1

1

61,617

Contingencies @ 15%

15%

0.15

1

101,668

TOTAL
1

$779,453

Waste oxidizer with primary and secondary chambers. 1 ton per burn cycle.
Shipping from Seattle
3
See installation crew estimation in Appendix D*
4
Electrician 32hrs @$49.35/hr, Mechanical contractor 16hrs @$48/hr, Burner technician 32hrs @$50.70/hr,
Roofer 32hrs @$42.50, Millright 32hrs @$43.85/hr
5
Includes insurance, retirement, and administrative overhead.
6
Includes shipping.”
7
Includes, building materials, ventilation system, shipping and labor.
8
250-gal bench tank on skid. 740lbs 30”x”84”72”. Includes shipping.
9
Heavy equipment (and storage shed for equipment) is assumed to be available. Assumes one cell design
10
Shipping from Seattle/Anchorage.
2

Table 4
Estimated annual operation and maintenance costs for an incinerator and monofill.
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Cost
($ per year)

Operator 1.0 FTE

hr

$29

2080

60,320

Administration 0.1 FTE

hr

$20

208

4,160

Lump sum

$5,000

1

3,500

Incinerator

day

$28

208

5,824

Generator

day

$8

208

1,664

Labor1

Maintenance, incinerator replacement
parts2
3

Fuel

Waste oil burner to heat facility4

2.8 gal/day

104 days

hr

$20

280

5,600

Training

Lump sum

$1,500

1

1,500

Insurance

Lump sum

$1,600

1

1,600

month

$32

12

384

hr

$50

25

1,250

WQ testing6

priority pollutant
scan

$1,350

1

1,350

Safety gear

Lump sum

1

500

Heavy Equipment

Internet/phone
5

On-line troubleshooting assistance

Final cover/closure7
Post-closure care

8

$50,000/small
site closure in
bush

$50,000

1 closure

ac

$750

2.0

Contingencies @ 15%
TOTAL
2

3
4
5
6

7

8

1,680
409
$90,323

Subtotal

1

582

15%

0.15

1

$13,548
$103,872

Includes insurance, retirement and administrative overhead
See maintenance items and schedule in Appendix D. Includes parts, shipping and an off-site technician visit.
This cost can decrease as local staff becomes familiar with part replacement.
Fuel $2.00/gal.
Assuming waste oil would fuel the oil burner ¾ of the time.
Free for the first year (up to a certain number of hours)
Assumes testing and analysis of heavy metals and fecal coliform performed with water sampling kit (quarterly
while landfill is active, once per year after closure). Priority pollutant analysis is performed annually at an outside
lab
The $50,000 is an estimate based on actual closure costs for several villages from A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001.
Placed into sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.

Table 5
Estimated capital costs for the areafill and auxiliary burnbox
Item
Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Total ($)

Excavation1 (on-site) of silt

yd3

$10

10,164

101,640

Clearing and grubbing disposal cell

yd3

$1

6,776

6,776

Silt placement and grading

yd

3

$15

6,776

101,640

Cell berm2 soil excavation and placement

yd3

$25

3,480

87,000

$110

77

8,470

3

3

Gravel excavation, barging, placement

yd

Geotextile3 purchase, shipping and placement

yd2

$2

100

200

Board insulation3 purchase, shipping and
placement

yd2

$20

100

2,000

yd

2

$3.50

50

175

yd

3

$75

231

17,325

ft

$27

990

26,730

Gate (single swing 16 ft wide)

gate

$1,000

1

1,000

Signs

sign

$500

6

3,000

Lump sum

$17,500

1

17,500

Lump sum

$3,700

1

3,700

Shipping

Lump sum

$13,908

1

13,908

Initial training7

Lump sum

$600

1

600

tote

$550

4

$2,200

kit

$5,000

1

5,000

Hydrogeological survey to confirm feasible site
location(s)

Lump sum

$100,000

1

100,000

Mobilization

Lump sum

$85,000

1

85,000

Seeding along perimeter of salvage pad
Drainagerock

3

Fencing (chain link)

4

Burnbox

Extra features5
6

Fish totes (recycling)
Water sampling field kit purchase

583,864

Subtotal
Engineering Design/Permit Assistance @10%

10%

0.1

1

58,386

Contingencies @ 15%

15%

0.15

1

96,338

$738,588
TOTAL
Heavy equipment (and storage shed for equipment) is assumed to be available.
2
Assumes two cell design.
3
Shipping from Seattle/Anchorage.
4
Tok Welding and Fabrication. Materials, workmanship, parts replacement guaranteed for 6 months. 5yd3
waste chamber, 4yd3 ash chamber. 7,500 lbs each. Shipping measurements 66”x25’x8’.
5
Generator to supply power to blower and stack ‘after burner’ for added efficiency
6
Includes returning burnbox dolly to Tok Welding and Fabrication
7
Airfare and lodging (consultant fee is included in purchase price)
1

Table 6
Estimated annual operation and maintenance costs for an areafill plus burnbox option
Item
Unit
Cost/Unit
Quantity

Operator 0.6875 FTE 1

hr

$26

1430

37,180

Administration 0.10FTE1

hr

$20

208

4,160

Equipment operation and
maintenance

hr

$20

400

8,000

Safety gear

Lump sum

$500

1

500

Replacement parts (burnbox)

Lump sum

$300

1

300

Generator fuel

Lump sum

$100

1

100

priority
pollutant scan

$1,350

1

1,350

$215,000/small
site closure in
bush

$215,000

1 closure

7,224

ac

$3,500

2.0

1,908

Lump sum

$1,500

1

1,500

WQ testing2
Final cover/closure3
Post-closure care4
Training
Subtotal
Contingencies @ 15%
TOTAL
1
2

3

4

Cost
($/per year)

$62,222
$9,333
$71,555

Includes insurance, retirement and administrative overhead
Assumes testing and analysis of heavy metals and fecal coliform performed with water sampling kit (quarterly
while landfill is active and once per year after closure). Priority pollutant analysis is performed once per year at
an outside lab.
The $215,000 is an estimate based on actual closure costs for several villages from A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate. See note above.
Estimated according to actual cost average incurred for several sites. From A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.

Table 7
Estimated capital costs for supersack option
Item

Unit

Cost/Unit

Quantity

($)
Purchase of supersacks

1

2

Shipping sacks

3

Rack to hang sacks and compactor
Tarps

4

Monofill construction

Total
($)

sack

$11.00

900

9,900

container

$8,270

1

8,270

lump sum

$500

3

1,500

tarp

$30

25

750

yd3

5

$10

2,178

21,780

yd

2

$1

1,452

1,452

yd

3

$15

1,452

21,780

yd

3

$25

544

13,600

yd

3

$75

50

3,750

yd

3

$110

118

12,980

yd

2

$2

470

940

$20

470

9,400

$3.50

130

455

lump sum

$35,500

1

35,500

ft

$27

990

26,730

Gate (single swing 16 ft wide)

gate

$1,000

1

1,000

Signs

sign

$500

6

3,000

kit

$5,000

1

5,000

lump sum

$85,000

1

85,000

lump sum

$100,000

1

100,000

Excavation (on-site) of silt
Clearing and grubbing disposal cell
Silt placement and grading
Cell berm soil excavation and placement
6

Drainagerock excavation, barging, placement
6

Gravel excavation, barging, placement
6

Geotextile purchase, shipping and placement
6

Board insulation purchase, shipping and
placement
Seeding along perimeter of salvage pad
Bobcat 863 with forks
Fencing (chain link)

Water sampling field kit
Mobilization
Hydrogeological survey to confirm feasible site
location(s)

yd2
yd

2

362,787

Subtotal
Engineering Design/Permit Assistance @10%

10%

0.1

1

36,279

Contingencies @ 15%

15%

0.15

1

59,860

TOTAL
1

2
3
4

5
6

$458,926

The Bag Connection, Portland, Oregon 1 800 622 2448. Supersacks are 35"x35"x50", duffle top, 4 ten inch
tall lift loops, 6.5oz coated material.
Shipping from Seattle to Chefornak (includes trucking from Portland to Seattle).
Simple design. Four posts to hang sacks for ease of filling.
For protection against UV damage.
Heavy equipment (and storage shed for equipment) is assumed to be available. Assumes one cell design
Shipping from Seattle/Anchorage.

Table 8
Estimated annual operation and maintenance costs for supersack option
Item
Unit
Cost/Unit
Quantity

Operator 0.6875 FTE 1

hr

$26

1430

37,180

Administration 0.10FTE1

hr

$20

208

4,160

Equipment operation and
maintenance

hr

$10

400

4,000

Lump sum

$500

1

500

Safety gear
WQ testing2
Final cover/closure3
Post-closure care4
Training
Subtotal
Contingencies @ 15%
TOTAL
1
2

3

4

Cost
($/per year)

priority
pollutant scan2
$215,000/small
site closure in
bush

$1,350

1

1,350

$215,000

1 closure

7,224

ac

$3,500

2.0

1,908

Lump sum

$1,500

1

1,500
$57,822
$8,673
$66,495

Includes insurance, retirement and administrative overhead
Assumes testing and analysis of heavy metals and fecal coliform performed with water sampling kit (quarterly
while landfill is active and once per year after closure). Priority pollutant analysis is performed once per year at
an outside lab.
The $215,000 is an estimate based on actual closure costs for several villages from A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate. See note above.
Estimated according to actual cost average incurred for several sites. From A Guide to Closing Waste
Disposal Sites in Alaska Villages, Central Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 2001. Placed into
sinking fund for planned life of landfill (20 yr) calculated at 4% interest rate, includes 40%
mobilization/demobilization plus contingency rate.

Table 9
Tangible characteristics of the four disposal options.
Characteristic
Landfill
Incinerator and
monofill

$779,453

$738,588

$458,926

$63,002

$103,872

$71,555

$66,495

$70

$115

$80

$74

$135,164

$166,384

$130,790

$103,301

$150

$185

$145

$115

0.5 FTE

1.0 FTE

0.6875 FTE

0.6875 FTE

2.0 acres

0.4 acres

1.4 acres

2.0 acres

Some, after 10
years

Yes

Some, after 10
years

Yes, if sacks
removed. If not,
some.

Health risk reduction2

Good

Best

Very good

Very good

Environmental risk reduction3

Okay

Best

Good

Good

Dependency of risks on proper
community disposal habits

High

Medium-high

Highest

High

Risk reduction possible with
strong haz. waste and
4
education program

High

High

High

High

Yearly O & M cost

Monthly household O&M cost
(avg 75 houses)
Total annual life cycle cost1

Monthly household total cost
(avg 75 houses)
Jobs produced

Land required (waste disposal
only)
Future land use?

2
3
4

Supersacks

$899,776

Capital cost

1

Landfill and
auxiliary
burnbox

Capital costs are amortized based on 20 yr. facility life and a return rate of 5 percent.
Assuming proper operation and maintenance.
Assuming proper operation and maintenance.
Including hazardous waste storage shed, hazardous waste backhaul, hazardous waste reduction,
household hazardous waste education, safe alternative use, and end-disposal separation, plastic, treated
wood, and other inappropriate waste separation for burnbox option, no unauthorized dumping or
salvaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF COMMUNITY
Mission and Values Statement:
The Native Village of Chefornak developed this plan because our subsistence way of life is our
number one priority. The solid waste management plan will guide us into developing safe
disposal practices using available resources in our community so that we can help protect our
subsistence as well as our environment and the health of our people. Our Elders say that we
must respect our land and animals, so that in return, the land will flourish with what we could
hunt and gather. Our community abides by its traditional Yup’ik unwritten laws that our Elders
pass down to us.

History of the Community:
The area of Chefornak has historically been occupied by Yup'ik Eskimos. In the early 1950s,
Alexie Amagiqchik founded a small general store at the site. He had moved from a village
(Cevv’arneq) on the Bering Sea to the new location one mile inland to escape potential
floodwaters. Others from the original village followed and settled in Chefornak. The City was
incorporated in 1974.

Demographics and Utilities:
The number of residents is 450 (2007 DCCED Certified Population). There is a clinic, two
schools (the ‘Old School’ is an old BIA building used for the AVCP Headstart Program and a
Lower Kuskokwim School District Amaqigciq elementary/Caputnguaq high school), a Tribal and
City Office, two stores, a Coastal Villages Region Fund Fisheries and Support Center, a Coastal
Villages Seafood, LLC plant, an electrical generator plant, and a water treatment plant. Treated
water can be obtained from 12 watering points. However, most residents obtain their drinking
water from rain catchment systems in summer and from melted ice and snow in the winter.
There are 99 houses, 24 houses connected to tank haul/flush units, 6 houses with plumbing,
and the remainder using honeybuckets. The school has its own sewage lagoon and is piped.
The sewage lagoon is on the west part of town and is primary treatment only, after which the
water drains to the surrounding wetlands then to the Creek. The sewage lagoon has had
several problems, including seeping out and flooding. The honeybucket lagoon is located next
to the dumpsite and is over-capacity. A water upgrade project that will hook-up homes and
provide an improved sewage lagoon is scheduled to occur within a few years. However, it is
several years overdue, and as is the case with most water upgrade projects, it is unclear if the
original project scope will remain the same, and also when the project will start or finish.
Electrical power is supplied by Naterkaq Light Plant and the phone and internet services are
provided by United Companies, Inc.
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Location and Climate:
Chefornak, a federally recognized tribe is located in the southwest region of Alaska, 98 air miles
southwest of Bethel (the major hub of surrounding villages) and 490 air miles southwest of
Anchorage, at approximately 60.160000° North Latitude and -164.265830° West Longitude.
(Sec. 19, T001N, R086W, Seward Meridian.) The village is on the south bank of the Kinia River,
at its junction with the Keguk River, in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Chefornak lies within the
boundaries of Clarence Rhode National Wildlife Refuge, established for migratory waterfowl
protection.
Chefornak, which is located within the maritime climate zone, averages 22 inches of
precipitation, with approximately 43 inches of snowfall annually. Summer temperatures typically
range from 35 to 57 degrees Fahrenheit, and winter temperatures range from 6 to 24 degrees
Fahrenheit. Travel to and from other villages is by air, boat, or snowmobile as there are no
connecting road systems to the villages. Different small passenger airlines operate daily from
Bethel. Fuel, freight and other large bulk items are barged from Anchorage to Bethel and either
barged or flown to Chefornak. Shipment costs continually increase each year. Freeze-up usually
occurs in the month of October, and break-up usually occurs in late May for the Kinia River and
lasts for at least two weeks causing flooding towards the creek that drains from the lagoon and
the dumpsite. See more details on dumpsite impacts in Chapter 4.

Additional Important Community Logistics:
Our community is isolated and close and we must depend on each other in emergencies. We
do not have extra people or departments or places to go. So there are several common events
where the full community is involved. These events include:










Search and Rescue
Funerals (attended by full community)
Extreme Weather
Flooding
Erosion and loss of structures
Fires (house or surrounding lands)
Running out of fuel oil
Subsistence activities which must be performed in a short time or the opportunity for the
food is lost

These events take priority in our community in order to survive. Solid waste collection, backhaul
opportunities, site maintenance, and community practices may be disrupted for a time period
during these events. In order to write a plan that works best for our community, these realities
are reflected in this plan to the extent possible.
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2. ELDERS’ GUIDANCE ON TAKING CARE OF OUR WASTES
PROPERLY
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed our Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium meetings.
They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean and protect our
subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their words included rules
about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how to live life properly so that
we will not have these problems. Their rules are about respect and how this will bring good
opportunities and help when we need it. This plan is based on their words and explains how to
carry out what they say as it relates to our wastes.

Elders’ words:
Dennis Panruk- ‘Panruk’: born in Cevv’arneq on January 24, 1910:

Back then our ancestors believed in keeping our environment clean.
Do not wait for others to tell you what to do if you have already heard what you were told
to do. Kinguketuq- It has a good ending.
In the mornings, they were told not to lie around because all the dust would go on them
from people walking in and around.
Nowadays, we hear of different things and different sicknesses that people are getting.
Dangerous equipment that is going to be reused should be properly placed where people
wouldn’t come across to prevent injuries.
Didn’t like the location of the dumpsite since it was too close to the village, but nobody
listened to him. On warm/hot days we see the land with heat waves, the odor is too strong
it could harm the people.
The Elders/leaders would have to plan for a new dump. It’s a priority to face, where the
dump wouldn’t be too close to the village and where the wind (N) wouldn’t blow towards
the village. The community as a whole would have to agree on the new site.
Dump- cover- surrounding first with sacks.
When the snow melts at the dump, it is really bad and you know that kids like to play
around. The melting snow that’s coming from the dump goes down towards the river and
becomes intact to the children and their clothing and it goes with them where ever they
go.
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Maria Kairaiuak- ‘Naivvkuk’: born in Cevvarneq on October 31, 1928:

If a person is not searching or asking for advice or word of knowledge, that person is like
as if he is sleeping
Subsistence catches were to be enough for winter storage and even more when they
were to celebrate dance festivals
All subsistence food that is able to be dried were to be worked on right away, even if the
hunter had brought home only one catch
If we see trash on the ground, pick it up and dispose of it properly.
Long ago babies were not deformed or such, but nowadays more babies are born not
normal. It was rare back then.
If one who is talking a good way of living, stop and listen.
When I became aware, I never found anything lying around (trash). We didn’t have much
like what you have now (food, clothes, boxes, etc…) the way of our living was quiet and
our people were quiet. We were told to do things and would obey right away without any
conflict.

David Jimmy, Sr. - ‘Akagalria’: born in Kawarelegalik on February 6,
1940
Was an operator for the dumpsite under City back then
Dug trenches/ditches for the trash, compacted them, and covered them with a bulldozer
It was good when they use to cover the trash; there was no windblown trash.
Some appliances should not be damaged so people could reuse them for parts.
No scattered trash was visible back then because we didn’t have as much wastes
generated as there are now.
Before the dumpsite, they had drums near the river where trash was burned. They
dumped the ashes in the river and that is why trash was never littered. They would burn
the trash in the drums when the wind was not blowing towards the village. Tanks are not
disposed, they are rotting where they are.
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Theresa Abraham- ‘Paniliar’: born in Cevvarneq on April 9, 1941
Work as a community and strive
It would be good if we had only one person who hauls honey buckets to the lagoon and
one person who hauls the trash to the dumpsite, so they wouldn’t be improperly disposed.
Don’t really like using chemicals in honey buckets but everybody uses them so they
wouldn’t smell awful in the houses.
When human wastes are dumped in the lagoon, it leaches to the river and is not safe for
our food- fish. And since people dump where ever they please that is a problem because
they are dumped anywhere now.
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3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us. Community
disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and environment. In
addition to listening to our Elders speak and including our youth (as they are the future
caretakers of our land), our community participation included the following:

Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the other
Nelson Island communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tununak: January 4-6, 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14, 2006
Nightmute: September 17-19, 2007
Chefornak: June 30 – July 2, 2008

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 50 community members attend, including 8 Elders.
A Nelson Island Consortium Elders Council was formed during the June/July 2008 meeting in
Chefornak which includes two elders from each of the Nelson Island Consortium villages. The
Elders Council include: Paul Tunuchuk and Theresa Abraham from Chefornak, Sophie Agimuk
and Martina Chagluak from Toksook Bay, Helen and John Walter, Sr. from Tununak, and Elsie
Tommy and Michael John from Newtok.

Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and suggestions.
The full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted in spring 2008 by the
IGAP staff.
The top concerns of our residents were:
Raw Sewage (Honey bucket) (34)
Toxic/ Hazardous waste (32)
Beach/ River Erosion (31)
Tie: Mercury, Asbestos, and Lead acid batteries (30)
Water Quality (29)
The most common suggestions were:
New Lagoon Site
New Water Treatment Plant
Running water for households
Dump Site
Disposal of hazardous liquids/ Used motor oil
Material Safety Data Sheets
Education of HazMats disposal methods
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Council Meetings and Presentations:
We held community Council meetings where we discussed solid waste issues and what our
community wanted to do. We held these meetings from August 2005 to October 2007. We
presented during the village meeting about our dumpsite, on which we received concerns and
comments from the community members, some of which are: the dumpsite is too close to the
community- voiced by heath aides, parents, council members; health risks stemming from the
contaminants/hazardous chemicals/ toxins from the dumpsite (such as boils, pathogens, and
new diseases/viruses being born from the dump.

Community Solid Waste Committee:
We do not have a Community Solid Waste Committee at this time. A committee will be formed
to mainly address solid waste issues pertaining to community health and the environment. This
committee will be comprised of 10 members and they will represent the whole community- a mix
of two of each: youth, young adults, parents, concerned community members, and elders. Their
job is to give advice to the Environmental Department when issues arise and to give
comments/feedbacks on ongoing/future projects.

School Presentations:
Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and teachers. They educated the youth
about:









The Environmental Protection Agency and The Indian General Assistance Program
Hazardous wastes
Recycling
Being careful at the dump
Proper Disposal Practices
How the contaminants from the dump can get into our waters
Keeping our community clean and that each person plays an important role
Protecting and respecting camp sites

Community Education and Outreach:
Nelson Island fish monitors and subsistence camp monitors speak to the hunters at our camps.
They educate them about littering and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them
what people are concerned about and what education they need. Our environmental staff,
including our Nelson Island Consortium representatives, went to homes to educate people
about environmental issues. They talked to the people at the stores. They also found out from
our people what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community that is
related to solid waste management:
 Honeybucket dump is polluting our river and people are getting sick
 When will they install piped water into our homes?
 Dumpsite is too close to our community
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 Town is dirty
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra
 Need to move the old ATVs, snowmachines and boats out of town
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash
 People do not listen to the Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this trash all
over

Public Outreach Printed Materials:
We develop newsletters that teach people about our solid waste programs. They include
information on reducing household hazardous wastes, recycling cans, batteries, fluorescent
lights, and print cartridges and how to reduce energy use. They are distributed quarterly. We
post them at the store, tribal office, city office and post office. An example is provided below.
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Community Development Information for Solid Waste Planning
Current Community Population:

We have 450 people living here now, including 11 school staff that leave during the
summer. Additionally, we have about 10 to 20 people who leave for commercial fishing
or firefighting. On most days in the summer, about 5 to 15 people are camping
overnight at fish camps. During fall hunting, we have about 5 to 10 people out hunting
overnight. During Winter, about 10 to 20 people are gone from the village on most days
for subsistence. The average number of people gone from the village for other reasons,
like visiting, shopping, and medical appointments on most days is about 2 to 10. About
3 to 5 visitors come and stay over in our village each day in the summer. In the winter
we have about 50 people for tournaments and gatherings. We usually have about 2 to
7 people each year who live here during summer for construction, and 0 to 3 people for
winter projects. For about 1 to 3 weeks during Spring Breakup, and 2 to 4 weeks during
Fall Freezeup, most people stay in the village because it is dangerous to travel by boat
or snowmachine.
Expected Community Development:
We have no development projects at this time that are expected to impact our population or our
population growth rate.
Planned projects Incorporated into Our Solid Waste Planning
The Association of Village Council Presidents housings are currently expanding homes in the
south end of the village. A new site in the future must be located away from this area. The
current dumpsite is too close to the village and runway. The City of Chefornak dump is currently
in the process of relocating the dumpsite. The City of Chefornak is currently developing a new
airstrip and once it is settled, the Chefarnrmute Inc. will be utilizing the old airstrip for future
generation usage of land.

Average yearly community growth expected for next 20 years:
See the Projected future population and waste generation for the impact of
our projected future population on the waste generated that we must manage.
Our expected growth rate for the next 20 years is 2.0%.

Growth Rate Calculation Process:
Our expected growth rate is based on the average growth rate we had in the past 7 years. We
used population numbers from the US Census and the current State Community Database. As
described above, in the future, we do not expect any development projects that will affect our
population numbers. We do not expect to see a significant difference in the number in people
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moving in and out that would affect our rate. So we expect our growth rate to remain about the
same.

4. SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL SITE INFORMATION
The existing primary solid waste disposal site is located west of the airstrip on the edge of a
hillside. Fencing was purchased in 2001 with a grant from the Central Council of Tlingit and
Haida Indian Tribes, and was just installed in 2007 by the IGAP waste technicians, which
covered ¾ of the dumpsite. Solid wastes are now deposited in trenches. There is also an area
to separate out scrap metal wastes, including empty 55 gallon drums, vehicle parts, and large
appliances.
The table below describes the primary features and conditions of our current dumpsite. There
are additional Tables in later Chapters that discuss the site operation and maintenance, waste
collection system, waste recycling, and waste burning.
Table 1 Solid Waste Site Features And Situation

Feature

Current Description

Changes Planned?

Land
Ownership
Dumpsite
Location

The land where the dumpsite is located is owned
by the City of Chefornak.
The dumpsite is located one-half mile from the
town edge. The dump is west of town. There is
one occupied house that is located about onequarter mile from town.
Dumpsite
The city is responsible for operation and the
Operation
Tribe provides their Environmental Department to
Responsibility assist in environmental planning.
Summer
The access to the dump is in fair condition. The
Dumpsite
boardwalk which needs repair and maintenance
Access
regularly ends at the start of the dump. People
travel to the dump by ATV in summer. Once
people enter the dumpsite there is a path that
they follow through the dump. People do litter
along the sides of the access.
Winter Site
In winter, people travel to the dumpsite by
Access
snowmachine. They enter the site from the
North, East, and South. This may be dangerous
when they enter at the West and South because
there are hidden scrap metal and a lagoon that
does not freeze through.
Path/area
Once you get to the dumpsite there is a path that
inside the
goes through in a loop. The path is covered with
Dump for
wastes however. It is difficult for people to dump
unloading
their garbage without contacting other wastes.
wastes
Their vehicle wheels must track over garbage

Eventually, we’d like to move the
location further away. This is part
of our long-term planning.
We’ll review often.

Make markers for a path that
people could follow so that they
could access the site from one
point to avoid anything dangerous
and to ensure proper disposal of
trash brought to the dump.
We need to ensure a clear access
path to greatly reduce disease
transmission and injury risks. We
will need to fund the staff more
time so that they are able to keep
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Table 1 Solid Waste Site Features And Situation

Feature

Current Description

Changes Planned?

and if they get out of the vehicle they must stand
on the garbage. Because people are in direct
contact with other people’s garbage, this creates
a high risk for injury, blown tires, and disease
transmission.

a path clear and we need to keep
everyone out of the dump at least
in summer (except for the salvage
yard), and they must use in-town
dumpsters and a collection
service.
Relocate dumpsite where the wind
wouldn’t blow towards the village
and subsistence sites.

Wind Direction The wind blows from the dumpsite into town

some of the time.
Site Size

Site Shape

Estimated
Waste Weight
(± 30%)
Type of site
management

Heavy
Equipment
used at Dump
How often
wastes are
consolidated
or compacted
How often

The dumpsite is about 205’ by 205’. This does
not include the windblown litter (i.e. plastic bags,
paper), and the area of the dump. The
windblown litter goes out about 400 feet from the
dump in most directions.
The dump area is shaped like a rectangle, and
the dumpsite is shaped like a square. About 75%
of the dumpsite is covered by waste, which
covers 25% of the dump area. The rest is
ground, a pathway, or windblown litter. There are
four trenches (excluding the old dumpsite area)
that are full, of which two of them are covered
with mud from the land used to excavate the
trenches and fifth trench which is currently in use
and is halfway full. The current trench is 88 ft by
20 ft and 15 ft deep. Trench 1 is 100 ft by 25 ft
and 12 ft deep, trench 2 is 30 ft by 15 ft and 20 ft
deep, trench 3 is 10 ft by 10 ft and 20 ft deep,
and the fourth trench is 50 ft by 20 ft and 12 ft
deep and the scrap wastes are about 15 ft by 50
ft by 20 ft. There is also a 10’ by 7’ by 5’ covered
carcass/food wastes pit.
4,737.5 tons
Burnbox with ashes dumped out when full.
Trench and little heavy equipment compaction
when full.
We have a used excavator. The model is
EX300LC. It is owned by Water and Sewer
Utilities. This excavator is used for the
water/sewer projects in our town too.
We consolidate twice before Summer and twice
after summer.

Zero times each year.

Cover full trenches when funding
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Table 1 Solid Waste Site Features And Situation

Feature

Current Description

Changes Planned?

wastes are
covered
Operator/Tech We have 2 waste technicians who work 24 hours
nician Staff
each week. His duties are: trying to keep dump

Burning
wastes

Salvage
Pad/Area

organized and the access path clear so that
people do not need to walk or drive on wastes
(which keeps our community much safer from
disease and injury), collecting heavy metals,
shipping out recyclables and operating the
burnbox in a safe manner.
We burn our wastes by using a burnbox. It is
loaded with wastes by the waste technician. It is
lit on fire by the waste technician. The wastes
that are burned include burnable trash taken to
the dump. This includes regular trash brought by
households and regular trash brought by
collection service, school, or businesses. Large
items like drums, appliances, vehicles are not
burned.
An area of about 155 feet wide by 130 feet long
is used by people to find usable items. It is
located in the south of the dump. The type of
wastes here are vehicle parts, appliances, scrap
metal, lumber, and other wastes that people can
use.
There is no additional waste segregation at site.

Additional
Waste
Segregation at
Site
Recycling
The recycling shed is located in town, near the
Shed/Area
airport. Recyclables are dropped off or picked up

is available.

Designate area for people to drop
off hazardous materials.

by the IGAP staff. Some items include the
following: lead-acid batteries, fluorescent lights,
computers, aluminum cans, and household
batteries.
Dumpsite Age The site was started in 1983.
Fencing
A wind fence is covering ¾ of the site.
Types of Wastes that Are Now at the Dump
Residential
wastes:

School
wastes:

Cardboard, paper, plastics, tin and aluminum
cans, diapers, Styrofoam, old or broken
household items like furniture, toys, clothes, rugs,
appliances, dishes, glass, tires, ATV’s, snowmachines (only the parts that are not salvaged),
computers, TV’s, small batteries, tires
Cardboard, computers, copiers, Styrofoam plates
and cups, cans, old equipment, paper

Styrofoam is banned in our
community. Inform new site
administrator.
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Table 1 Solid Waste Site Features And Situation

Feature

Current Description

Changes Planned?

Store Wastes:
Utility wastes:

Cardboard, paper, plastics, aluminum cans
Antifreeze, transformers, old equipment, used oil,
batteries, fluorescent lights, tires
Construction
Pipes, demolition, insulation, asbestos from old
Project
torn-down buildings, drywall, cardboard, electrical
Wastes:
wires and electrical equipment, old plumbing,
broken-down heavy equipment, fluorescent
lights, concrete
Honeybucket The lagoon is next to the dump. There are some
Wastes
honeybucket wastes that get thrown out at the
dump. Some garbage gets thrown out at the
honeybucket lagoon.
What goes into Cans, dead animals
the burnbox
that shouldn’t:

Additional Seasonal Factors that affect dumpsite maintenance or collection or access.
(Note any common events that happen during the seasons. You can also break up the
seasons how you want.
Winter (from
November
through mid
April)

Summer
(from midJune to end
of August)
Fall (from
September
to midNovember)
Spring (from
mid-April to
mid-June)

Days below -20 F, it is dangerous for our
operator to work for more than 2 hours because
we don’t have a warming shed there. Below -35,
equipment will not work. Also, it gets dark
outside the hours of 10am and 3pm. People will
not go to the dump in storms, or generally when it
is below -30 with wind chill, and they will pile up
their garbage outside or in Arctic entry ways.
Snow piles up over wastes by December.
Wastes are frozen hard-frozen and cannot be
moved or consolidated much between midOctober and mid-April.
Early summer, access can be difficult due to a lot
of ponding from Breakup. The tundra is mucky
and equipment can’t be used or it will be stuck.
Early fall time people must hunt all types of
game. Fall time is good for using heavy
equipment because the wastes are frozen not
hard and there is little snow, the ground is hard
enough for equipment to not be stuck.
Just before Breakup is a good time for site
maintenance with the ground still frozen, with
warmer weather and longer light. Breakup is a
dangerous time to access the dump because we
cannot use a snowmachine. This period lasts
about one month. Our dumpsite and town floods
for about 3 weeks.
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Dump site Photographs
The following pictures show the dumpsite and its key features.
Before Clean Up:

During Clean Up:
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5. CURRENT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM and
practices
Waste Collection Program:
Table 2 Waste Collection Program
Item
Description
1
Number of collection services, including any
private services that an individual offers:
Chefornak Water & Sewer (City of Chefornak)
Operated by:
Average of households that use the service each 20 (number varies monthly)
month
80
Total number of households in village
45 households.
Estimated average number of households who
self-haul some or all of their garbage to the
dump at least once per month.
Estimated number of people each week who use 10 people.
the dump per for salvaging parts or other goods.
$10 per month for households
Fee charged for collection service (if more than
$10 per month for businesses and offices
one service, list fees for each service)
$10 per month for school
$0
Fee charged for salvaging parts
Households/Businesses go to the water/sewer
How fee is collected
Department to pay for services.
No discounts.
Any discounts or other ways for households to
receive collection service?
Besides the fees collected, what other money is Bingo revenue pays about $5,000 per year for
management.
used to pay for the collection service?
Two times per week
How often garbage is collected:
Waste Collection Resources Section
Topic

Link

Exploring and evaluating collection
systems: ANTHC/ANHB SWM
Guide Workbook 4

View pages 401-430 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/4.pdf

Waste collection on SWAN

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Planning/1B_waste_collection.cfm
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Table 3 Sewage Collection And Disposal
(Honeybucket And/Or Flush-Haul)
How are honeybuckets disposed? (lagoon, Most honeybuckets are usually dumped at the
lagoon and some are dumped in the river.
slough, ponds, etc.)
Sometimes during winter, people dump them
closer to town, or they will dump them out at
the river. Some people store their
honeybuckets alongside their house until they
are able to borrow a vehicle or afford the fee.
Yes
Is there a collection service offered?
$25 per month
What is the fee for honeybucket collection
or bunker maintenance?
Between 10 to 20 households, depends on the
How many households pay the fee each
season.
month, on average?
$10 per fill
For Tank-haul, what is the fee for Tank-haul
of water?
No, but the School does.
Can people haul their own water to their
holding tanks?
We have 24 tank-haul houses.
About how many tank-hauls are purchased
each month, total for the town?
$25 per haul
What is the fee for hauling the sewage/used
water?
About 9.
About how many flush hauls are paid for
each month, total for the town?

Site Operation and Maintenance:
The IGAP Waste Technicians push the wastes together and clear a path when we are able to
afford it, and the equipment is operating. This happens about twice each year. Three years
ago we had a major cleanup. We had another cleanup during Spring 07. Wastes were put in
trenches and two trenches were covered with mud used to make the trenches. A path was
marked for people to follow using wooden stakes and twine. Our environmental staff goes out to
the dump each summer to look for lead-acid batteries to remove them to the shed and to
evaluate the progress of the dumpsite.
Table 4 Summary Table For Site Operation
And Maintenance
Program Feature
Description
Basic monitoring by waste technician, occasional
Operation Type
consolidation, burnbox, and some temporary clean-up
Waste collector: None
Certifications or trainings?
Environmental staff: ITEP Solid Waste Management,
IGAP Grant Management, HAZWOPER, Freon Removal,
RALO
None, no gravel or silt source.
Available Local Cover Material
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Table 4 Summary Table For Site Operation
And Maintenance
Description

Program Feature
for Dumpsite?
How Often Cover Material is
used, or wastes buried:
Cover material is not used, or
not used very often, because:
Heavy Equipment:
Heavy Equipment Uses (Past
and Current Uses):

Heavy Equipment Seasonal
Limitations

About once every two years for part of the wastes with mud
excavated from the trenches.
It is hard to find cover material and we can’t operate the
equipment during summer because it gets stuck.
Used Excavator
 We use Water & Sewer’s excavator to push wastes
together.
 The excavator is used to dig trenches when we can.
The last time was in 2007 and when the trenches are
full.
 We use the excavator to move big junk metal.
The times we can use it are just before Breakup and just
before Freezeup. The ground must be hard enough so it
does not get stuck or sink, and the wastes cannot be frozen
solid or covered with snow. Also, we cannot use it if a
project is in town.

Equipment Storage:

None. The excavator has to be stored outside.

Estimated Cost to repair heavy
equipment needed for
dumpsite:
Additional Waste Operation
Information that is important

To repair the dozer: $7,000. Not working and parts are
outdated.
To repair the excavator: $25,000
It is really the summer months that we need a waste
operator the most. The dump gets very messy because it is
difficult for people to dump their trash. People are gone for
subsistence and we also run out of operator funds. In winter
it is easier to access the dump and it doesn’t smell as bad.

Site Operation Resources Section
Topic

Link

Improve operation of dump or waste
collection

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Planning/1improve_operation.cfm

Solid waste training

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Tutorials/training.cfm

Reducing health and environmental risks

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/main/health_risks.cfm

Making your dump safer

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/MakingYourDumpSafer.pdf

Rural Landfill Design and Operations
Protecting communities through PASTE

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/main/rural_landfill_dec.cfm
http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/PASTE.pdf

Comparing Solid Waste Management

http://www.zender-engr.net/anhbguide/5.pdf
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Options: ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide
Workbook 5

Table 5 Waste Burning Practices
Feature
Is burning waste a
normal way to
manage some or all
of your wastes?
How many
households burn
waste in barrels in
town?
Do businesses burn
any wastes in
barrels that are in
town?
What wastes are
burned by them?

Current Description
Yes.

Any Planned Changes?
Not soon.

None.

No changes.

Store(s): None
Office(s): None
School: None
Clinic: None
Electric Utility: Used oil and used oil
filters in a drum that looks like a closed
barrel with vent
Water Utility: None
Other: None

Want to get the Electric Utility to stop
burning their used oil and used oil
filters in town.

Is waste burned on
the ground at the
Dump? Who lights
the fire?

Our staff has informed the public not to After our staff informed the public open
dump burning has decreased. Educate
open burn and is not recommended in
community of hazards of open burning.
our community. Sometimes residents
light the dump on fire 1 or 2 times each
year.
Burnbox Information

Burnbox Type and
Age and How Ash is
Emptied.

Purchased Burnbox from “Tok
Welding”, 4 years old, ash is emptied
by tilting burnbox and buried into a
trench solely for ashes.

No changes.

How often is the
burnbox used?

Usually waste is burned about 4 days
per month. It is not burned when the
operator is gone for training on
subsistence or when the wind is
blowing towards the village.
There was about 3 months when waste
was not burned because too much
snow was inside the burnbox that froze.

No changes.

What is the longest
period of time that
waste is not
burned?

No changes.
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Does the operator
wear an approved
mask and long
sleeves, glasses,
steel-toed boots?
Is there a signed
statement by the
operator that he is
expected to wear
protective gear and
operate the
burnbox in a
correct and safe
manner?
Are there rules
about which wastes
are acceptable in
the burnbox?

How Well the Rules
are Followed:

Rules about when
the operator lights
the burnbox on fire:

Yes, most of time.

Yes.

Operator separating wastes: They
are supposed to pull out anything they
see that looks dangerous to burn.
Household and Businesses
Separating wastes before bringing to
dump: They are supposed to take out
their plastics, Styrofoam, batteries, any
leftover household chemicals.
Prohibited Wastes: Tires, batteries,
computers, TVs, fluorescent lights,
hazardous wastes, PVC pipes, big
plastics
Operator does pretty good job, but
cannot go through everybody’s trash.
Most of the wastes are piled up and
their hours aren’t enough to separate
wastes.
Wind Direction: Wind must be blowing
away from town.
Predicted Winds: If Elders are
predicting the wind to shift to town
soon, then the burnbox cannot be used.
Subsistence or water sources: No
burning if the smoke will go over berry
pickers or seasonal drinking water
sources.
Hours: Load during day, burn at night
when people are inside homes.
Wind Speed: Burn below 20 miles per
hour
Public access: Public is encouraged to
not visit dump when burnbox is on fire.
Burning Frequency: Unless the winds
are not right, the burnbox should be lit
on fire at least 2 times per week.
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How well the
burnbox fire rules
are followed:
Where does the ash
go? How often is it
emptied?
Other burnbox or
waste burning
information that is
important:

Otherwise too much garbage piles up.
Airplane schedule (visibility from
smoke): We don’t have a rule about
whether to burn when planes are
expected.
Okay, they are following the rules on
proper burning.
The ash empties in a trench and is
buried. The burnbox operators dump
the ashes after they are done burning
wastes.
None at this moment.

Burning Wastes Resources Section
Topic

Link

Where to locate our burnbox

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Tutorials/burnbox.cfm#13
http://www.zender-engr.net/docs/Burnbox.pdf

Burning regular trash

Chemicals contained, what to do as alternative, health risks, tips
on safer emissions http://www.ccthitaswan.org/pdf/open_burning.pdf

Burning, general tips

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/burning_wastes.pdf

Health effects from burning trash

http://www.zender-engr.net/docs/health_effects_burning_trash.pdf
http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Planning/2C_burning.cfm,

Burnboxes, incinerators
What type of burnbox does my Village
need?

http://www.zender-engr.net/docs/Burnbox.pdf

Explore and evaluate waste
combustion alternatives:
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Workbook
4

View pages 529-540 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/4.pdf
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6. HOW MUCH WASTE IS GENERATED
As part of our Nelson Island Consortium project, we learned how to conduct a waste
characterization in our communities at the ITEP workshop we sponsored along with the
Toksook Consortium meeting in January 11-13, 2006. As a follow-up, an assessment was
carried out in Chefornak with the help of a consultant to generate good numbers for our region.
The assessment was carried out in August 2006. The total waste generation rate was found to
be 2.13 pounds/person/day which include: residential waste, business waste, diapers and other
special wastes, and estimated construction waste.
The population of our community is 450 people. Thus, the approximate amount of waste
generated by our community each year, using the results from the Chefornak waste assessment
is 349,853 lbs per year (or 175 tons per year). A breakdown of the waste stream (by weight) is
shown in the figure below.
Chefornak Waste Stream Analysis by Weight

Organics
Paper, wetted or
heavily contaminated
with wet food, 18%

Glass
Organics, 21%
Uncorrugated Cardboard

Plastic , 5%
Special Wastes, 3%

Glass, 3%

Metals
Paper, dry

Uncorrugated
Cardboard, 13%
Paper, dry, 31%

Metals, 5%

Special Wastes
Plastic
Paper, wetted or heavily
contaminated with wet food

Here are some photos from separating and weighing the trash
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Column A
Waste

Lead-acid batteries

Table 6 Special Wastes Stockpiled In Our Community Now
Column B
Column C
Column D
How many of these
Average Weight Estimated Total weight of
wastes are stockpiled of Single Item in wastes in your community
or sitting around your
pounds (lbs)
now (=Column B x Column
community now:
C)
45
40 lbs
1800 lbs

Aluminum skiff (exc. engine):

15

1000 lbs

15000 lbs

Atv’s:

6

800 lbs

4800 lbs

Sno-gos:

14

1000 lbs

14,000 lbs

Refrigerators and freezers

17

250 lbs

4250 lb

Stoves, Washers, Dryers

12

200 lb

2400 lb

Office fluorescent lights

783

4 ft tube=0.7 lb

548 lb

Empty 55 gallon drums

25

50 lbs

1250 lbs

Full 55 gallon drums of used oil

5

600 lbs

3000 lbs

Full 55 gallon drums of used
antifreeze
Full 55 gallon drums of unknown
or mixed waste

4

600 lbs

2400 lbs

6

600 lbs

3600 lbs
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Table 7 Special Waste Generation Rates And Storage Space Needed
Waste

Column A
About this
many
household
s have at
least one
of the item:

Column B
Average
number
that these
households
own
(average
number
owned by
households
listed in
Column A)

Column C
Average
number of
yrs before
the waste
item will
need to be
discarded

Column D
(=AxB ÷C)
Total
number
generated
each year

Column E
How many
total of
these
wastes do
businesses
have? (e.g.
if 5
businesses
have atvs,
then write
5)

Column F
(=E÷C)
Total
average
number
each yr
discarded
from
business,
schools,
offices,
utilities.

Column G
(=D+F)
Total from
households
and
businesses

Column H
Average
Weight of
Single Item
in pounds
(lbs)

Column I
(=G x H)
Estimated
Total
weight
generated

Column J
Estimated
% that is
not
salvaged
for parts or
reused

Column K
Estimated
total weight
each year
generated
that is not
salvaged
for parts or
reused
(=I x J)

Lead-acid
batteries

Boat:: 50
ATV’s: 55
Sno-gos:
30
Car or
Truck: 0

1
1
1

2
3
3

25
18.33
10

1
7
3

0.5
2.33
1

25.5
10.7
11

40 lbs
12 lbs
12 lbs

1020 lbs
128 lbs
132lbs

100%
100%
100%

1020 lbs
128 lbs
132 lbs

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

0

0 lbs

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Leadacid Batteries

Aluminum
skiff (exc.
engine):
Other boats:
ATV’s:
Sno-gos:
Car or Truck:
Household
refrigerators
and freezers
School/Store

56

1

8

7

1

0.12

7.12

1000 lbs

7,125 lbs

90%

1280 lb
(about
67% of
this
weight is
lead)
6412 lbs

6
45
80
0
80

1
1
1.5
0
3

15
5
5
N/A
25

0.4
9
24
0
10

0
7
4
0

0
1.4
0.8
N/A

0.4
10.4
24.8
N/A

2000 lbs
800 lbs
1000 lbs
2000 lbs
250 lbs

800 lbs
8,320 lbs
24,800 lbs
N/A
2500 lbs

100%
50%
80%
N/A
100%

800 lbs
4,160 lbs
19,840 lbs
N/A
2500 lbs

15

0.75

1000 lbs

750 lbs

100%

750 lbs

20
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Table 7 Special Waste Generation Rates And Storage Space Needed
Waste

refrigerators
and freezers
Wood Stoves,
Cooking
Stoves
Washers,
Dryers,
Fluorescent
tube lights in
homes
Fluorescent
tube lights in
offices

Column A
About this
many
household
s have at
least one
of the item:

Column B
Average
number
that these
households
own
(average
number
owned by
households
listed in
Column A)

Column C
Average
number of
yrs before
the waste
item will
need to be
discarded

Column D
(=AxB ÷C)
Total
number
generated
each year

Column E
How many
total of
these
wastes do
businesses
have? (e.g.
if 5
businesses
have atvs,
then write
5)

Column F
(=E÷C)
Total
average
number
each yr
discarded
from
business,
schools,
offices,
utilities.

Column G
(=D+F)
Total from
households
and
businesses

Column H
Average
Weight of
Single Item
in pounds
(lbs)

Column I
(=G x H)
Estimated
Total
weight
generated

Column J
Estimated
% that is
not
salvaged
for parts or
reused

Column K
Estimated
total weight
each year
generated
that is not
salvaged
for parts or
reused
(=I x J)

80

1

20

4

3

0.15

4.15

200 lb

830 lbs

100%

830 lbs

80

1.5

20

6

3

0.15

6.15

200 lb

1230 lbs

100%

1280 lbs

54

4

1.5

144

See below

See below

144

4 ft
tube=0.7 lb

100.8 lbs

100%

100.8 lbs

N/A

N/A

1.5

N/A

7
4 ft tubes

4.66

4.66

4 ft
tube=0.7 lb

3.26 lbs

100%

3.26 lbs
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Table 8 Important Additional Wastes With Different Estimation Methods
Disposable
Diapers

Used oil
from vehicles
(household
and
businesses)

Antifreeze
(from
vehicles)

Number of
babies in
village that
use
disposable
diapers: 48
Number of
households
that have
vehicles that
use oil:
80

Number of
households
that have
vehicles that
use
antifreeze:
45

Number of
diapers each
day for each
baby:
6

Number of
diapers
each day:

Number of
diapers
each year:

288

105,120

Average
number of
vehicles per
household
(boats, ATVs,
snowmachine
s):
1.125

How often
old oil is
drained on
purpose
and new
oil put in:
4 times
each year
for each
vehicle
How often
old oil is
drained on
purpose
and new
oil put in:
1 times
each year
for each
vehicle

Average
number of
quarts that
are drained
per
vehicle:
3

Number of
quarts
drained each
year by
houses:
=
1,080

Total
number of
vehicles for
businesses
=
12

Average
number of
quarts that
are drained
per
vehicle:
3

Number of
quarts
drained each
year by
houses:
= 152

Total
number of
vehicles for
businesses
= 12

Average
number of
vehicles per
household
(boats, ATVs
snowmachine
s): 1.125

N/A

105,120
total from
households
and
businesses.

Average
weight of
full
diaper =
0.4 lb

Total
Weight:

Average
number of
times per
year that old
oil is drained
per vehicle =
6

Average
number
of quarts
that are
drained
per
vehicle:
3

Number of
quarts per
drained per
year
businesses:
216

Average
number of
times per
year that old
oil is drained
per vehicle =
1

Average
number
of quarts
that are
drained
per
vehicle: 3

Number of
quarts
drained per
year for
businesses:
36

42,048 lb

1,296
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Total
quarts
each year
that are
drained:

Total
quarts
each year
that are
drained:
188

Table 9 Estimation Of Aluminum Cans, Plastic Bottles, and Styrofoam For Recycling Or
Waste Reduction/Banning Purposes

Recyclable
Material:

How Many
pieces the stores
order each year:

About how
many
households
bring in or
order their
pop cans
directly:

Average
number of
items these
households
bring in
each year:

Total posted
or brought
in from
households
each year

Number
posted or
directly
shipped to
businesses
other than
stores (e.g.
school):

Aluminum
Cans (not

Store 1: 180,000
cans

4

96 cans

384

0

208,032

6,935

$1,387

0

0

0

2,000

65,600

5,248

$0

0

0

0

0

cases)

Total
estimated
number:

Total
pounds per
year:

Total potential
revenue per year:

Store 2: 27,648

Plastic
Bottles

Store 1: 57,600

Styrofoam

Store 1 & 2:
None, banned
from the village

Store 2: 6,000
0

0
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$0

Table 10 Estimation of Construction & Demolition Waste
Column A
Project

School construction
Clinic construction
Post office construction
Store(s) construction
House(s) construction
Renovation, residential
Renovation, non-houses
Demolition, residential
Demolition, non-residential

Column B
Building
Area (sq ft)

Column C
Salvage
Factors

Column D
Total
Project
Wastes
(pounds)

Column E
How often
built
(years)

(estimate the
approximate
area of the
buildings)

(Estimate
how much
of the
project
waste is
salvaged by
the
community.
)

(Find the
right waste
number from
Table A
below.
Multiply it by
the average
sq ft of the
building
type,
multiplied by
(1- column
c))
B X (1-C) X
(Table A
factor)

(every x
years)

20,800
9,600
9,195
6,400
1,000
500
750
750
1,000

80%
90%
80%
80%
70%
75%
80%
70%
75%

Total Average Tons Per Year of C&D Waste

16,182
3,734
7,154
4,979
1,314
2,209
2,651
25,875
116,250

25
30
30
20
1
1
7
7
5

Column F
Average
waste per
year
(pounds)

Column H
Average
waste per
year
(tons)

D÷E

F÷ 2,000

647
124
238
249
1,314
2,209
379
3,696
23,250
32,107

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.7
1.1
0.2
1.8
11.6
16.1
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Table A: Construction and Demolition Waste Numbers Researched for New
Construction, Renovation, and Demolition in lbs (pounds) per sq ft
Residential (lbs/sq ft)

Non-residential
(lbs/sq ft)

4.38

3.89

Renovation

Varies

17.67

Demolition

115

155

New Construction

C&D Waste Resources Section
Topic

Link

Information about writing C&D waste ordinances

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/construction_and_demolition.pdf

Sample ordinances

http://www.zender-engr.net/ordinances.htm

C&D waste information on ADEC’s site

http://www.dec.state.ak.us/eh/sw/Guidance/Building%20Demolition%20%20Ren
ovation%20and%20Construction%20Projects%20-%20final.doc

EPA’s Tribal Waste Journal on C&D waste 2006

http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/tribal/pdftxt/twj-5.pdf
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Projected future population and waste generation: Our population growth was discussed in Chapter was
discussed Chapter 3. The Table below applies the estimated growth rate to the estimated annual waste generation rate,
discussed above. This ISWMP is based on the projected figures. Additional equipment will be sized to reflect these
numbers. Future programs, such as expanded education and recycling efforts will incorporate the projected population.
Table 10 Projected Population and Waste Generation for the
Next 20 Years for Chefornak
Waste (Tons)
Year
Population
175
2008
450
179
2009
459
182
2010
468
185
2011
477
189
2012
487
193
2013
497
197
2014
507
201
2015
517
205
2016
527
209
2017
538
213
2018
549
218
2019
560
222
2020
571
226
2021
582
231
2022
594
236
2023
606
240
2024
618
245
2025
630
250
2026
643
255
2027
656
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7. RECYCLING, REDUCING, AND REUSING PROGRAM
Elders have always recycled and their grandmothers and grandfathers did and their grandmothers and grandfathers did. This was
something that everyone in the community did. Then around the 1960s and 1970s people starting making a lot of trash that came
from the stores and Bethel. We did not have a way to recycle all the new wastes. Elders say we got lazy and wasted things because
these things were new to us. Now there are ways to recycle some of these wastes and we have started following our Elders’ advice
about not wasting. We also know that many of these wastes are harmful to us, so we are trying to reduce our use and also to keep
them out of our dump and our camps. All of our current efforts and our procedures are detailed in the Table below.
General description of program’s most important accomplishments/aims: Our first recycling waste was aluminum cans in
2005. Now we are collecting lead-acid batteries, household batteries, computers (In progress) and fluorescent lights. We got a
recycling shed in 2006 to store these recyclables. We are educating the community about why it is important to drop-off their
batteries. We are trying to reduce the use of plastic bags. We are trying to reduce plastic bottles by encouraging stores to buy
aluminum or glass instead, and reuse plastic bottles by using them to store household batteries.

Waste

Aluminum cans:

Plastic Bottles:
Newspapers:
Cardboard:

Table 11 Wastes That Are Currently Collected Or Dropped-Off For Recycling,
Backhaul, Storage, Or Reuse Programs
How collected or
What for?
Where it is
Is it shipped
Who takes
separated?
stored?
out? How
it?
often?
In the
About 6 times ATS flies it.
Dropped off at EPA office or Recycling for
recycling
each year.
Contact #:
in containers around town.
money, respect for
shed near the
867-8693
If people have a full bag of
our land and for
airport.
Contact
cans we will pick them up.
communities where
name: Alexie
new aluminum is
Flynn
mined and their
environment is
being harmed.
Not part of program yet.

Where does it go
to?
Bethel Recycling
Contact #: 5437072
Contact: Bill
Burnard

Not part of program yet.
Not part of program, but
reused by households a lot.

Cardboard used by
homes for cutting
boards and tables.

Stored at the
store
shed/sled, at

Cardboard
isn’t shipped
out but reused
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Waste

Paper:
Ink jet cartridges

Plastic Bags:
Glass:
Styrofoam:
Food Wastes:

Household (small )
batteries

Lead-acid (Vehicle)
batteries

Used oil
Antifreeze
Vehicle fluids that
are not oil (contain
Computers (all

Table 11 Wastes That Are Currently Collected Or Dropped-Off For Recycling,
Backhaul, Storage, Or Reuse Programs
How collected or
What for?
Where it is
Is it shipped
Who takes
separated?
stored?
out? How
it?
often?
Also used in steam
people’s
in the village
baths or burned at
homes, and
the dump.
at the dump.
Not part of program yet.
Yes. 1-2 times
Post Office
Dropped off at IGAP office
Recycling
IGAP
each year
Department
or recycling
shed
Not part of program yet, but Storage of all kinds,
Usually in
reused by households.
knitting bags
homes
Not part of program yet.
Banned from this village
Fed to dogs
In homes or
Not part of program
arctic entry
ways
Dropped off at EPA office
Respect for our
In the
About 2 times
ATS flies it.
environment, and to
recycling
each year
be shipped out of
shed
our community
About 5 times
ATS flies it.
In the
Store in recycling shed
To keep lead and
each year
recycling
other contaminants
shed in fish
out of our waters to
totes
maintain human and
environmental
health
Will update
Nothing yet
Nothing yet
Store in shed

Recycle

Recycling

Where does it go
to?

Dell Recycling
Center;
freerecycling.com,
LLC

NAPA Auto Parts
Contact #: 5432673
NAPA Auto Parts
Contact #: 5432673

Not shipped
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Waste

electronics contain
unsafe metals when
burned)
T.V.s
Other electronics
Fluorescent lights
(These contain
mercury and
phosphor powder)
55-gal drums
Scrap copper (e.g.
pipes
Scrap Aluminum
(boats, etc.)
Junk vehicles
Junk appliances
Freon from
appliances
Unused hazardous
materials like
paints, cleaners,
degreasers, lube
oil, disinfectants,
sprays, mosquito
repellents, insect
killers, mold
removal, weed
killers

Table 11 Wastes That Are Currently Collected Or Dropped-Off For Recycling,
Backhaul, Storage, Or Reuse Programs
How collected or
What for?
Where it is
Is it shipped
Who takes
separated?
stored?
out? How
it?
often?
Shed
out yet.

Will update on survey
Will update on survey
Dropped off at office or
picked up

Recycle

Recycling
Shed

2 times each
year

ATS flies it.

Where does it go
to?

Total Reclaim,
Inc.; ABSN

Will update on survey
Will update on survey
Nothing yet
Store at dump salvage area
Store at dump salvage area
Picked up and brought to
dump area
Nothing yet- will update on
survey

Backhaul in future
Backhaul in future
Removal of Freon

Nothing yetin progress

Total Reclaim,
Inc.
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Recycling, Reducing, and Reusing Resources Section
Topic

Link

Recycling info on SWAN
Examples of village thrift store/recycle facilities:
Evaluating and comparing solid waste management methods including
recycling, reducing, composting etc. ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Workbook 4

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Planning/2D_recycle.cfm
http://www.ccthita-swan.org/main/reuse.cfm#thriftstore
http://www.zender-engr.net/anhbguide/4.pdf

Item

Recycling Shed
to store wastes
for later
backhaul?
Storage bags
for Aluminum
Cans
Recycling
Baler?
Reuse-Share
Shed
Connex or
Shed to store
hazardous
wastes for
safety

Table 12 Recycling Equipment Description, Status, And Plans
Description
Own Now?
Will purchase in
Want to have in
next year with
next 5 years
existing funds

Plan later than 5
years when we
are ready or have
the need for it.
N/A

15 feet long and 15
feet wide, it is in okay
condition, but needs to
be bigger.
Black trash bags and
ALPAR bags

Yes- Chefornak
Traditional Council

N/A

Yes- with more
space

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sized for us, to use for
cans, plastics

No

Don’t have funds
for this now
Don’t have funds
now

Yes.

Yes

No
Used Connex

Yes.

Yes
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Item

Table 13 Recycling Management Program
Where can people drop Who is in charge of
Where do we plan to
off their wastes?
this program?
have drop-offs?

What is the priority for
increasing recycling or
starting it? (1 = highest,
2 = medium concern, 3 =
lower concern)

Aluminum can recycling

At the shed, or at the 8
containers around town

Newspapers

We don’t recycle these
yet.
We encourage people to
reuse for cutting boards
and to roll as logs
We don’t recycle these
yet.
We don’t collect these
yet

Cardboard

Plastic Bottles
Plastic bags

Used oil
Vehicle Batteries
Computers, TV’s
Household Batteries
Printer cartridges/
toners
Fluorescent Lights

Nothing yet- Used
connex
Recycling Shed
Recycling Shed
EPA IGAP office
EPA IGAP office
Recycling Shed

EPA Chefornak IGAP

1

3
3

EPA IGAP office or
recycling shed
Stores for reuse, EPA
IGAP office, or recycling
shed

1
1

2
EPA IGAP
EPA IGAP

EPA IGAP

1
1
1
1
1
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Recycling Revenue and Payments
We make about $50 from recycling cans in one year from previous years recorded. We distribute this money to the people that
recycled the cans.

Backhaul Program
We have been shipping out the lead acid batteries through Arctic Transportation since we started the recycling program in 2005. The
lead acid batteries are stored in the recycling shed and are packed by the IGAP Waste technicians in fish totes. The batteries are
wrapped with plastics and each battery is separated by using a few layers of cardboards. When the totes are filled, they are securely
covered. The broken lead acid batteries are packed in a different tote. The lid is taped to the tote and plastic straps are placed on all
four sides after which holes are drilled to put the straps. The airline agent is then contacted when they are ready to be shipped out to
Bethel NAPA Auto Parts and they are shipped out to the designated facility. We also have been shipping fluorescent lights,
household batteries, and aluminum cans through ATS.
This summer, we are planning to backhaul the batteries through a barge for the first time. We were contacted by Larsen from Coastal
Villages in Anchorage in regards to backhauling the lead acid batteries. Eight totes filled with lead acid batteries are prepared for the
possible backhaul of lead acid batteries.
Table 14 Wastes Already Backhauled
Amount backhauled (count
Date(s) backhauled
or weight)
Refrigerators and freezers
None yet
Junk vehicles (this is sold as
None yet
scrap metal)
Other scrap metal
None yet
Batteries (lead acid)
In progress- 1356 pounds
1. Summer 2008
Waste item

Computers
Other e-waste
Fluorescent lights
Ballast
Toners

None yet
None yet
None yet
None yet
None yet
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Table 15 Wastes To Be Backhauled Within Five Years
Estimated amount to be Where are the items
Estimated date for
backhauled (count or
being stored?
backhaul
weight)
Refrigerators and freezers 25
Dump area
Unknown
Junk Vehicles
Dump Salvage Area
Unknown
Miscellaneous scrap
Dump Salvage Area
Unknown
metal
Batteries (lead acid)
8 totes
Recycling Shed
Summer 2008
Computers
Recycling Shed
Other e-waste
Environmental Dept.
Waste item

8. HAZARDOUS WASTES
We know that hazardous wastes can be harmful to us, so we are trying to reduce our use and also to keep them out of our dump and
our camps. We are now collecting aluminum cans, lead-acid batteries, household batteries, computers and fluorescent lights. We
are educating the community about why it is important to recycle or properly dispose of hazardous wastes. We are trying to
encourage the use of less toxic alternatives such as propylene glycol instead of ethylene glycol for antifreeze and green cleaners for
household cleaning.
Table 16 Table For Hazardous Wastes And Some Reasons Why They Harm
Our Community

Waste

Where/how it is disposed now

Medical Wastes

Sharps are sent to YKHC.

Disposable Diapers

At the dump or in the honeybucket lagoon

Why it is harmful
Diseases from medical waste can be
spread by contact with soiled bandages,
sharps etc.
Has a lot of germs from the poop that
people can step on and track back to
homes. If burned, there are many
chemicals which are irritants if they are
breathed and can cause illnesses if they
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Table 16 Table For Hazardous Wastes And Some Reasons Why They Harm
Our Community

Waste

Where/how it is disposed now

are at a high level.
Causes dioxins and furans and hurts to
ozone which can cause climate change.
Smelling a lot of the smoke or eating the
settled ashes over a long time might cause
illnesses, including cancer. This is why
operator must always wear a mask and
burning should not be done if wind blows
into town all the time.

Plastic bottles, PVC pipes, and
Styrofoam

At the dump.

Household (small ) batteries
Lead-acid (Vehicle) batteries

Stored at the recycling shed to ship out
Picked up and stored at the recycling shed
to ship out
Nothing yet
Nothing yet

Used oil
Antifreeze
Vehicle fluids that are not oil
Computers
T.V.s
Other electronics
Fluorescent lights

Why it is harmful

Picked up and stored at the recycling shed
Picked up and stored at the recycling shed
Picked up and stored at the recycling shed
Picked up and stored at the recycling shed

Hazardous Wastes Resources Section
List of Hazardous Waste Resources
Topic

Link

Household and lead-acid batteries

http://www.zender-engr.net/battery.htm

General info on hazardous waste training,
identification, and starting a program

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Planning/haz_wastes.cfm
http://www.ccthita-swan.org/Tutorials/haz_wastes.cfm ,

Household haz wastes

http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/household_haz%20_feb05.pdf ,
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Some more home cleaning recipes:
http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/depts/fcs/housing/pubs/fcs3682r.html , For a simple
tour through a house’s hazardous products and identifying alternatives (a great
site!): http://www.checnet.org/healthehouse/virtualhouse/index.asp
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Appendix 3
Household Hazardous Waste Guide

http://www.zender-engr.net/anhbguide/App3.pdf

Table 17 Table For Hazardous Waste Recycling And Staging For Future
Backhaul

Item/Task

Do we have
this?

Place for people to drop-off?
Used Oil Burner? Who operates?
Totes for storage of lead-acid batteries?
Antifreeze Recycler?

No
No
Yes
No

Freon Removal?
Fluid Pumps for Draining Vehicles?
Connex for storage and eventual
backhaul?

Yes
No
Yes

Who operates it?
Who is in charge?
Where is it?

EPA IGAP office

Do we want this in
the next five
years? What are
the details of what
we want?

What is
priority to
get or
improve?
(1 = highest,
2 = medium,
3 = lowest)

Yes

1

Yes. 6 more totes
Not enough made.
We are going to
switch to propylene
glycol instead. This is
safer for the
environment

2
3

EPA IGAP Waste Technicians
2
EPA IGAP, near the tank farm,
but will be moved hopefully to
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Table 17 Table For Hazardous Waste Recycling And Staging For Future
Backhaul

Item/Task

HAZWOPER Certified Technicians
Spill Response Kit
Hazardous Waste Plan, including
operational steps
Clinic Medical Waste Plan

Do we have
this?

Yes
Yes
No

Who operates it?
Who is in charge?
Where is it?

Do we want this in
the next five
years? What are
the details of what
we want?

What is
priority to
get or
improve?
(1 = highest,
2 = medium,
3 = lowest)

the dump area during fall
EPA IGAP Waste Technicians
IGAP, Naterkaq, City, Corp

No

YKHC

Yes

2
2

Yes

2
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Entities in the Community and what Types of Hazardous Wastes They Produce
Below is a table with amount and type of hazardous materials and wastes generated or handled by entities in our community.
Table 18 Annual Hazardous Waste/Material Generation, Storage, And Disposal In
Chefornak, Estimated From A Summer 2006 Waste Survey.
Generator

Hazardous
materials reported

Maximum amount used or stored yearly

Comments

Hardware Store

Motor oil

Motor oil: approximately 500 gal/yr

Motor oil is ordered monthly, depends on the season.

Clinic

Medical waste

School

Oil, antifreeze

Needles put in red container and sent to Bethel.
Generator Oil: 2,200 gal

Generator oil and Glycol are ordered 1-2 times a year.

Glycol: 110 gal
Naterkaq Light Plant

Oil

Oil: 63,000 gal/yr

Oil is ordered annually.

Tank Owners
(Number of tanks and
capacity of each):

School (72,200 gals.); City/Naterkaq Light Plant
(46,200 gal); Corp store (136,630 gal)

Observed
hazardous material
drums (55-gal)

By School: 6 unkown

Town population
(including homes and
businesses)

By Old Naterkaq Light Plant Generator: 15 unlined–
Used Coolants, Diesel Fuel, and Ballasts
(Unreported): Small
batteries, household
cleaning products,
motor lubricants,
thermometers

Lead-acid batteries: approx. 120 - 150 batteries are in
use.
Motor oil: Approx. 200 gal/yr

Motor oil discarded yearly: Assuming 180 snowmachines, ATVs, and
boats used in Chefornak, approx. 40 - 80 gal/year of motor oil are
discarded (at dump or burned in steam baths). An additional 20 - 100
gal leak into ground or river during vehicle operation.
Batteries: Assuming a 5 yr life, approx. 50 lead-acid batteries,
containing approx. 600 lbs of lead, are discarded on the ground.
Other household hazardous wastes: Approximately 0.2 tons per
year.
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9. OLD/CLOSED DUMPSITES
We do not have any known old dumpsites, but within the current dumpsite’s boundaries, there
are several pits of old buried trash. The pits are unmapped, and can only be identified by talking
to one of the individuals who closed out the pits. By recalling their memory, these individuals are
able to point out approximate areas of trash where these old pits are located. We have yet to
make a map and ‘draw out’ where these pits are. This will greatly help with our Brownfield plans
and to recall the areas that have pits, trenches, and which areas are clear.

10. ADDITIONAL RELATED WASTE CONCERNS FOR
SUBSISTENCE
Families and individuals practicing their subsistence lifestyles and leave their trash behind
create a concern of what types of trash is being left behind- it might be batteries or empty oil
canisters that contaminate the land, plants, and ultimately the animals that we eat. We need to
keep reminding each other not to litter and to bring trash home where they could be properly
disposed.
The Nelson Island Consortium which includes members from Chefornak, Newtok, Nightmute,
Umkumiut, Tununak, Toksook Bay, and Kipnuk was formed in 2004. The tribes with assistance
from Elders are working together towards protecting our subsistence ground and ways of life,
and that will in turn protect human health and the environment. Some activities they have
successfully accomplished include a water quality monitoring program for subsistence areas,
ensure fish nets are not left in waters, and monitoring campsites for littering and appropriate
vehicle use. They are currently in the planning process of making bylaws for our subsistence
sites which will greatly help in protecting our subsistence areas. Since our main diet comes from
subsistence foods such as birds, fish, and land and sea mammals, it is important that we take
care of our environment.
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11. REVENUES AND COSTS FOR SHORT TERM AND LONG
TERM SOLID WASTE PRACTICES
Table 19 Current Or Near-Future Annual Operation And Maintenance (O & M)
Costs For Solid Waste.
Item
Unit
Units Quantity Annual
Cost
Cost
Personnel
Solid Waste Site Operation and Maintenance,
$15.75
hour
240
$3,780
Labor, 2 people, burnbox, compact and consolidate
and clear/fix access path 2 times per year for 60
hours each time (60 hours x 2 times x 2 people)
Solid Waste Collection, Labor, 1 person, 12 hr per
$15
hour
624
$9360
week for 12 months, including all paying households
and businesses and dropping off wastes at correct
dump site location or placing in burnbox when
appropriate.
Administration, (4 hr per month, $15/hr )
$15
hour
48
$720
Fringe, inc. FICA, workmen’s comp, benefits
Travel and Training
Training, (e.g. HAZWOPER, RALO, Forum on
Environment)
Other
Fuel for ATV, equipment operation at site, 5 gallons
per week
Heavy equipment repair, maintenance, and
replacement fund (Used excavator average of 60
hrs twice per year for compaction and consolidation
of wastes, clearing access).
Other equipment repair, maintenance and
replacement fund, ATV for collection, 12 hr per
week for 52 weeks, set-aside funds
Supplies
Safety gear needed each year

Total annual O & M expense

20%

lump

$13,860

$2,772

$1,500

Lump
sum

1

$1,500

$7.55

gallon

260

$1,963

$10

hour

120

$1,200

$2

hour

624 hrs

$1,248

$500

Lump
sum

1

$500

$23,043
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The below Table reflects our planned annual program expenditures.
Table 20 Long-Term Annual Operation And Maintenance (O&M) Costs For Solid Waste
Item
Personnel
Solid Waste Site Operation and Maintenance,
Labor 8 hr/week for 52 weeks, $16/hr, 2 people,
including 4 hr/week at burnbox, lighting twice per
week, maintaining dumpsite, operating
equipment.
Solid Waste Collection, Labor, 1 person, 18 hr
per week 47 weeks per year including all
households and businesses and dropping off
wastes at correct dump site location or placing in
burnbox when appropriate.
Administration, (4 hr per month, $15/hr )
Fringe, inc. FICA, workmen’s comp, benefits
Travel and Training
Training, (e.g. HAZWOPER, RALO, SWMP,
Forum on Environment)
Other
Fuel for ATV, equipment operation at site, 25
gallons per week
Heavy equipment repair, maintenance, and
replacement fund (Used Excavator average of 4
hrs/week for 42 weeks for compaction and
consolidation of wastes)

Other equipment repair, maintenance and
replacement fund, ATV for collection, 18 hr
per week for 27 weeks, Snowmachine 18 hr
per week for 20 weeks
Supplies
Safety gear needed each year

Unit Cost

Units

Quantity

Annual Cost

$16

hour

832

$13,312

$15

hour

846

$12,690

$15
20%

hour
lump

48
$26,772

$720
$5,344.40

$1,500

Lump
sum

1

$1,500

$7.55

gallon

1300

$9,815

$10

hour

168

$1,680

$2

hour

846 hrs

$1,692

$500

Lump
sum

1

$500

$47,253.40

Total annual O & M expense
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Current Annual Revenues for Solid Waste
The below Table lists the current revenue sources for our solid waste program.
Table 21 Current Annual Revenue For Solid Waste
Program
Item

Annual Revenue

Household fee 20 of 80 households @ $10
per month
Business fee for 4 businesses (2 Stores, clinic, post office), $10 per month

$2,400
$480

School, $10 per month

$120

Offices (3) $10 per month

$360

EPA IGAP funds
(IGAP funds are used to help cover waste technician wages, supplies, training.)
City funds

$8,690
$5,000

Construction Project waste tipping fees

$0

Equipment rental fees to outside projects, $100 per day at 20 days (one time: beginning)
Other Grant Revenues or Funding Sources
Total annual revenues for solid waste

$2,000
$0
$19,050

Long-Term Annual Revenues for Solid Waste
The below Table reflects our revenue sources for our planned program changes.
Table 22 Revenue Sources For Planned Solid Waste Program Improvements
Item

Annual
Revenue

Household fee 80 households @ $15 per month

$14,400

Business fee for 4 businesses (2 Stores, clinic, post office), $60 per month

$2,880

School, $100 per month

$1,200

Offices (3) $50 per month

$1,800

EPA IGAP funds
(IGAP funds are used to help cover operator wages, supplies, training)
City funds
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$10,172
$6,000

Table 22 Revenue Sources For Planned Solid Waste Program Improvements
Item

Annual
Revenue

Construction Project waste tipping fees, $250/yard at 20 yards of non-salvageable
material per year average of landfill life – (Planning to implement in future)

$5,000

Equipment rental fees to outside projects, $450/d for 14 days average per year. –
(planning stages)

$6,300

Total annual revenues for solid waste

$47,752

Solid Waste Costs and Revenues Resources Section
Topic

Link

Exploring and evaluating collection
systems: ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide
Workbook 4

View pages 401-430 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/4.pdf

Financial situation and future availability of
funds
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Workbook 3

View pages 303-309 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/3.pdf

Landfill program costs
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Workbook 4

View pages 519-526 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/4.pdf

Funding your SWM Program

http://www.zender-engr.net/anhbguide/App6.pdf

Evaluation form for proposed alternatives
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Workbook 5

View pages 556-566 of this document http://www.zenderengr.net/anhbguide/5.pdf
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12. NEEDS FOR SOLID WASTE IMPROVEMENT
Table 23 Needs For Solid/Hazardous Waste Improvement
Item

What it would be used
for

Why it’s important for the
community

Approximate Cost
(don’t forget about
costs for shipping)
See the SWAN
website for help with
researching costs
www.ccthita-swan.org

Ideas for how to
obtain it
(grants, funding
sources etc.)

Realistic
What is the
timeframe
priority for
for
this item?
obtaining (1 = critical,
it
2 = high,
3 = medium)

Totes

To store and ship batteries

Will help reduce the amount of
lead from entering our water
and land

$300 plus $75 shipping
per tote

IGAP funds

Within 3
months

2

Dozer

To improve dump
maintenance

The dozer will help us improve
our dumpsite and reduce
contact of wastes at the dump

We want to buy a good
used dozer so the costs
are less.

Open dump grant

Early 2009
or sooner
the better

1

Spill guards
for barrels of
used oil
Parts for
fixing heavy
equipment
Safety gear

To contain any potential
oil leaks

Protect the land and water
from potential leaks and from
exposure.
Compact, consolidate, and get
all necessary work done at the
dump.
To protect human health and
safety from hazardous risks.

Dumpsters

To put around the
community to store trash

To reduce the number of
people going to the dumpsite

Recycling
Baler

To reduce volume of
recyclables for storing and
shipping

For storage space, to prevent
any windblown litter, increase
in recycling.

To get the equipment up
and running again
To protect the dump
operator when working
with wastes

2

$500

Open dump grant

2

IGAP funds, Open
Dump, wetlands,
or other available
grants

1
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2
2

WOTEC (used
oil blender)
Antifreeze
recycling unit

Vehicle fluid
draining
pumps
Drum crusher

To filter used oil into new
oil that can be used by our
community
To filter used antifreeze
into new antifreeze that
can be used in our
community
To drain fluids (brake, fuel,
antifreeze etc.) from
vehicles so the vehicles
can be shipped out and
recycled as scrap metal
To reduce the volume of
empty 55-gal drums

To reuse used old in which will
reduce number of used oil in
the community
To protect human health and
the environment, reuse to
minimize number of antifreeze
in community
Vehicles are becoming a rising
number for communities and
this will help us in backhauling
the vehicles without any
potential leaks
For ease future backhaul and
reduction of volume at the
dump
Minimize size to make more
room to recycle and to keep
out of community

2

2

3

2

Oil filter
crusher

To crush and drain oil
filters for recycling

Composting
bins

To start small-scale
composting projects for
solid wastes

Reduce health risks to humans
and environment

3

Recycling
bins

To put around the
community to store
recyclable materials

To separate recyclables from
the wastes going to the
dumpsite

2

Can crushers

To put in households to
reduce the volume of cans
for storing and shipping for
recycling

To reduce the volume of
wastes going to the dumpsite
and have more people
participate in the recycling
program

2

Glass
crushers or
palletizes

To pulverize glass to a
material that can be used
for art projects, glasphalt
etc.

To reduce number of wastes
going to the dumpsite and
glass lasts for quite some time
as do plastics

3
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3

ALPAR bags
for
community
litter cleanup

Free bags (shipping not
included) for community
cleanups

To keep recycling and to
increase the number of people
to recycle.

2

Engineering
design for
new landfill

For the best management

Our current dumpsite is too
close to the community,
school, and the airport.

Denali
Commission, Open
dump, EPA, or
other grants

Sooner the
better

1

GEOBLOCKS

To have a safe and good
access to and at the
dumpsite

Prevent any hazards for
people dumping wastes to the
dumpsite and protection from
contaminants

IGAP, Denali,
USDA, or other
grants

Sooner the
better

1
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13. NEW COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE GUIDANCE FOR
PROTECTING HEALTH AND SUBSISTENCE
These rules are based on the Elders’ Guidance on protecting our subsistence and respecting
each other and keeping healthy. Please see Section 2 for a full list of Elders’ guidance. Using
our Elder’s wisdom about what we should do, we researched the best ways to change
community practices so that we can follow Elders’ words. We used our own experiences in the
past four years to determine what will work best for our community. We worked with other
communities and learned from them what works well too by talking to them at conferences and
meetings, using the SWAN message board, reading on the internet about successes at SWAN,
Alaska IGAP stories, www.zender-engr.net.

In Town
Recycle all recyclables, backhauling, no littering, notify IGAP of any hazards or spills, follow
City, TC, and all other rules and regulations.

At Dump
Follow signs at the dump, separate hazardous items, dump trash in trenches, do not light dump
on fire, do not use burnbox without consultation, no loitering, dispose wastes at designated
areas, and all other rules and regulations.

Subsistence Camps
Bring all trash and equipment (nets, buoys, etc) home, do not litter, respect land, water, and
animals. Follow the ordinances.

All Places
Respect one another as well as our land, water, and animals.
Ordinances, Resolutions, and Enforcement Resources
Topic

Link

Ordinances, Resolutions, MOU’s, and MOA’s,
including Tribal law traditional resolutions

http://www.zender-engr.net/ordinances.htm

Developing Codes, Laws & Regulations
ANTHC/ANHB SWM Guide Appendix 8

http://www.zender-engr.net/anhbguide/App8.pdf
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EXAMPLE “DEMONSTRATION OF APPROVAL LETTER”
. ****************Print this letter on your Tribe’s Letterhead***********************
Date

The Solid Waste Management Plan developed by the Native Village of Chefornak’s
Environmental Department in April 2008 has been reviewed by the community and approved by
the Native Village of Chefornak Tribal Council and the City Council.

Tribal Council President

Date

Tribal Administrator

Date

Copyright Information
Alaska ISWMP Template Test Version 5.0 6/15/07. Version 6.0 will be available in February
2008. Developed and funded by Zender Environmental www.zender-engr.net with partial
funding by the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium www.anthc.org © Copyright 2007. This
template was created for individual Tribes to develop their own solid waste plans. Individual
Tribes may delete the footer in this template in its entirety. All other entities, including subcontractors to Tribes, agencies, and Tribal and non-Tribal non-profits, must request permission
for use at lzender@zender-engr.net (907) 277 2111, and use the appropriate citation
methodology (e.g. “based on”, “modified from”, “excerpted from”, etc. in a location to be
determined by extent and purpose of use). The footer may then be deleted accordingly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mission and Values Statement:
Our community developed this plan because subsistence lifestyle is our number one priority.
We want to be sure to have the best solid waste practices possible so that we can help protect
our subsistence. A good dumpsite with safe disposal practices will help protect subsistence.
Our Elders say that we must respect our lands then we will be given the opportunity to have
plenty to take and to gather. Also, they say we must respect each other and keep our town and
camps clean. Our community abides by its traditional Yup’ik laws that our Elders pass down to
us.
History of the Community: Newtok was first established in first year of 1950’s. The old village
site is Kayalivik. The reason why we got relocated was river channel was too shallow for the
barges to go up stream. So the men looked for higher ground to build the BIA school site,
during that time some villager build sod houses, just a few build real homes.
(The link is: http://www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/commdb/CF_CIS.htm ).
Demographics and Utilities:
The number of residents is 320 people, and enrollment of residence is 444. There is a clinic, 1
½ schools, and old BIA school with warehouse (which both building are contaminated with
asbestos), a Tribal Office, 1 post office, two stores,1 church, 40 food cache, 20 steam bathes,
12 vans, 4 tank farms, 2 fuel pump stations, 2 armories, 1 battery box, 6 burners (old drums and
a burner), 120 old and new ski-doos, 32 Hondas (old and new), 21 satellites, 103 old and new
55 gallon drums, 20 plastic drums, 94 old and new boats, 49 wooden and plastic sleds, an
electrical generator plant, and a untreated water gets dumped right outside the building. The
washeteria has three new unused dryers and six washers. Treated water can be obtained from
1 watering points. However, most residents obtain their drinking water from rain catchment’s
systems 67 (35 gallon plastic containers) in summer and from melted ice and hard snow in the
winter. There are 61(including 5 Teacher Housings, 20 houses, 15 old houses, 12 BIA
housings, 9 AVCP housing ) houses, with 7 connected to tank haul/flush units, three within the
village and four on teacher housing site and the remainder using 137 (5 gallon containers)
honey buckets. The school has its own sewage lagoon and is piped. The sewage lagoon is
right behind the school and is primary untreated, after which the water drains to the wetlands,
Creek and is near the fish rakes, also the school’s well water is about 200 feet from the school’s
lagoon. It has had several problems, including often seeping out. The honeybucket are being
dumped along the Newtok River, the haul system is now being used and being dumped into
Ninglick River. A water upgrade project that will hook-up additional homes and provide an
improved sewage lagoon is supposed to occur within a few years. However, it is several years
overdue, and as is the case with most water upgrade projects, it is unclear still if the original
project scope will remain and also when the project will start or finish. Electrical power is
supplied by Newtok Traditional Council. Outboard motor, gallon containers for outboard motor,
flood problem, (checks indoor equipments, like computer, TV’s, implement fees for school on
computer wastes.
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2. ELDERS’ GUIDANCE ON TAKING CARE OF OUR WASTES
PROPERLY
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium meetings.
They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean and protect our
subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their words included rules
about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how to live life properly so that
we will not have these problems. Their rules are about respect and how this will bring good
opportunities and help when we need it. This plan is based on their words and explains how to
carry out what they say as it relates to our wastes.
Elders’ words:
Mr. Secretary, George Tom of Newtok Traditional Council had said about what an Elder Paul
Carl, 81 years old had stated. Mr. Carl is from the small village of Newtok, Alaska. Mr. Carl
addressed the importance of what will happen if we were to drain the Big Lake (Nangevpak)
(The Big Lake is between the Airstrip and the village) out or empties out by itself, the whole land
where Newtok sits, will sink down. This has happen before in another two sites that Mr. Carl
knows of. One site that had happen before is across the Ninglik River and Niuqtam Kagatii
which is on the East side of Newtok about two to three miles out.
Paul Carl, 81 years old of Newtok, is originally from old village site called Ayimqeryararmiut.
His belated parents were father’s name was Menerqalria, mother’s name was Apamaralria. His
first belated wife’s name was Mary Julia Carl, Cakayak. Second wife was Anna Charles,
Qiraun. By his first marriage, they had 5 children. Later on he gained 9 more children by his
second wife. He was a subsistence hunter, and has traveled all around the southwestern region
with other hunters. He used to travel by dog team by winter, wooden boat by summer. Later on
snow machine took over the dogs. He is well respected and knowledgeable of his surrounding.
We, The IGAP Department appreciate his great help on passing the valuable information to us.
People should not expect to get paid for helping each other.
When I became aware, we had little. Everything we had returned to the earth. Now we
have plastics and things that will harm us and our way of life. We must be careful with
these things.
It is disrespectful to the person who goes camping in that area and to others to leave litter
at the camps.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us. Community
disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and environment. In
addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following villages
and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the other communities),
and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator attend. We offered free
travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005
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♦
♦
♦
♦

Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: 2007, exact date to be determined

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 20 community members attend, including 9 Elders.
Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and suggestions. The
full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted in January 8-12 2007 by
the IGAP staff. (Note attach to the end of this plan all of the surveys or the summary sheet
for the surveys). If you did not do a survey, and you do not plan on doing one, delete this
section.
The top concerns of our residents were: Garbage in the village, and Dumpsite.
The most common suggestions were: Hire a trash man to haul the trash to the dumpsite, and fix
fence around the dumpsite and or clean out the dumpsite and haul its contents.
Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these meetings
each month from August 2005 to July 2006.
Environmentally Clean (Menuicaraq) June 2005 in Newtok. Nelson Island Consortium had
guests from five (5) villages along with their Elders. Tununak, Nightmute, Toksook Bay,
Chefornak and Umkumiut were here along with five (5) people from Anchorage. Lynn Zender,
Simone Sebalo of Zender-Environmental, Tami Fordham of Region 10, Joseph Sarcone of
Government EPA and Steve Sumida of Acting Assistant for AITC. Oscar Wassillie of Nelson
Island Consortium Director for Chefornak asked the groups of elders on how they use to keep
their surrounding (May it be the fish camps, old village sites) clean.
Mary Julia Carl, Cakiileq, of Toksook Bay Elder,
Our first ancestors used it, may it be within the village or anywhere in the tundra. They didn’t
have much of the trash to trash with. Just the animal bones or used grass that was used for
beddings or floor matting. Whenever they wanted to change the old beddings or floor matting,
they just gathered up the used grass and burn them in one place. As for animal bones, they
would place them in the gunny sack. In the spring time, they’d throw the gunny sack into the
lakes or ponds. They didn’t have five (5) gallon plastic honey bucket containers. Only our
Grandparents had one or two type gallon potty trainer containers. Our elders were much
respected and totally important to us as well. Mr. Wassillie was very understandable when he
talking about our past. Everything that we did have a reason, according to rules that has been
pasted on to us, especially from our unseen Universal Creator. In this belief, our ancestors
honored the air, water and the land. Because of all three elements, we are still surviving.
Without these three elements, we become nothing because of the human era. For this reason,
we must keep our environmental area clean.
John White, Acuruunaq of Nightmute Elder
How are we going to live? How are we going to understand, going against each others and
trying to understand? We should be getting started now. I never got to know both of my
parents. People, who lived in Cakcaak from what I used to see, never had any trash to trash
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with. There were lot of fishes and they were taken care with care, our mothers made sure our
stomach won’t go hungry. Ever since the white people appeared, the trash appeared; they even
showed us how to live in this crazy world, which we are losing our identity slowly. Whatever the
white people bring unknown products, they only bring in illness. Even if we go to the hospital,
we are still dying of some kind of cancers. For crying out loud or gee whiz, we should start
following how our late ancestors use to live. Our Universal Creator is watching us, he made this
planet and it was clean when he gave it us.
Joseph John, Arnaucuaq, 69, Elder/Member of Newtok
As for the dried fishes that has been burnt by the sun, they became inedible, even the dogs
won’t eat them. So, it is better to bury them in the ground or even just burn them.
Late William Andy, Ungusraq, 76, Elder of Newtok
These people who have been talking are true but even if we tell our workers, they are still trying
to make it work. Having only one worker just doesn’t cut it. We will still telling them but it still
won’t work.
Mark Tom, Nuuyaraleq, Elder of Newtok
We, males should take our hats off during all the meeting to show respect just like if we are at
the church since we do start the meeting with a pray. Even if I haven’t attended all of the
meeting, it is just like I have gone to all of them. Because I have heard these messages before,
it still continues even up to this day. As we continue to go on living like this, we will stop seeing
what we use to see. God is for real. When you look at the map of Alaska, you are looking at
Subsistence Way of Life, Alaska. It should not be divided by the people of State of Alaska nor
does Federal Department who thinks they are governing our daily live which in truthfully not true
at all.

Oscar Wassillie, Uquviarluq of Chefornak Nelson Island Consortium Director
We came here to Newtok to talk about your fishing areas like Cakcaak or any known
subsistence site rivers, any fish camps that looks trashy or getting trashed by the people who
leaves their trash behind. Even if the campers dig a hole to burry them, the animals are still
digging them out, that makes it messier. We are still going to keep telling the communities to
bring in their trash into the village dumpsite for proper disposal.

Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004. This
committee is comprised of 5 members. They represent different parts of our community. Their
job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work best for our community.
Their concerns included:
 Find a solution to haul the trash from the bank of the river on the other side of the river.
 Find income to hire trash haulers.
 Make trash bins in the village and emptied by the trash hauler.
 Spring clean up set up, ask for donations and wages.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump. This will
protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
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The committee meets about once a month. The following people served on our committee:
 Joseph John Sr. Council Member
 Dominic Charles, IGAP Director
 Margaret Nickerson, Nelson Island Consortium Representative
 Paul Carl, Elder
 Carol Kassaiuli, Youth Member

Community Education and Outreach Nelson Island fish net monitors and subsistence camp
monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them about littering and toxic
chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people are concerned about and what
education they need. Our environmental staff, including our Nelson Island Consortium
representative, went to homes to educate people about environmental issues. They talked to
people at the stores. They also found out from our people what the big concerns were. This is
what people are saying in our community that is related to solid waste management:
 Honey bucket dump is polluting our river
 When is our water for homes coming?
 Dumpsite is polluting our river
 Town is dirty.
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra
 Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the dump.

Community Information for Solid Waste Planning
Current Community Population
We have 320 people living here now, including 7 school staff that leave during the summer.
Additionally, we have about 1 people who leave for commercial fishing. On most days in the
summer, about 50 people are camping overnight at fish camps. During Fall hunting, we have
about 40 to 80 people out hunting overnight. During winter, about 20 to 50 people are gone
from the village on most days for subsistence. The average number of people gone from the
village for other reasons, like visiting, shopping, medical appointments on most days is about 3
to 5. About 3 to 5 visitors come and stay over in our village each day in the summer, and in the
winter we have about 50 people each month for tournaments and gatherings. We usually have
about 2 to 7 people each year who live here during summer for construction, and 0 to 3 people
for winter projects. For about 4 to 6 weeks during Spring Breakup, and 4 to 6 weeks during Fall
Freeze up, most people stay in the village due to dangerous boat and snow machine travel.
Average yearly community growth expected for next 20 years: 4.0% Open the “Growth
Rate” file to read about how to estimate your community’s population growth. If you have
problems with this, ask us and we can help with the numbers.
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Table: Project Population for the next 20 Years for
the Community of Newtok
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026

Population
320
327
334
341
348
355
363
370
377
384
391
398
405
412
419
426
433
440
447
454
461

(The above Table was made by estimating growth rate and calculating for each year. OR if you
use the “discussion method” to estimate your population growth, you can write a sentence like
this: )
We estimated our population would be about 355 people in 5 years, 461 people in ten years,
496 people in 15 years, and about 992 people in 20 years.
Growth Rate Calculation Process:
Our expected growth rate is based on the average growth rate we had in the past 3 years. In
the future, we do not expect any development projects or changes in people moving in and out
that would affect our rate. So we expect our growth rate to be about the same.
We had a meeting of our Council and discussed all the different factors that affect our
population growth, including moving in and out, how many babies women are having, what
development projects might bring in tourism or additional people, what subsistence would be
like, how much housing there would be, etc. We looked at our past growth and how that has
changed from these factors. We then reached agreement on the most likely future population.

4. DUMPSITE INFORMATION
The following table describes the primary features of our current dumpsite. There are additional
tables in the next sections that detail the operation and maintenance, collection system,
recycling, and waste burning.
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Feature
Land Ownership
Dumpsite Location

Summer Dumpsite Access

Winter Site Access

Wind Direction
Site Size
?

Site Shape?

Estimated Waste Volume (±
20%)
?

Estimated Waste Weight (±
30%)
?
Type of site management
Heavy Equipment used at
Dump
How often wastes are
covered
Operator/Technician Staff
?
Burning wastes

Dumpsite Features
Description
The land where the dumpsite is located is owned by the Newtok
Traditional Council.
The dumpsite is located on the other side of the river. It is east
side of town.
The access is in poor condition. It is on other side of the river.
People travel to the dump by boat in summer. People throw
there trash along side of the river and when funding is available,
Traditional Council hires people to haul the garbage to the
dumpsite. The people just throw the bags on the ground, than
the workers using the Honda with the trailer finishes the rest.
In winter, people travel to the dumpsite by snow machine. They
enter the site from the South, East, and West. Even just throw it
over the fence, and on the side.
The wind blows from the dumpsite away from the village. We
don’t light up the dump when the wind is toward the village.
The dumpsite is about 150’x150’. This excludes the windblown
litter (i.e. plastic bags, paper). The windblown litter goes out
about 1000 feet from the dump in most directions. There is also
some dumping along the summer access path, beginning about
400 feet from the dump.
The dumpsite is shaped like a long circle. Its width is about150
feet, and it is about150 feet long. About 75% of the dump area
is covered by piled waste. The rest is ground, a pathway, or
windblown litter. Where there is piled waste, the average depth
is about 4 feet high.
65,500 ft3 or 2,500 cubic yards.
(When calculating the waste volume at dump, make sure all
your numbers are in ‘feet’ before you start. Using the above
numbers as an example: Volume in ft3 (cubic feet) is 150 wide x
150 length x 0.75 ground covered x 4 feet high = 67,500. To
convert ft3 to cubic yards (= yd 3), divide by 27. In the example,
65,500 ÷ 27 = 2,500)
2000 tons 2,500 x 400 =1,000,000 / 2000 = 500.

Open dumping on surface.
We have a Honda 4 wheeler that is 3 years old, with a trainer
about 5 yrs old. It is owned by the NTC. This Honda 4 wheeler
with a trailer is used for one project in other side of the river.
Zero times each year.
We have 1 waste technician who works 8 hours each week.
He works 4 hours a day for 2 days a week. His duties are:
collecting garbage, trying to keep dump organized.
We don’t have a burn box, we burn our waste in the open(Open
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Feature
?

Salvage Pad/Area
?

Dumpsite Features
Description
Dump Burning). Our local trash collector burns the trash. The
wastes that are burned include all trash taken to the dump. This
includes regular trash brought by households and regular trash
brought by collection service, school, or businesses. Large
items like drums, appliances, vehicles are not burned.
An area of about 30 feet wide by 70 feet long is used by people
to find usable items. It is located in the east side of the dump.
The type of wastes here are vehicle parts, appliances, scrap
metal, lumber, other wastes that people can use.

A recycling shed is located in town, near the tribal office.
People drop off the following items: Plastic containers of any
types are being recycled, too.(List wastes that are taken. Note
a separate section on recycling is included below. This is just a
summary.)
About 6 years old. The other dumpsite has been eroded away.
Dumpsite Age
Picture on page 15 and 16.
The fencing at the dumpsite has fallen. It is like it isn’t there
Fencing
anymore. All 4 sides has fallen down.
Types of Wastes that Are Now at the Dump
Cardboard, paper, plastics, tin and aluminum cans, diapers,
Residential wastes:
Styrofoam, old or broken household items like furniture, toys,
clothes, rugs, appliances, dishes, glass, tires, ATV’s, snomachines (only the parts that are not salvaged), computers,
TV’s, small batteries, tires
Cardboard, computers, Styrofoam plates and cups, Cans, old
School wastes:
equipment, paper, fluorescent lights
Cardboard, paper, fluorescent lights
Store Wastes:
Antifreeze, transformers, old equipment, used oil, batteries,
Utility wastes:
fluorescent lights
The honey buckets gets dumped into the river. Flushed haul
Honey bucket Wastes
tank system is in use as long as it does not break.
What goes into the burnbox A plastic, rubber, aerosol cans, batteries, foam, diapers, wastes
with sealants and fire retardants, leftover cleaners and
that shouldn’t:
chemicals from almost empty bottles.
Recycling Shed/Area
?
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Dump site Photographs
The following pictures show the dumpsite and its key features.
An old burn box that belongs to the school here in Newtok. Rarely used now.
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www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/planning/Newtok_Planning_Group_Webpage.htm
www.commerce.state.us/dca/planning.htm
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www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/planning/Newtok_Planning_Group_Webpage.htm
www.commerce.state.us/dca/planning.htm

Pages 13 & 14 shows where the old dumpsite (in yellow stripes) was before it was
eroded away, and the current location of the current dumpsite. And the prediction of
how much land will be eroded away in the near future (in red lines).
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www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/planning/Newtok_Planning_Group_Webpage.htm
www.commerce.state.us/dca/planning.htm
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Flood over lay of Newtok.
http://www.dced.state.ak.us/dca/planning/pub/Newtok_Flood_Sept_22_05.pdf

5. CURRENT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Waste Collection Program:
Table for Waste Collection Program
Item
Description
Number of collection services, including any private 1
services that an individual offers:
Operated by:
Newtok Traditional Council
Average of households that use the service each
65
month
Total number of households in villages
65
Besides the fees collected, what other money is
Newtok doesn’t have collection fees
used to pay for the collection service?
How often garbage is collected from households by
Two times per week
main collection service.
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Sewage collection and disposal (Honeybucket and/or Flush/haul
Most honey buckets are usually dumped in the
How are honey buckets disposed?
river. Sometimes during winter, people dump
(Bunkers, lagoon, slough, ponds, etc.)
them closer to town, or they will dump then out
at the river. Some people store their honey
buckets alongside their house until they are
able to borrow a vehicle.
No.
Is there a collection service offered?
0.00
What is the fee for honeybucket
collection or bunker maintenance?
For Tank-haul, what is the fee for Tankhaul of water?

Can people haul their own water to their
holding tanks?
About how many tank-hauls are
purchased each month, total for the
town?
What is the fee for hauling the
sewage/used water?
About how many flush hauls are paid for
each month, total for the town?

Newtok doesn’t currently haul water to
residents. They go to the local washeteria
water point, and haul their own water.
Yes.
We don’t have holding tanks in the village.
People have 33 gallon containers to hold their
water in, and or collect rain water.
$0.00
3 houses only have a flush haul system, and
they pay $35.00 a month. And the honey
bucket disposal do not pay fee

Site Operation and Maintenance:
Summary Table for Site Operation and Maintenance
Program Feature
Description
Basic monitoring by waste technician, occasional
Operation Type
consolidation, burnbox, and some volunteer clean-up
Waste collector: HAZWOPER
Certifications or trainings?
Waste operator: HAZWOPER, Freon Removal
Environmental staff: ITEP Solid Waste Management, IGAP
Grant Management, HAZWOPER
No, no gravel or silt source.
Available Local Cover Material
for Dumpsite?
We don’t have the money to afford operating heavy
Cover material is not used, or
equipment, and we can’t operate the equipment during
not used very often, because:
summer because it gets stuck, and it is hard to find cover
material.
There is a Honda 4 wheeler, with a trailer across the river to
Heavy Equipment:
hall the garbage to the dumpsite. And a boat to haul the
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Heavy Equipment Operation
Limitations:

Heavy Equipment Uses (Past
and Current Uses):
Heavy Equipment Seasonal
Limitations

Equipment Storage:
Estimated Cost to repair heavy
equipment needed for
dumpsite:
Additional Waste Operation
Information that is important

trash to the other side of the river. And in the winter, the
collector uses a snow machine to haul trash to the dumpsite.
During the summer, the only time to haul trash over is only
on the high tide. When its low tide, the river is all slushy
mud. The 4 wheeler (Honda) is on the other side of the river,
and is hard to drive it across the river to haul the garbage.
And when the flood season comes, the flood scatters the
garbage all over the tundra.
The 4 wheeler is used to haul the trash from along side of
the river.
During the summer, they haul trash using the side walk
which is like about 5 feet wide, and that is the only road
system from along the side of the river to the dumpsite. In
the winter, it is not used. We use snow machines during the
winter, and when spring and ice break up season comes, we
can’t haul garbage period.
None. Our 4 wheeler and the snow machine has to be
stored outside.
Snow machine repair $ 200.00, sled $ 644.00 and labor.
4 wheeler parts, repair and oil------- unknown
It is really the summer months that we need a waste
operator the most. The dump gets very messy because it is
difficult for people to dump their trash. People are gone for
subsistence and we also run out of operator funds. In winter
it is easier to access the dump and it doesn’t smell as bad.

Table for Waste Burning Practices
Feature
Is burning waste a normal way to manage
some or all of your wastes?
How many households burn waste in barrels
in town?
What wastes do businesses burn in barrels
that are in town?
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Description
Yes.
Not many, depends on time of year. About 20.
Store(s): Cardboard
Office(s): None
School: None
Clinic: Kleenex, Gauze, regular trash (no
sharps)
Electric Utility: used oil in a drum that looks
like a barrel
Water Utility: None
Other: None

Is waste burned on the ground at the Dump?
Who lights the fire?
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Some times residents light the dump on fire.
Maybe 1 or 2 times each summer. The school
and clinic light their own wastes on fire in
separate pile.

6. HOW MUCH WASTE IS GENERATED
As part of our Nelson Island Consortium project, we learned how to conduct a waste characterization in our communities at the ITEP
workshop we sponsored along with the Toksook Consortium meeting in January 11-13, 2006. As a follow-up, an assessment was
carried out in Chefornak with the help of a consultant, to generate good numbers for our region. Because of the general similarity of
our lifestyles, there is a good justification to use the Chefornak waste stream numbers as being accurate for our village. The
assessment was carried out in August 2006. The total waste generation rate found was 2.13 lbs/person/day which includes the
following:
• Residential waste
• Business waste (based on comprehensive business waste assessment carried out in Chefornak)
• Diapers and other special wastes
• Estimated construction waste (Estimated 2% of residential waste)
The population of our community is 320 people so the approximate amount of waste generated by our community each year, using
the results from the Chefornak waste assessment, is 248,784 lbs per year (or 124.392) tons per year).
A breakdown of the wastestream (by weight) is shown in the figure below.
Nelson Island Waste Stream Analysis by Weight

Organics
Paper, wetted or
heavily contaminated
with wet food, 18%

Glass
Organics, 21%
Uncorrugated Cardboard

Plastic , 5%
Special Wastes, 3%

Glass, 3%

Metals
Paper, dry

Uncorrugated
Cardboard, 13%
Paper, dry, 31%

Metals, 5%

Special Wastes
Plastic
Paper, wetted or heavily
contaminated with wet food
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We also did our own estimate of wastes generated in Newtok. Here’s what we found.
65 houses and businesses in Newtok generate a bag a day averaging 10 lbs a bag=650lbs a bag a day for each household
School generates 4 bags a day also at an average of 10 lbs a bag = 40lbs a bag a day, totaling 690lbs a bag a day for the Village of
Newtok. X that by 365 days for a year at 251,850 lbs a year. Divide that by 2000 125.925 tons a year for the Village of Newtok.
So from our own estimations, Newtok generates approximately 126 tons of trash per year which is quite similar to the amount
estimated from the Cheforank assessment numbers.

Waste

Lead-acid
batteries
(this row is
for the
batteries in
the vehicle,
not the
vehicle)
Aluminum
skiff (exc.
engine):
Other boats
(with
engine):

Table on Estimating Special Waste Generation Rates and Storage Space Needed
About this Average
Average
Total
How many
Total average Total from
Average
many
number that number of number
total of these
number each
households Weight
househol households years
generated
wastes do
yr discarded
and
of Single
ds have
own that
does the
each year
businesses
from
businesses
Item in
at least
have the
waste
have
business,
pounds
one of the waste/item
work
schools,
(lbs)
waste/
before it is
offices,
item:
discarded
utilities.
Boat: 94

1.5

2

Atv’s: 30

1

3

Sno-gos:
100
Car or
Truck: 0
30

1.5

3

n/a

4

1

20

1

Estimated
Total
weight
generated

25 (=50 x 1
÷2)
10 (=30 x 1
÷3)
50 (=100 x
1.5 ÷ 3)
0

1

0.5 (=1÷2)

26 (=25+1)

40 lbs

5

1.67 (=5÷3)

12

12 lbs

6

2

51

12 lbs

1

1

1

40 lbs

8

3.75
(=30x1÷8)

1

0.12 (=1÷8)

3.87
(3.75+0.12)

1000 lbs

800 (=25
x 40)
120 (=10
x 12)
600
(=10*12)
40 lbs (=1
x 40)
3,870 lbs

20

1
(=20x1÷20)

0

0

20

2000 lbs

2000 lbs
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Estimated
total
weight
each year
that is
not
salvaged
for parts
or reused
800
120
600
40 lbs
3,870 lbs

2000 lbs

Waste

About this
many
househol
ds have
at least
one of the
waste/
item:

Average
number that
households
own that
have the
waste/item

Average
number of
years
does the
waste
work
before it is
discarded

Total
number
generated
each year

How many
total of these
wastes do
businesses
have

Total average
number each
yr discarded
from
business,
schools,
offices,
utilities.

Total from
households
and
businesses

Average
Weight
of Single
Item in
pounds
(lbs)

Estimated
Total
weight
generated

Atv’s:

30

1

5

5

1 (=5÷1)

6 (=5+1)

800 lbs

Sno-gos:

100

1.5

5

6 (=30 x1
÷5)
30 (= 100 x
1.5 ÷5)

5

1

31

1000 lbs

4,800 lbs
(=6 x 800)
31,000 lbs

0

20

1

0.05

0.05

2000 lbs

100 lbs

95 lbs

N/A

20

N/A

1

0.05

0.05

500 lbs

500 lbs

20

10 (=100 x
2 ÷ 20)

20 from
stores

1 (=20÷20)

11

2750 lb

2750 lb

65

2 (1 fridge
and 1
freezer)
2.1

10,000
lbs
250 lbs

20

6.825

10

0.5

7.325

200 lb

1465 lb

1450lb

65

N/A

1.5

N/A

6

12 4 ft tubes
(count 8 ft
tubes as 2 4 ft
tubes)

12 (3 ÷ 1.5)

2 ft
1.4 lb
tube=0.7
lb

Car or
0
Truck: 0
Heavy
N/A
Equipment
Refrigerators 100
and freezers
Stoves,
Washers,
Dryers
Office
fluorescent
lights
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Estimated
total
weight
each year
that is
not
salvaged
for parts
or reused
3,500 lbs
20,000 lbs

1.4 lb

Important Wastes with different estimation methods
Disposable
Diapers

Used oil
from vehicles
(household
and
businesses)

Antifreeze
(from
vehicles)

Number of
babies in
village that
use
disposable
diapers: 23
Number of
households
that have
vehicles that
use oil: 65

Number of
diapers each
day for each
baby: 6

Number of
diapers
each day:
138 (=23 x
6)

Number of
diapers
each year:
50,370(=15
0 x 365)

Average
number of
vehicles per
household
(boats, atvs
snowmachine
s): 2.5

Average
number of
quarts that
are drained
per
vehicle:
2

Number of
households
that have
vehicles that
use
antifreeze: 10

Average
number of
vehicles per
household
(boats, atvs
snowmachine
s): 1.5

How often
old oil is
drained on
purpose
and new
oil put in:
2 times
each year
for each
vehicle
How often
old oil is
drained on
purpose
and new
oil put in:
1 times
each year
for each
vehicle

Average
number of
quarts that
are drained
per
vehicle:
2

N/A

50,370 total
from
households
and
businesses.

Average
weight of
full
diaper =
0.4 lb

Total
Weight:
20,148 lb
(=0.4 x
54,750)

Number of
quarts
drained each
year by
houses:
= 650
(=100 x 2.5 x
1 x 3)

Total
number of
vehicles for
businesses
= 11

Average
number of
times per
year that old
oil is drained
per vehicle =
1

Average
number
of quarts
that are
drained
per
vehicle: 1

Number of
quarts per
drained per
year
businesses:
11
(=13 x 2 x 3)

Total
quarts
each year
that are
drained:
661
(=750+78)

Number of
quarts
drained each
year by
houses:
= 30
(=100 x 2.5 x
1 x 3)

Total
number of
vehicles for
businesses
= 13

Average
number of
times per
year that old
oil is drained
per vehicle =
2

Average
number
of quarts
that are
drained
per
vehicle:1

Number of
quarts
drained per
year for
businesses:
1
(=13 x 2 x 3)

Total
quarts
each year
that are
drained:
31
(=750+78)
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Recyclable Waste.
Recyclable

How Many
pieces the stores
and business
order each year:

About how
many
households
bring in or
order their
pop cans
directly:

Average
number of
cans each
households
bring in
each year:

Total posted
or brought
in from
households
each year

Number
posted or
directly
shipped to
businesses
other than
stores (e.g.
school):

Total
estimated
number:

Total
pounds per
year:

Total potential
revenue per year:

Aluminum
Cans (not

Store 1: 112,320
Store 2:122,400
(Note 24 cans
per flat case.
So if the store
orders 200
cases per month
on average, then
that is 200 x 24
= 4,800 cans per
month, or
57,600 per year)

None
(Just
estimate
what you
think)

None

None

(Example :)
School:
Cases for
school year
200 cases for
4800
Tribal Office.
4,800
(54cases*24
cans = 1296)

244,320
(112,320+1
22,400+4,8
00+=239,52
0)

8,144 lbs

$1,628.80

(to get
pound of
cans, divide
by 30)

(Multiply pounds by
the price that Bethel
Recycling pays. In
the example, 20
cents per pound was
used, so 7440 cans x
0.20 dollars = $1488.

Plastic
Bottles

Store 1: 7,200
School: 2,400

None

None

None

None

9,600

$0

Styrofoam

Stores 1&2: 0
Stores 1 & 2 are
not ordering

None

None

None

UPC one box
of cups
year:1,000

768
Multiply
number of
bottles by
0.08 to get
approximate
pounds
20
(Multiply
number of

cases)
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$0

Styrofoam cups
plates anymore.

Cardboard

(Corrugate
d boxes)

Used at
households and
steambaths

cups
School 0
The school
has stopped
ordering
Styrofoam as
cups and
plates.

None

None

None

None

None

pieces
(cups,
plates,
packing, etc
by 0.02 to
get
approximate
pounds.
With
Styrofoam
peanuts, 1
gal = 0.14
lb)
0
(Multiply
number of
boxes by
2 to get
approximate
number of
pounds)

$0 (unless we get a
baler and ship for
free to Seattle, or
until Bethel Recycling
pays for cardboard)

7. RECYCLING AND REUSE PROGRAM
Elders have always recycled and their grandmothers and grandfathers did and their grandmothers and grandfathers did. This was
something that everyone in the community did. Then around the 1960s and 1970s people starting making a lot of trash that came
from the stores and Bethel. We did not have a way to recycle all the new wastes. Elders say we got lazy and wasted things because
these things were new to us. Now there are ways to recycle some of these wastes and we have started following our Elders’ advice
about not wasting. We also know that many of these wastes are harmful to us, so we are trying to reduce our use and also to keep
them out of our dump and our camps. Our first recycling waste was aluminum cans in 2003. Now we are collecting lead-acid
batteries and household batteries and plastic bottles. We got a recycling shed in 2005 to store these recyclables. We are educating
the community about why it is important to drop-off their batteries. We are trying to reduce the use of plastic bags, the stores here
have stopped ordering plastic shopping bags and is now using paper shopping bags.
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Table for Wastes that are currently collected or dropped-off for recycling, backhaul, storage, or
reuse programs
Waste

Aluminum cans:

Plastic Bottles:

Newspapers:

Cardboard:

Paper:
Ink jet cartridges

How collected or
separated?
Dropped off at the Tribal
office

Dropped off at the Tribal
Office.

Dropped off at the Tribal
Office

Reused by households a lot.

Not part of the program
Dropped of at Newtok

What for?

To reduce the
amount of garbage
that goes into the
dumpsite.

To reduce the
amount of garbage
that goes into the
dumpsite

To reduce the
amount of garbage
that goes into the
dumpsite

Cardboard logs,
used by homes for
cutting boards and
tables.
N/A
To reduce the
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Where it is
stored?
The
Traditional
Council holds
the bags and
the ship them
on an
availability of
the flights.
The Tribal
Office holds
the bags and
ships them
out on a
availability of
the flights
The Tribal
Office Holds
the
Newspapers
and ships
them on
space
availability of
planes
N/A

N/A
Tribal Office

Is it shipped
out? How
often?
About 2 or 3
times a month.

Who takes
it?
Grant Air.
Or Hageland
Air

Where does
it go to?
Bethel
Recycling
Contact #:
543-7072
Contact:
David Stovner

2 or 3 times a
month

Once every 23 months

Grant Air
Or Hageland
Air

Grant Air or
Hageland Air

Bethel
Recycling
Contact #:
543-7072
Contact:
David Stovner
Bethel
Recycling
Contact #:
543-7072
Contact:
David Stovner

N/A

N/A

N/A
Once every 2-

N/A
Grant Air or

N/A

N/A
Bethel

Traditional Council

amount of garbage
that goes into the
dumpsite

3 months

Plastic Bags:
Glass:
Styrofoam:
Food Wastes:
Furniture, Clothes,
toys, other useful
items
Household (small )
batteries

Not part of the program
Not part of the program
Not part of the program
N/A
Not part of the program

N/A
N/A
N/A
Fed to dogs
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Residence
N/A

Dropped of at Newtok
Traditional Council

To be recycled

Lead-acid (Vehicle)
batteries

Dropped of at the Newtok
Traditional Council

To be shipped out in
totes

The Tribal
Office holds
them.
The
Traditional
Council holds
the Led-acid
batteries.

Used oil
Antifreeze
Vehicle fluids that
are not oil
Computers

Not yet
Nothing yet
Nothing yet

T.V.s
Other electronics
Fluorescent lights
55-gal drums
Scrap copper (e.g.
pipes
Scrap Aluminum

Store in shed, school stores
theirs
Dropped off at T.C.
Dropped off at T.C.
Not part of the program yet
Not part of the program yet
Not part of the program yet

Nothing yet
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Hageland Air

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Recycling
Contact #:
543-7072
Contact:
David Stovner
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(boats, etc.)
Junk vehicles
Junk appliances
Freon from
appliances
Unused hazardous
materials like
paints, cleaners,
degreasers, lube
oil, disinfectants,
sprays, mosquito
repellents, insect
killers, mold
removal, weed
killers

Store at dump salvage area

Backhaul in future

Store at dump salvage area
Freon certified remover
handles them.
Dropped off at the Tribal
Office

Backhaul in future
Backhaul in the
future

Across the
river
Shed outside
Tribal Office

Table for Recycling Equipment:
Item

Description

Own Now?

Will purchase in
next year with
existing funds

Want to have in
next 5 years

Recycling Shed
to store wastes
for later
backhaul?
Storage bags
for Aluminum
Cans
Connex or
Shed to store
hazardous
wastes for
safety

We don’t have a shed
to store our products,
but we ship them out
as soon as we can.
ALPAR green bags

Yes

N/A

N/A

Plan later than 5
years when we
are ready or have
the need for it.
N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

To store hazardous
wastes

yes

n/a
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n/a

n/a

Item

Recycling Management Program
Where can people drop Who is in charge of
Where do we plan to
off their wastes?
this program?
have drop-offs?

What is the priority for
increasing recycling or
starting it? (1 = highest,
2 = medium concern, 3 =
lower concern)

Newspapers
Plastic bags
Used oil
Household Batteries
Aluminum can recycling
Plastic Bottles
Vehicle Batteries
Computers, TV’s
Printer cartridges
Cardboard

We don’t recycle these
anymore
We don’t recycle these
yet
UPC Shed
Tribal Office
Over at the Tribal office.

1
1

IGAP Staff

Tribal Office
Tribal Office
Tribal Office
Tribal Office
We encourage people to
reuse for cutting boards
and to roll as logs

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

Recycling Revenue and Payments
We make about $75.00 from recycling cans in one year. We use this money to help pay for waste collection. We estimated that we
can make almost $1500, so we want to increase our education our aluminum can recycling.
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8. HAZARDOUS WASTES

Table for Hazardous Wastes and Some Reasons Why They Harm Our Community
Waste
Where/how it is disposed now
Why it is harmful

Medical Wastes

Disposable Diapers

Disposal needles and Expired medicine
shipped to Bethel Y.K.H.C. Other medical
waste is burned by the clinic operator.
It always ends up in the trash bag, into the
dump site or along the sidewalks to be
looked at.

Plastic bottles, PVC pipes, and
Styrofoam

Most of it is burned with the household
trash.

Household (small ) batteries
Lead-acid (Vehicle) batteries
Used oil

The Villagers bring them to NTC
The Villagers bring them to NTC
It is stored in a UPC’s shed in 5 gallon.
They burn the oil using oil burners when
the wind is not blowing towards the village,
only way from the village.
None yet

Antifreeze
Vehicle fluids that are not oil
Computers
TV’s
Other electronics
Fluorescent lights

To the dump site
To the dump site
Into the dump site
Sent to recycle center
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Diseases from medical waste can be
spread by contact with soiled bandages,
sharps etc.
Has a lot of germs from the poop that
people can step on and track back to
homes. If burned, there are many
chemicals which are irritants if they are
breathed and can cause illnesses if they
are at a high level.
Causes styrene, benzene, dioxins and
furans and hurts to ozone which can
cause climate change. Smelling a lot of
the smoke or eating the settled ashes over
a long time might cause illnesses and
each chemical attacks different parts of
the body within, including cancer. This is
why operator must always wear a mask
and burning should not be done if wind
blows into town all the time.

Petroleum can cause cancer to people as
well as the animals.

Transmit ion oil, hydrologic
It has benzene
Benzene, mercury, and lead
E-waste
It has mercury

Table for Hazardous Waste Recycling and Staging for future backhaul
Item/Task

Do we
have
this?

Who operates it?
Who is in charge?
Where is it?

Do we want this in the
next five years? What
are the details of what
we want?

What is
priority to
get or
improve?
(1 = highest,
2 = medium,
3 = lowest)

Place for people to drop-off?
Used Oil Burner? Who operates?
Totes for storage of lead-acid
batteries?
Antifreeze Recycler?

Yes
No
Yes

NTC, JJJr, Storage
No, Might get one later
DC, RC, By NTC

Freon Removal?

Yes

Certified removal person in Newtok, with
equipment. They are the least costly way to
remove freon, and NI communities receive a
discount. Joseph John Jr. is certified to do
this.

Connex for storage and eventual
backhaul?
HAZWOPER Certified Technicians
Spill Response Kit

Yes
Yes
no

DC, PC, RC, JJJR, by the Bay where the
land is eroding
There are at least 10 people
This needs to be implemented into a plan

To make a plan for the village
To make a plan for the village

1
1

Hazardous Waste Plan, including
operational steps
Clinic Medical Waste Plan

no

This needs to be implemented into a plan

To make a plan for the village

1

No

This needs to be implemented into a plan

To make a plan for the village

1

Yes
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6 more totes
Not enough made. We are
going to switch to propylene
glycol instead. This is safer for
the environment
We will see whether our own
freon removal equipment will
make sense later on. We
don’t make very much freon,
so it is cheaper now to have
Newtok remove it.

2
1
1
1

1

2

Table of Entities in the Community and what Types of Hazardous Wastes They Produce

Annual hazardous waste generation, storage, and disposal in Newtok, estimated from a Summer 2006 waste survey.
Generator
Newtok Native
Corp.

Hazardous materials
reported

Maximum amount used or stored yearly

Motor oil

Motor oil: 1055 gal/yr

Comments

Motor oil: 120 gal/yr

Tom’s Store
Clinic

Medical waste

School

Oil, antifreeze

Needles and expired medicines sent to Bethel.
Motor oil: 275 gal/yr
Antifreeze: 108 gal/yr

Ungisraq Power
Company

Oil

Oil is ordered semi-annually.

55 gal. used

Tank Owners

School 7 @ 81,500 gals.; Newtok Native
Corp 7 @ 45,000. National Guard 2 @
3000; Tom’s Store 4 @ 27,000 gal UPC 6
@ 60,000, Traditional Council @ 410 gal.

(Number of tanks
and capacity of
each):
Observed
hazardous material
drums (55-gal)

Other Hazardous
materials

Oil: 110 gal

By School: 410 gal. waste oil, propylene
glycol 165 gal., chlorine 28 gal., permatreat (resin cleaner) 10 gal., Propane 11
cylinders, 11 drums unknown
Blazo (white gas)

Newtok Native Corp: 180 gallons
Toms Store: 60 gallons

Polymer

School: 10 gallons
Newtok T.C: 15 gallons

Chlorine

School: 28 gallons
Newtok T.C.: 30 gallons
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9. NELSON ISLAND CONSORTIUM DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
What was the demonstration project (or projects) carried out?
To clean up around and inside the dumpsite to made room and organize the area (Volunteers by men with snow machines with
sleds) before the spring clean up by the youth. We only paid for the gas and motor oil. Two men started on this and at the end there
were about men working together. Summer youth clean up 2 supervisors and youths to pick up trash in the village.
Here’s our numbers for amount of trash cleaned up: Youth clean up, outside waste for one year: 1,181 bags from youth clean up on
June 8-26 of 2006 at 10 lbs per bag 1,181 X 10 lbs =11,810 lbs / by 2000 = 5.905 tons from the outside youth clean up.
Why was the project chosen? What were the concerns that were being addressed?
To make room for trash that is coming. To messy and it was easier to clean up before the hard snow melted, plus access to the
dumpsite before the river melted. When the snow melts, trash is visible, makes the village look messy.
What was the specific situation before the project was carried out? There was a lot that was trash that was drifted way from the
seasonal flood which spread all over the tundra and along the river side. You could see trash along the side of the river with you
naked eyes lined up. The youth clean up pick up approximately 600 ALPAR bags of trash for the Village of Newtok
What was learned from the project?
Be responsible of our own land. Let others know we do appreciate and do care for our land. The big factor was to keep stream
water clean of any contaminates.
What could be done differently the next time it’s carried out?
Haul the trash at the drop off site, which is along the river bank, across the river right way and not leave it laying there.
What was learned about how to sustain our situation, so we don’t have to spend as much money next time?
Not to leave the trash along the river, bring in residences own trash up to the dumpsite and dispose it properly.
If there are photos of the demonstration project being carried out (or before or after photos) include them here.
Photos of the youth clean up. Figures 1 and 2. (No photos for across the river clean up. Photos lost)
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

10. OLD/CLOSED DUMPSITES
The old dump site was eroded way by the erosion from the Ningliq River. As you can see on page 17 photo, you can see how much
land has eroded ways. Pages 15 and 16 shows photos where the old dumpsite was located, and the current dumpsite where it is
currently located.
.
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11. ADDITIONAL SOLID WASTE CONCERNS FOR SUBSISTENCE

Table 1 Prioritization Of Our Action Items
Activity/Waste
to handle

How do we want to
handle?
What to do?
Any comments

Values
(1-5)

Get rid of
cardboard to
because dump
gets filled up
Clean up the
dumpsite
Re-organize
dumpsite to
separate
wastes

Burnbox

Hire staff, get
equipment
Cleanup project to
have salvage yard
and separate pet
carcasses and clear
access
Alpar
Education, working
with stores

Recycle cans
Ban Plastic
Bags

Backhaul junk
old snow
machines and
4 wheelers
scrap metal
Make a good
access
Get people to

1

Reduce
Health
Risk
(Direct)
(1-5)
2

1

Reduce
Environm
ental
Risk (1-5)
3

Reduce
Specific
Subsistence
Activity Risk
(1-5)
4

Reduce
Dump
size/volu
me
(1-5)
5

1

2

2

1

5

4

16

2

1

2

3

3

4

4

19

4
4

0
5

0
5

5
4

4
2

21
25

Backhaul on summer
barge

3

1

1

1

4
4
4
1
(windblown
outer area
only)
2
5

5

18

Rebuild access and
turnaround so people
don’t contact wastes
education

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

17

4

3

3

3

0

5

4

22
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Low
Cost
(1-5)

Ease of
doing ($,
effort etc.)
(1-5)

4 (depends) 4

Total

23

Table 1 Prioritization Of Our Action Items
Activity/Waste
to handle

How do we want to
handle?
What to do?
Any comments

Values
(1-5)

Reduce
Health
Risk
(Direct)
(1-5)

Reduce
Environm
ental
Risk (1-5)

Reduce
Specific
Subsistence
Activity Risk
(1-5)

Reduce
Dump
size/volu
me
(1-5)

Low
Cost
(1-5)

Ease of
doing ($,
effort etc.)
(1-5)

Total

Education

3

2

0

5

2

5

5

21

Transfer all items to
the new site where
the village is locating

1

2

2

2

1

5

5

18

stop littering at
camps

Have people
stop changing
oil, batteries,
being careful
with chainsaws
at ice holes
Relocate
dumpsite
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12. REVENUE AND COSTS FOR SHORT TERM AND LONG TERM SOLID
WASTE PRACTICES
Future and Current Annual Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Costs for Solid Waste
Annual cost in the future:
Item
Solid Waste Operator 15 hr/week, $16/hr, inc. fringe,
insurance etc.
Fuel for boat, atv, snow machine, equipment operation at
site, 5 gallons per week
Equipment repair and replacement expense (running
equipment 2 hrs/week)
Training (optional – depends on need and experience of
operator)
Supplies (safety gear, office supplies)

Unit
Cost
$16.00

Units

Quantity

Annual Cost

hour

$4.86

gallon

$20

hour

$1,500

Lump
sum
Lump
sum

780
(15x52=780)
260
(5x52=260)
104
(2*52=104)
2

$11,700
(16x2780=11,700)
$1263.60
(4.86x208=1263.60)
$2080
(20x104=2080)
$3,000

1

$500

$500

OTHER COSTS???
$18,543.60

Total annual O & M expense
Annual cost now
Item
Solid Waste Operator 6 hr/week, $12/hr, inc. fringe,
insurance etc.
Fuel for boat, atv, snow machine, equipment operation at
site, 5 gallons per
Equipment repair and replacement expense (running
equipment 2 hrs/week
Training
Supplies (safety gear, office supplies)

Unit
Cost
$12

Units

Quantity

Annual Cost

hour

$4.86

gallon

$20

hour

$1,500

Lump
sum
Lump
sum

72
(6x12=72)
260
(5x52=260)
104
(2*52=104)
1

$864
(12x72=864)
$1,263.60
(6x208=1248)
$2080
(20x104=2080)
$1,500

1

$500

$500

$6207.60

Total annual O & M expense
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Current Annual Revenues for Solid Waste
Item

Annual Revenue
$6,501.00

EPA IGAP funds

$75

Revenues from recycling aluminum cans
OTHER REVENUES???
Total annual revenues for solid waste

$6,576.00

Future Annual Revenues for Solid Waste
Item

Annual Revenue

Household fee 65 households @ $10 per month

$7,800
(54*10*12=7,800)
$12,501

EPA IGAP funds

$75.00

Revenues from recycling aluminum cans
Total annual revenues for solid waste

$20,376
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13 NEEDS FOR SOLID WASTE IMPROVEMENT
Table of Needs for Solid/Hazardous Waste Improvement

Item

What it would be used for

Why it’s important
for the community

Approximate Cost

Ideas for how to
obtain it
(grants, funding
sources etc.)

Realistic
What is the
timeframe
priority for
for
this item?
obtaining (1 = critical,
it
2 = high,
3 = medium)

Burnbox

To burn trash to reduce waste
volume

The burn box will help
improve our dumpsite
and reduce risks to
people visiting the dump

$20,000 plus $12,000
for shipping for a Tok
Welding Burn box

Denali
Commission
2007/08 grant.
Open dump grant.

Within 1
year

Safety gear

To protect the dump operator
when working with wastes

Dozer

To improve dump
maintenance

Will keep our worker
healthy and keep
working
The dozer will help us
improve our dumpsite
and reduce contact of
wastes at the dump

Fencing

To prevent trash from being
blown away by the wind, and
the public to enter the
dumpsite from one area.

Freon
removal
equipment

To safely remove Freon from
appliances and ship it out for
recycling

Trash has been blown
into the village when the
wind blows towards the
village. And the fence
will prevent the from
happening
Reduce the amount of
Freon that will hurt the
ozone
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1

2

We want to buy a
good used dozer so
the costs are less.

Open dump grant

2008

2

Solid waste grant

2008

2

Hazardous waste
grant

2

Item

What it would be used for

Why it’s important
for the community

Vehicle fluid
draining
pumps

To drain fluids (brake, fuel,
antifreeze etc.) from vehicles
so the vehicles can be
shipped out and recycled as
scrap metal
To reduce the volume of
empty 55-gal drums
To crush and drain oil filters
for recycling

Ideas for how to
obtain it
(grants, funding
sources etc.)

Realistic
What is the
timeframe
priority for
for
this item?
obtaining (1 = critical,
it
2 = high,
3 = medium)

To reduce the amount of
used vehicles in the
dumpsite

Solid Waste Grant

2

To make more space in
the dumpsite
Now that 4 strokes are
getting abundant, this
project will help reduce
the amount of oil filters
that are in the village.

Solid Waste Grant

2

Parts for
fixing heavy
WOTEC (used
oil blender)

To get the equipment up and
running again

Will keep the momentum
running for cleaning up

IGAP Grant

3

To filter used oil into new oil
that can be used by our
community

Hi prices on stove oil,
and used oil can reuse to
replace stove oil

IGAP Grants

3

Used oil
burner

To burn used oil for heat

Reduce the amount of oil
in the village

IGAP Grants

3

ALPAR bags
for
community
litter cleanup

Free bags (shipping not
included) for community
cleanups

To help reduce the
amount of garbage that
goes into the dumpsite,
and little bit of income.

n/a

3

Drum crusher
Oil filter
crusher
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Approximate Cost

IGAP Gant

Just the shipping and
handling, which is
about 10.00

2008

2

Item

What it would be used for

Why it’s important
for the community

Approximate Cost

Totes

To store and ship batteries

Will help reduce the
amount of lead from
entering our water and
land

IGAP funds

Received

Connex

To store hazardous wastes
and recyclables

Will help reduce the
amount of hazardous
chemicals getting into
our land and water and
protect subsistence

IGAP funds

Received

Trash cart

For operator to collect trash
from households

To haul trash over to the
dumpsite

IGAP grant

Received

Engineering
design for
new landfill

A layout for the new dumpsite
in the new village site

To have an idea to
where the dumpsite will
be located.

Dumpsters

To put around the community
to store trash

Estimate 700.00

Ideas for how to
obtain it
(grants, funding
sources etc.)

3

Using an old
wooden boat cut
into pieces and
scattered around
the village
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Realistic
What is the
timeframe
priority for
for
this item?
obtaining (1 = critical,
it
2 = high,
3 = medium)

Received

14. NEW COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE GUIDANCE FOR PROTECTING HEALTH AND
SUBSISTENCE
These rules are based on the Elders’ Guidance on protecting our subsistence and respecting each other and keeping healthy.
Please see Section 2 for a full list of Elders’ guidance.
Using our Elder’s wisdom about what we should do, we researched the best ways to change community practices so that we can
follow Elders’ words. We used our own experiences in the past two years to see what will work best for our community.
We worked with other Nelson Island communities, and learned from them what works well too.
In Town

At Dump

Subsistence Camps

All Places:
The school will no longer order Styrofoam. They will be ordering all paper products instead. They are now using plastic plates for
breakfast and lunch. The stores don’t order Styrofoam at all. They’ve been doing that for a year now. Plastic shopping bags aren’t
used as well. Paper bags are now used instead.
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“DEMONSTRATION OF APPROVAL LETTER”

Newtok Traditional Council
IGAP Environmental
Box 5545
Newtok Alaska 99559
Work: 907-237-2320 Fax: 907-237-2321
Date
The Solid Waste Management Plan developed by the Native Village of Newtok Environmental
Department in November 2005 has been reviewed by the community and approved by the
Native Village of NewtokTribal Council.

Council President

Date

Tribal Administrator

Date
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Copyright Information
Alaska ISWMP Template Test Version 4.0 12/31/06. Version 5.0 will be available in Feb 2007.
Developed and funded by Zender Environmental www.zender-engr.net with partial funding by
the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium www.anthc.org © Copyright 2006. This template
was created for individual Tribes to develop their own solid waste plans. Individual Tribes may
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mission and Values Statement:
Our community developed this plan because subsistence lifestyle is our number one
priority. We want to be sure to have the best solid waste practices possible so that we
can help protect our subsistence. A good dumpsite with safe disposal practices will help
protect subsistence. Our Elders say that we must respect our lands then we will be
given the opportunity to have plenty to take and to gather. Also, they say we must
respect each other and keep our town and camps clean. Our community abides by its
traditional Yup’ik laws that our Elders pass down to us.
As our elders have said to keep free of waste and contaminates to our environment, is
the way of keeping harmony with the Mother Nature which feed us, and with this in mind
is to respect the nature of well-being of our existence.

History of the Community: Nelson Island was named after Edward Nelson in 1878, a
Smithsonian naturalist who noted 6 people, including 1 non-Native trader, living in Tununak. In
1889 the Jesuits opened a small chapel and school. The villagers were difficult to convert due to
the migratory nature of the traditional culture, and because the shamans were still quite powerful.
The mission closed in 1892. In 1925 a government school was built, and a Northern Commercial
Co. store was opened in 1929. From 1934 to 1962, a missionary named Father Deshout lived on
Nelson Island. His long-standing relationship and work with the people in the area had a great
influence. The 1950s brought great changes to the Islanders lifestyle, through their involvement
with the Territorial Guard, work in fish canneries, high schools, and health care treatment for
tuberculosis. For many, this was their first exposure outside the community. By the 1970s,
snowmobiles were replacing dog sled teams, and the last qasgiq (men's community houses) was
abandoned. The City was incorporated in 1975, but it was dissolved on Feb. 28, 1997 in favor of
traditional council governance.
A federally-recognized tribe is located in the community -- the Native Village of Tununak;
Tununak Traditional Council (not recognized). The population of the community consists of 96.9%
Alaska Native or part Native. Tununak is a traditional Yup'ik Eskimo village, with an active fishing
and subsistence lifestyle. The sale or importation of alcohol is banned in the village. During the
2000 U.S. Census, total housing units numbered 93, and vacant housing units numbered 11.
Vacant housing units used only seasonally numbered 5. U.S. Census data for Year 2000 showed
85 residents as employed. The unemployment rate at that time was 19.81 percent, although 51.7
percent of all adults were not in the work force. The median household income was $25,000, per
capita income was $7,653, and 30.77 percent of residents were living below the poverty level.

http://www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/commdb/CF_CIS.htm ).
Demographics and Utilities: The number of residents is 433. There is a clinic, a
school, a Tribal and City Office, two stores, reserve power generator plant, and a water
treatment plant. The washeteria has two dryers and washers. Treated water can be
obtained from 4 watering points of the original six. However, most residents obtain their
drinking water from 1st creek, BIA well and 25% get well water which must be boiled or
from rain catchments system. During winter months the community gets water from
musk-ox creek. There are 82 houses, with 24 connected to tank haul/flush units, and the
remainder use honeybuckets The school provides its own piped water system, and
sewage discharges to the village drain field thru washeteria. The sewage drain field is
600 ft. north of B.I.A. well and in same ground level. There are two honeybucket

disposal pits at the housing area, which are 8ft. wide X 16 ft. long and about 10 ft. deep.
There are 13 honey bucket hoppers situated along the length of the village. But these
are no longer serviced due to lack of funding. Our tribal administration is currently
working to upgrade our water system. However, it is several years overdue, and as is
the case with most water upgrade projects, it is unclear still if the original project scope
will remain and also when the project will start or finish. Electrical power is supplied by
Alaska Village Electric Company connected from another village.

2. ELDERS’ GUIDANCE ON TAKING CARE OF OUR
WASTES PROPERLY
Elder Guidance: We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island
Consortium meetings. They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe
and clean and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their
tapes. Their words included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas
and also how to live life properly so that we will not have these problems. Their rules are
about respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This
plan is based on their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to
our wastes.
Elders’ words: January 12, 2006.”In early days, our people followed traditional ways

and never were confused or felt lost of their environment, because they listened to the
wisdom of their elders. Over the years, we have welcomed pain to ourselves and land to
the white people ways. We never knew of how much trash and contaminations they could
deliver and mess up our traditional way of life.”
January 13, 2006. “It is a traditional law that we must have a great care for our hunting
grounds.”
August 23, 2006. “When I was young the fish caught in net would struggle even when
placed into my boat. Now some fish that caught in nets seem to give up easily and die
before they are put into the boat.”
Andy Charlie, Born around Nelson Island area.
1. People should not expect to get paid for helping each other but a compliment of
appreciation was a reward enough in the old days.
2. People should be careful when they cut their holes on frozen rivers. They should
not spill gasoline into ice holes.
3. When I become aware, we had little, Everything was returned to the earth. Now we
have plastics and things that will harm us and our way
of life. We must be careful with these things.
4. It is disrespectful to leave litter at the camps.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us.
Community disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and
environment. In addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following
villages and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the
other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

1

Tununak: January 4-6, 2005

2

Newtok: June 13-15, 2005

3

Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005

4

Toksook: January 11-14, 2006

5

Nightmute: **

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 12 community members attend, including 5
Elders.
Community Survey: We carried out a community survey on concerns and suggestions.
The full results are included in the appendix. This survey was conducted in Spring of
2004 by the IGAP Staff.
The top concerns of our residents were: Water and subsistence contamination,
hazardous waste.
The most common suggestions were: Trash collection and recycling.
Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these
meetings each month from September 2005 - August 2006.

Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004.
This committee is comprised of 5 members. They represent different parts of our
community. Their job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work
best for our community. Their concerns included
1 Reduce health risks from dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
2 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.
3 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the
community.
4 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when ti floods or
the wastes burn.
5 MAking sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
6

Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump.

This will protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
7

Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we
can. These are values that our Elders taught us.

The committee meets about every 6 weeks. The following people served on our
committee:
1

Maria Angaiak, IRA Council Member

2

David Hooper, IGAP Coordinator

3

Charlie Post, Nelson Island Consortium Representative

4

Paul Sunny, Elder

5

Martin Albert, IRA Council member

6

Hubert Hooper, Environmental Committee member

7

Harry Lincoln, Environmental Committee chairman

8

Cecila James, Assistant IGAP

School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and
teachers. They educated the youth about:
1 Hazardous wastes
2 Recycling
3 Being careful at the dump
4 How the contaminants from the dump can get into our waters
Community Education and Outreach: Nelson Island fish net monitors and
subsistence camp monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them
about littering and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people
are concerned about and what education they need. Our environmental staff, including
our Nelson Island Consortium representative, went to homes to educate people about
environmental issues. They talked to people at the stores. They also found out from our
people what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community
that is related to solid waste management:
1

Honeybucket dump is polluting our river and people are getting sick.

2

When is our water for homes coming?

3

Dumpsite is polluting our river.

4

Town is dirty.

5

Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra.

6

Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town.

7

People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the
dump.

8

People do not listen to Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this
trash all over.

Community Information for Solid Waste Planning
Current Community Population: We have 443 people living here now, including 10
school staff that leave during the summer. Additionally, we have about 10 to 35 people
who leave for commercial fishing or firefighting. On most days in the summer, about 50
to 150 people are camping overnight at fish camps. During Fall hunting, we have about
15 to 50 people out hunting overnight. During winter, about 20 to 50 people are gone
from the village on most days for subsistence. The average number of people gone
from the village for other reasons, like visiting, shopping, medical appointments on most
days is about 3 to 5. About 3 to 5 visitors come and stay over in our village each day in
the summer, and in the winter we have about 50 people each month for tournaments
and gatherings. We usually have about 2 to 7 people each year who live here during
summer for construction, and 0 to 3 people for winter projects. For about 4 to 6 weeks
during Spring Breakup, and 4 to 6 weeks during Fall Freezeup, most people stay in the
village due to dangerous boat and snowmachine travel.
Average yearly community growth expected for next 20 years: 4.0%
Table: Project Population for the next 20
Years for the Community of Tununak
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026

Population
443
460
477
517
534
551
568
585
602
619
636
653
670
687
704
721
738
755
772
789
806

(The above Table was made by estimating growth rate and calculating for each
year. OR if you use the “discussion method” to estimate your population growth,
you can write a sentence like this: )

We estimated our population would be about 551 people in 5 years, 636 people in ten
years, 721 people in 15 years, and about 806 people in 20 years.

Growth Rate Calculation Process: (Write how you calculated the growth rate. )
(Example for calculator method, change this as needed:) Our expected growth rate is
based on the average growth rate we had in the past 3 years. In the future, we do not
expect any development projects or changes in people moving in and out that would
affect our rate. So we expect our growth rate to be about the same.
(Example for Discussion method change this as needed:)
We had a meeting of our Council and discussed all the different factors that affect our
population growth, including moving in and out, how many babies women are having,
what development projects might bring in tourism or additional people, what subsistence
would be like, how much housing there would be, etc. We looked at our past growth and
how that has changed from these factors. We have looked at how lack of income and
employment made some people move out. We then reached agreement on the most
likely future population.
(Note, it is best to add as much detail here as possible, so if there are specific
projects or events (such as people relocating) that make a big difference, the plan
readers and funding agencies will know that you did a good job at estimating the
numbers.)

4. DUMPSITE INFORMATION
The following table describes the primary features of our current dumpsite. There are
additional tables in the next sections that detail the operation and maintenance,
collection system, recycling, and waste burning.

4.1 Covering our Wastes in Summer 2006 - Our Old Covered Site
Our 36 years old land fill was covered this early Spring of 2006. The cover depth was
about 1 ft. on most areas with the surrounding gravel and soil. The information in the
table below is for our old covered site. Information on our new site is in the next section
4.2

Feature

Dumpsite Features For Our Old Covered Site
Description

Land Ownership
Dumpsite Location

The land where the dumpsite was located is owned by the
Tununrmiut Rinit Corporation.
The dumpsite was located one half mile from village. It is south
of town.This old landfill was covered in early June with
excavator and dozer.

Summer Dumpsite Access

The access is in fair condition. It is unpaved gravel road.
People travel to the dump by ATV in summer. Once people
enter the dump there is a path that they follow through the
dump. The path is clear with some scattered litter.

Winter Site Access

In winter, people travel to the dumpsite by snowmachine.
They enter the site from the North, East, and West .
The wind blows from the dumpsite into town rarely. The wind
blows into town mostly in summer and during storms.
The dumpsite was. about 200 ft.X 300 ft. long. This excludes
the windblown litter (i.e. plastic bags, paper). The windblown
litter goes out about 1000 feet from the dump in most directions.
There is also some dumping along the summer access path,
beginning about 400 feet from the dump.
The dumpsite was shaped like a rectangle. The width was
about 200 feet, and it is about 300 feet long. About 75% of the
dump area is covered by piled waste. The rest is ground, a
pathway, or windblown litter. Where there is piled waste, the
average depth is about 2 feet high.
255,000 ft3 or 9,444 cubic yards.

Wind Direction
Site Size

Site Shape

Estimated Waste Volume (±
20%)
Estimated Waste Weight (±
30%)
Type of site management

1889 tons.
Open dumping on surface. There were no burnboxes in the
landfill. They were proposed and approved by the IRA Council
but were never funded due to attention required by our
overflown landfill.

Heavy Equipment used at
Dump

How often wastes are
consolidated or compacted
How often wastes are
covered
Operator/Technician Staff
Burning wastes

Salvage Pad/Area

Additional Waste Segregation
at Site
Recycling Shed/Area

Dumpsite Age
Fencing

We have a excavator that is 21 years old. The model is Hitachi
UH082LC. It is owned by the village. This excavator is used for
all other projects in our town, too. We have a dozer model John
Deere 450G.
We consolidate and compact waste before summer.
Zero times each year. The old landfill was covered this early
summer. Open ditch was built north of it. 50X150’ and 5 ft.
deep.
Tununak does not have landfill operator/technician.
We burn our wastes in our landfill. We don't have burnbox in
our landfill. The wastes that are burned include all trash taken
to the dump. This includes regular trash brought by households
and regular trash brought by school and regular businesses.
Large items like drums, appliances, vehicles are not burned.
An area of about 30 feet wide by 70 feet long is used by people
to find usable items. It is located in the southern part of the
dump. The type of wastes here are vehicle parts, appliances,
scrap metal, lumber, other wastes that people can use.
There is a place where we store batteries It is within our
village. We are in process of hiring two people to collect
batteries.
We don't have a recycling shed but we let people bring them to
our building. We collect names, labeled them and pack them for
shipment. They are shipped on the same day.
About 36 years ago.
We don't have fence around our newly dugged ditch landfill and
we are looking to find funding for fencing around our waste
dump.

Dump site Photographs
The following pictures show the old covered dumpsite and its key feature.

4.2 Current Dumpsite Features of our new Trench Operation

Feature

Dumpsite Features For Our New Site
Description

Land Ownership
Dumpsite Location

The land where the dumpsite is located is owned by the
Tununrmiut Rinit Corporation.
The dumpsite is located one half mile from village. It is south of
town.

Summer Dumpsite Access

The access is in fair condition. It is unpaved gravel road.
People travel to the dump by ATV in summer. The path is
clear with some scattered litter.

Winter Site Access

In winter, people travel to the dumpsite by snowmachine.
They enter the site from the North and South .
The wind blows from the dumpsite into town rarely. The wind
blows into town mostly in summer and during storms.
The ditch dumpsite is about 50 ft.X 100 ft. long.
The dumpsite is shaped like a long rectangle. Its width is about
50 feet, and it is about 100 feet long. About 25% of the dump
area is covered by piled waste. The rest is ground, a pathway,
or windblown litter. Where there is piled waste, the average
depth is about 2 feet high.
270,000 ft3 or 10,000 cubic yards.
(When calculating the waste volume at dump, make sure all
your numbers are in ‘feet’ before you start. Using the above
numbers as an example: Volume in ft3 (cubic feet) is 300 wide x
600 length x 0.75 ground covered x 2 feet high = 270,000. To
convert ft3 to cubic yards (= yd 3), divide by 27. In the example,
270,000 ÷ 27 = 10,000)
2000 tons. (Here assuming a normal open dump with little
heavy equipment compaction, 400 lb per cubic yard would be a
typical weight. So take your waste volume and multiply by 400.
That is the weight in pounds. Then divide by 2,000 to get tons.)
(Example:) Open dumping on surface. Burnbox with ashes
dumped out when full.
(Additional types you might have are: trench and cover, surface
dumping with cover and compaction, open burning with no
burnbox)
We have a excavator that is 21 years old. The model is Hitachi
UH082LC. It is owned by the village. This excavator is used for
all other projects in our town, too. We have a dozer model John

Wind Direction
Site Size
Site Shape

Estimated Waste Volume (±
20%)

Estimated Waste Weight (±
30%)

Type of site management

Heavy Equipment used at
Dump

How often wastes are
consolidated or compacted
How often wastes are
covered

Deere 450G.
We consolidate and compact waste before summer.

Zero times each year. The old landfill was covered this early
summer. Open ditch was built north of it. 50X150’ and 5 ft.
deep.
Tununak does not have landfill operator/technician.
Operator/Technician Staff
We burn our wastes in our landfill. We don't have burnbox in
Burning wastes
our landfill. The wastes that are burned include all trash taken
to the dump. This includes regular trash brought by
householdsand regular trash brought by school and regular
businesses. Large items like drums, appliances, vehicles are
not burned.
An area of about 30 feet wide by 70 feet long is used by people
Salvage Pad/Area
to find usable items. It is located in the southern part of the
dump. The type of wastes here are vehicle parts, appliances,
scrap metal, lumber, other wastes that people can use.
Additional Waste Segregation There is a place where we store batteries It is within our
village. We are in process of hiring two people to collect
at Site
batteries.
We don't have a recycling shed but we let people bring them to
Recycling Shed/Area
our building. We collect names, labeled them and pack them for
shipment. They are shipped on the same day.
About 36 years ago.
Dumpsite Age
We don't have fence around our newly dugged ditch landfill and
Fencing
we are looking to find funding for fencing around our waste
dump.
Types of Wastes that Are Now at the Dump
Cardboard, paper, plastics, tin and aluminum cans, diapers,
Residential wastes:
Styrofoam, old or broken household items like furniture, toys,
clothes, rugs, appliances, dishes, glass, tires, ATV’s, snomachines (only the parts that are not salvaged), computers,
TV’s, small batteries, tires
Cardboard, computers, Styrofoam plates and cups, Cans, old
School wastes:
equipment, paper, fluorescent lights
Cardboard, paper, fluorescent lights
Store Wastes:
Antifreeze, transformers, old equipment, used oil, batteries,
Utility wastes:
fluorescent lights
Pipes, demolition, insulation, asbestos from old torn-down
Construction Project
buildings, drywall, cardboard, electrical wires and electrical
Wastes:
equipment, old plumbing, broken-down heavy equipment,
fluorescent lights, concrete
There are honeybucket bunkers at the housing area. There are
Honeybucket Wastes
honeybucket waste thrown into our landfill. Some trash gets
thrown into the bunkers sometimes.
Plastics, rubber, aerosol cans, batteries, foam, diapers, wastes
What goes into the burnbox
with sealants and fire retardants, leftover cleaners and
that shouldn’t:
chemicals from almost empty bottles.

Dump site Photographs
The following pictures show the new dumpsite and its key feature.

Wind Analysis for Waste Burning:
Here is an analysis of wind direction.

5. CURRENT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Waste Collection Program:
(Here, describe who operates your trash collection program and your honeybucket or
tank haul program. List how many households pay for this service, and how much they
pay. List how many businesses pay for the program, and how many businesses you
have. List whether there are private waste haulers (for example, youths who will haul
trash for a fee). You can use the Table below to fill in numbers. Or you can delete the
table and just write the information.)
Table for Waste Collection Program
Item
Description (in this column change all
answers to your community)
1
Number of collection services, including any
private services that an individual offers:
Native Village of Tununak
Operated by:
Average of households that use the service each 40
month
81
Total number of households in villages
$0 per month for households
Fee charged (if more than one service, list fees
$0 per month for most businesses and offices
for each service)
$0 per month for school
Households pay to rent the use of truck and
How fee is collected
ATV to deliver their own trash to the dump.
Elders free service. There are no discounts
Any discounts or other ways for households to
with the rents or use of vehicle or ATV.
receive collection service?
Besides the fees collected, what other money is IGAP funds pays for the improvement of the
landfill. and is looking to finds way of providing
used to pay for the collection service?
timely service of collection service. People
provide their own service of trash.
How often garbage is collected from households There are no trash collection service.
by main collection service.

Sewage collection and disposal (Honeybucket and/or Flush/haul
Most honeybuckets are usually dumped at the
How are honeybuckets disposed?
bunkers. Sometimes during winter, people
(Bunkers, lagoon, slough, ponds, etc.)
dump them closer to town, or they will dump
then out at the sea. Some people store their
honeybuckets alongside their house until they
are able to borrow a vehicle or afford the fee.
No
Is there a collection service offered?
$35 per month
What is the fee for honeybucket
collection or bunker maintenance?
How many households pay the fee each
month, on average?
For Tank-haul, what is the fee for Tankhaul of water?
Can people haul their own water to their
holding tanks?
About how many tank-hauls are
purchased each month, total for the
town?
What is the fee for hauling the
sewage/used water?
About how many flush hauls are paid for
each month, total for the town?

Between 20 to 35, depends on the season.
$15 per 100 gallon haul.
Yes.
We have 20 tank-haul houses. About 30 tankhauls are purchased.
$15 per haul
About 24.

Site Operation and Maintenance:
We have someone push the wastes together and clear a path when we are able to
afford it, and the equipment is operating and is able to make it to the dump. This
happens about twice each year. A year ago we had a major cleanup. We plan to have
a major cleanup again as soon as we are able to get enough safety gear, oil and gas,
and volunteers to do this. Our environmental staff goes out to the dump once each
summer to look for lead-acid batteries to remove them.
Summary Table for Site Operation and Maintenance
Program Feature
Description
Basic monitoring by waste technician, occasional
Operation Type
consolidation, burnbox, and some volunteer clean-up
Certifications or trainings?
Environmental staff: ITEP Solid Waste Management,
(Note, these are not required by
IGAP Grant Management, HAZWOPER
any regulations)
We have gravel or silt source around our present landfill.
Available Local Cover Material
for Dumpsite?
Whenever we have funding to do it such as 5 years.
How Often Cover Material is
used, or wastes buried:
We do use heavy equipment whenever we have funding
Cover material is not used, or

not used very often, because:
Heavy Equipment:

available to cover and compact the waste.
1986 Excavator Hitachi
2005 John Deere Dozer

Heavy Equipment Operation
Limitations:
Heavy Equipment Uses (Past
and Current Uses):

Heavy Equipment Seasonal
Limitations

Equipment Storage:
Estimated Cost to repair heavy
equipment needed for
dumpsite:
Additional Waste Operation
Information that is important

Our Excavator does breaks down. It is the only one in town
and it has to be used for other projects. It is too expensive
for us to operate. We have qualified mechanics in town.
(Examples:)
The excavator is used to push wastes together. We
also use it to tilt the Burnbox to empty ash.
We use DOT’s excavator to dig trenches when we can,
but last time was about early summer and the landfill
was full was covered and dug a new landfill ditch.
We use the dozer to move big junk metal.
The times we can use it are just before Breakup and just
before Freezeup. The ground must be hard enough so it
does not get stuck, and the wastes cannot be frozen solid or
covered with snow. Also, we cannot use it if a project is in
town because we need the income from rental.
None. Our excavator and dozer has to be stored outside.
We do not have buildings made for them..
To repair the excavator: $15,000 for the shovel part and
labor.
To repair the Dozer: Unknown.
It is really the summer months that we need a waste
operator the most. The dump gets very messy because it is
difficult for people to dump their trash. People are gone for
subsistence and we also run out of operator funds. In winter
it is easier to access the dump and it doesn’t smell as bad.

Table for Waste Burning Practices
(Note if you do not burn your wastes then you can delete this table, or write “N/A” in all
the spaces)
Feature
Description
Is burning waste a normal way to manage
Yes.
some or all of your wastes?
How many households burn waste in barrels Not many, depends on time of year. About 20.
in town?
Store(s): Cardboard
What wastes do businesses burn in barrels
Office(s): None
that are in town?
School: 2
Clinic: Kleenex, Gauze, regular trash (no
sharps)
Electric Utility: used oil in a drum that looks
like a barrel

Water Utility: None
Other: None
Some times residents light the dump on fire.
Maybe 30 times each summer. The school,
stores and clinic light their own wastes on fire
in separate pile.
Burnbox Information (if you don’t have a burnbox, you can write N/A or delete all the
information)
.
N/A
Burnbox Type and Age and How Ash is
Emptied.
How often is the burnbox used?
N/A
We do not have burnboxes at our dumpsite
What is the longest period of time that waste
and no operator.
is not burned?
Does the operator wear an approved mask
N/A
and long sleeves, glasses, steel-toed boots?
N/A We are writing one.
Is there a signed statement by the operator
that he is expected to wear protective gear
and be operate the burnbox in the correct
manner and safely?
Are there rules about which wastes are
Operator Separating wastes: They are
acceptable in the burnbox?
supposed to pull out anything they see that
looks dangerous to burn.
Household and Businesses Separating
wastes before bringing to dump: They are
supposed to take out their plastics, styrofoam,
batteries, any chemicals
Prohibited Wastes: Tires, batteries,
computers, TVs, fluorescent lights, hazardous
wastes, PVC pipes, big plastics
Not very well. Operator does pretty good job,
How Well the Rules are Followed:
but cannot go through everybody’s trash.
Current rules about when the operator lights Wind Direction: Wind must be blowing away
from town.
the burnbox on fire: (Note only the current
Predicted Winds: If Elders are predicting the
rules. In the following sections, there will be a
place to write down the burnbox that you want to wind to shift to town soon, then the burnbox
cannot be used.
start)
Subsistence or water sources: No burning if
the smoke will go over berry pickers or
seasonal water sources.
Hours: Load during day, burn at night when
people are inside homes.
Wind Speed: Burn below 20 miles per hour
Public access: Public is encouraged to not
visit dump when burnbox is on fire.
Burning Frequency: Unless the winds are not
right, the burnbox should be lit on fire at least
2 times per week. Otherwise too much
garbage piles up.
Is waste burned on the ground at the Dump?
Who lights the fire?

How well the burnbox fire rules are followed:

Where does the ash go? How often is it
emptied?
Other burnbox or waste burning information
that is important:

Airplane schedule (visibility from smoke):
We don’t have a rule about whether to burn
when planes are expected. The smoke
doesn’t get that bad by the airstrip.
(Example:) Okay, but sometimes the burnbox
is lit and smoke comes into town. When too
much waste is piled up, they have to burn for
too long and it is easy to smell the smoke.
(Example:) The ash empties on the ground
and piles up there. The operator empties the
burnbox about once every week.
(Example:) People don’t like to smell the
smoke. They are concerned that it is causing
them to cough. They would like the burnbox
located further away or have it operated better.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mission and Values Statement:
Our community developed this plan because subsistence lifestyle is our number one priority.
We want to be sure to have the best solid waste practices possible so that we can help protect
our subsistence. A good dumpsite with safe disposal practices will help protect subsistence.
Our Elders say that we must respect our lands then we will be given the opportunity to have
plenty to take and to gather. Also, they say we must respect each other and keep our town and
camps clean. Our community abides by its traditional Yup’ik laws that our Elders pass down to
us.
History of the Community:

Location and Climate
Toksook Bay is one of three villages located on Nelson Island, which lies 115 miles northwest of
Bethel. It is on Kangirlvar Bay across the water from Nunivak Island. Tununak is about 8 miles
to the northwest. The community lies at approximately 60.530280° North Latitude and 165.1025° (West) Longitude. (Sec. 17, T005N, R090W, Seward Meridian.) Toksook Bay is
located in the Bethel Recording District. The area encompasses 33.1 sq. miles of land and 40.9
sq. miles of water. Toksook is located in a marine climate. Precipitation averages 22 inches,
with 43 inches of snowfall annually. Summer temperatures range from 41 to 57, winter
temperatures run 6 to 24.

History, Culture and Demographics
The area has been inhabited and utilized by Yup'ik Eskimos for thousands of years. Toksook Bay
was established in 1964 along the Tuqsuk River by residents of Nightmute. Cyril Chanar, Tom
Sunny and Nasgauq Tangkaq were the earliest inhabitants. Toksook Bay was settled to be more
accessible to the annual freighter ship, The North Star. The City was incorporated in 1972.
A federally-recognized tribe is located in the community -- the Nunakauyak Traditional Council
(a.k.a. Nunakauyak Tribe). The population of the community consists of 97.6% Alaska Native or
part Native. Toksook Bay is a traditional Yup'ik Eskimo community with a reliance on fishing
and subsistence activities. The sale or importation of alcohol is banned in the village. During the
2000 U.S. Census, total housing units numbered 110, and vacant housing units numbered 4. U.S.
Census data for Year 2000 showed 184 residents as employed. The unemployment rate at that
time was 15.31 percent, although 43.03 percent of all adults were not in the work force. The
median household income was $30,208, per capita income was $8,761, and 27.33 percent of
residents were living below the poverty level.
Facilities, Utilities, Schools and Health Care
Water is derived from a well and infiltration gallery, is treated and stored in a 212,000-gal. tank,
then piped throughout the community. A gravity piped sewer system also serves most
households. Most occupied homes have complete plumbing. However, several homes have failed
plumbing and haul water and honeybuckets. The City collects refuse and maintains the landfill.
The traditional council operates the washeteria. Electricity is provided by AVEC. There is one
school located in the community, attended by 191 students. Local hospitals or health clinics
include Toksook Bay Clinic (427-7810). Toksook Bay is classified as an isolated village, it is
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found in EMS Region 7A in the Yukon/Kuskokwim Region. Emergency Services have coastal
and air access. Emergency service is provided by a health aide Auxiliary health care is provided
by YKHC Sub-Regional Clinic construction will begin in the summer of 2003..
Economy and Transportation
Commercial fishing, the school, City and Tribal Council are the primary income producers.
Subsistence activities supplement income and provide essential food sources. 93 residents hold
commercial fishing permits for herring roe and salmon net fisheries. Coastal Villages Seafood,
Inc., processes halibut and salmon in Toksook.
A State-owned 1,788' long by 55' wide gravel airstrip provides scheduled and chartered service
year-round. Major airport improvements are currently underway which should be finished by the
Fall of 2003. Fishing boats, skiffs, snow machines and ATVs are used by residents for local
travel. Winter trails, with markers, exists to Nightmute (20 mi.); Tununak (8 mi.); Newtok (40
mi.); and Chefornak (50 mi.). There are no docking facilities, but boat haul-out services are
available. Barges deliver goods during the summer months.
Demographics and Utlities:
The number of residents is 650. There is a clinic, a school, a Tribal and City Office, four grocery
stores, a snack stop, an electrical generator plant, and a water treatment plant. The washeteria
has 4 dryers and 6 washers. Treated water can be obtained from our piped system. However,
10% of the residents obtain their drinking water from rain catchment systems in summer and
from melted ice and snow in the winter. There are 300 houses, with 90% connected to the well,
and the remainder using honey buckets. The school is also connected to the well and has a
flushing system. The sewage lagoon is now located in the middle of the part of the town
because we have extended the village to the north, and is primary treatment only. It has had
several problems, including often seeping out. A water upgrade project that will hook-up
additional homes and provide an improved sewage lagoon is supposed to occur within a few
years. However, it is several years overdue, and as is the case with most water upgrade
projects, it is unclear still if the original project scope will remain and also when the project will
start or finish. Electrical power is supplied by AVCP.

2. ELDERS’ GUIDANCE ON TAKING CARE OF OUR WASTES
PROPERLY
Elder Guidance:
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium meetings.
They told us what we needed to do to keep our community safe and clean and protect our
subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their words included rules
about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how to live life properly so that
we will not have these problems. Their rules are about respect and how this will bring good
opportunities and help when we need it. This plan is based on their words and explains how to
carry out what they say as it relates to our wastes.
See Elder interview file.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
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Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us. Community
disposal practices play a big part in whether our plan protects our health and environment. In
addition to listening to our elders speak, our community participation included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following villages
and dates. At each meeting we had Elders from our community (and all the other communities),
and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator attend. We offered free
travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: **

Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we
discussed solid waste issues and what our community wanted to do. We held these meetings
each month from August 2005 to July 2006.

Community Environmental Committee: A Committee will be formed late 2006. The
committee is proposed to be members of the NTC council, City of Toksook Bay, High School
Youth Group, Environmental staff, and members of the community. They represent different
parts of our community. Their job will be to make sure that our plan fits our community and will
work best for our community. Their concerns should included:
 Reducing health risks from the dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.
 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the community.
 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when the wastes burn.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump. This will
protect their health and keep the dump cleaner and safer.
 Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we can.
These are values that our Elders taught us.
 The committee will meet every month on a regular basis, and when we are called for
emergency meeting.
School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and teachers.
They educated the youth about:
 Recycling
 Hazards of Household items
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Community Education and Outreach: Nelson Island fish net monitors and subsistence camp
monitors speak to the hunters at our camps. They educate them about littering and toxic
chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people are concerned about and what
education they need. Our environmental staff, including our Nelson Island Consortium
representative, went to homes to educate people about environmental issues. They talked to
people at the stores. They also found out from our people what the big concerns were. This is
what people are saying in our community that is related to solid waste management:
 Community Outreach Program is not getting through to our community members.
 We are burning too much recyclable items in our burn box.
 Bulky items are building up at our dump site.
 Contractors are dumping bulky items in our dumpsite.
 Our Fencing is not trapping the waste materials in the area.
 Honey bucket is polluting our sewage with plastic trash bags.
 Dumpsite is polluting our tundra.
 Town is dirty.
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra.
 Need to move the old ATVs and snow machines out of town.
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the dump.
 People do not listen to Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this trash all
over.
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4. DUMPSITE INFORMATION
The following table describes the primary features of our current dumpsite. There are additional
tables in the next sections that detail the operation and maintenance, collection system,
recycling, and waste burning.

Feature
Land Ownership
Dumpsite Location

Summer Dumpsite Access

Winter Site Access
Wind Direction
Site Size

Site Shape

Estimated Waste Volume (±
20%)
Estimated Waste Weight (±
30%)
Type of site management
Heavy Equipment used at
Dump
How often wastes are
consolidated or compacted
How often wastes are
covered
Operator/Technician Staff

Burning wastes

Dumpsite Features
Description
The land where the dumpsite is located is owned by the
Nunakauyak Yup’ik Corporation.
The dumpsite is located one and one-half mile from town. It is
south of town.
The access is in poor condition. It is an unpaved gravel road.
People travel to the dump by ATV in summer. Once people
enter the dump they throw the trash in an un-orderly fashion.
In winter, people travel to the dumpsite by snow machine. They
enter the site from the North.
The wind blows from the dumpsite into town some of the time,
and blows into town mostly in fall during storms.
The dumpsite is about 2 acres, this excludes the windblown
litter (i.e. plastic bags, paper). The windblown litter goes out
about 20 miles feet from the dump east, north, and west
directions.
The dumpsite is shaped like a square. Its width is about 500
feet, and it is about 500 feet long. About 75% of the dump area
is covered by piled waste. The rest is ground, a pathway, or
windblown litter. Where there is piled waste, the average depth
is about 3 feet high.
250,000 ft3 or 25,926 cubic yards.
5185.2 tons.
Open dumping on surface. Burning on raw state, no burn box.
We have a dozer that is 15 years old. The model is John Deere
450G. It is owned by the Nunakauyak Traditional Council. This
dozer is used for all other projects in our town too.
No Consolidation
Zero times each year.
We have 1 waste technician who works 30 hours each week.
His duties are: collecting garbage, and trying to keep dump
organized.
We burn our wastes in its raw nature. It is lit on fire by the
waste technician. The wastes that are burned include all trash
taken to the dump. This includes regular trash brought by
households and regular trash brought by collection service,
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Feature

Dumpsite Features
Description

school, or businesses. Large items like drums, appliances,
vehicles are not burned.
An area of about 100 feet wide by 100 feet long is used by
Salvage Pad/Area
people to find usable items. It is located in the north corner of
the dump. The type of wastes here are vehicle parts,
appliances, scrap metal, lumber, other wastes that people can
use.
Additional Waste Segregation There is a place for people to drop off their vehicle batteries. It
is located at the city garage. People put their batteries in a tote
at Site
and the staff collects them when it is full.
A recycling shed is located in town, near Nunakauyak Yup’ik
Recycling Shed/Area
Corporation. People drop off the following items:
The dumpsite is about 40 years old.
Dumpsite Age
The fencing installed on all four sides, but the south side is
Fencing
collapsed and we have northern winds 70% of the time, and
lose, light materials are blown out to the tundra and sea.
Types of Wastes that Are Now at the Dump
Cardboard, paper, plastics, tin and aluminum cans, diapers,
Residential wastes:
Styrofoam, old or broken household items like furniture, toys,
clothes, rugs, appliances, dishes, glass, tires, ATV’s, snowmachines (only the parts that are not salvaged), computers,
TV’s, small batteries, tires
Cardboard, computers, Styrofoam plates and cups, Cans, old
School wastes:
equipment, paper, fluorescent lights
Cardboard, paper, fluorescent lights
Store Wastes:
Antifreeze, transformers, old equipment, used oil, batteries,
Utility wastes:
fluorescent lights
Pipes, demolition, insulation, asbestos from old torn-down
Construction Project
buildings, drywall, cardboard, electrical wires and electrical
Wastes:
equipment, old plumbing, broken-down heavy equipment,
fluorescent lights, concrete
The lagoon is next to the dump. There are some honeybucket
Honeybucket Wastes
wastes that get thrown out at the dump. Some garbage gets
thrown out at the honeybucket lagoon.
Plastics, rubber, aerosol cans, batteries, foam, diapers, wastes
What goes into the burnbox
with sealants and fire retardants, leftover cleaners and
that shouldn’t:
chemicals from almost empty bottles.
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Program Feature
Operation Type
Certifications or trainings?
(Note, these are not required by
any regulations)
Available Local Cover Material
for Dumpsite?
How Often Cover Material is
used, or wastes buried:
Cover material is not used, or
not used very often, because:

Heavy Equipment:

Heavy Equipment Operation
Limitations:

Heavy Equipment Uses (Past
and Current Uses):

Heavy Equipment Seasonal
Limitations

Equipment Storage:
Estimated Cost to repair heavy
equipment needed for
dumpsite:
Additional Waste Operation
Information that is important

Description
Basic monitoring by waste technician, occasional
consolidation, burnbox, and some volunteer clean-up
Waste collector: HAZWOPER
Waste operator: HAZWOPER, RALO, Freon Removal
Environmental staff: ITEP Solid Waste Management,
IGAP Grant Management, HAZWOPER
(Example):No, no gravel or silt source.
(Example):About once every two years for part of the
wastes.
(Example):We don’t have the money to afford operating
heavy equipment, and we can’t operate the equipment
during summer because it gets stuck, and it is hard to find
cover material.
(If you have none, write “none” or N/A)) (Example:)
1987-89 John Deere Dozer
1980’s Bobcat
(Example): Our Dozer breaks down a lot. It is the only one
in town and it has to be used for other projects. It is too
expensive for us to operate. We have no qualified mechanic
in town.
(Examples:)
 The dozer is used to push wastes together. We also
use it to tilt the Burnbox to empty ash.
 We use DOT’s excavator to dig trenches when we can,
but last time was about 5 years ago and the trenches
are full.
 We use the dozer to move big junk metal.
The times we can use it are just before Breakup and just
before Freezeup. The ground must be hard enough so it
does not get stuck, and the wastes cannot be frozen solid or
covered with snow. Also, we cannot use it if a project is in
town because we need the income from rental.
(Example): None. Our dozer has to be stored outside. We
can store our Bobcat inside our workshop sometimes.
(Example:)
To repair the dozer: $15,000 for the steering wheel part and
labor.
To repair the Bobcat: Unknown.
It is really the summer months that we need a waste
operator the most. The dump gets very messy because it is
difficult for people to dump their trash. People are gone for
subsistence and we also run out of operator funds. In winter
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it is easier to access the dump and it doesn’t smell as bad.

Table for Waste Burning Practices
(Note if you do not burn your wastes then you can delete this table, or write “N/A” in all the
spaces)
Feature
Description
Is burning waste a normal way to manage
Yes.
some or all of your wastes?
How many households burn waste in barrels Not many, depends on time of year. About 20.
in town?
Store(s): Cardboard
What wastes do businesses burn in barrels
Office(s): None
that are in town?
School: None
Clinic: Kleenex, Gauze, regular trash (no
sharps)
Electric Utility: used oil in a drum that looks
like a barrel
Water Utility: None
Other: None
Some times residents light the dump on fire.
Maybe 1 or 2 times each summer. The school
and clinic light their own wastes on fire in
separate pile.
Burnbox Information (if you don’t have a burnbox, you can write N/A or delete all the
information)
.
(Example:) Tok Welding Burnbox, 2 years old,
Burnbox Type and Age and How Ash is
ash is emptied by tilting burnbox.
Emptied.
Is waste burned on the ground at the Dump?
Who lights the fire?

How often is the burnbox used?

What is the longest period of time that waste
is not burned?
Does the operator wear an approved mask
and long sleeves, glasses, steel-toed boots?
Is there a signed statement by the operator
that he is expected to wear protective gear
and be operate the burnbox in the correct
manner and safely?
Are there rules about which wastes are
acceptable in the burnbox?
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(Example:) Usually waste is burned about 4
days per week. It is not burned when the
operator is gone for trianing or on subsistence.
(Example:) There was about 3 months when
waste was not burned because we could not
to pay an opeartor salary.
(Example:) Most of time.
(Example:) We are writing one.

Operator Separating wastes: They are
supposed to pull out anything they see that
looks dangerous to burn.
Household and Businesses Separating
wastes before bringing to dump: They are
supposed to take out their plastics, styrofoam,

How Well the Rules are Followed:
Current rules about when the operator lights
the burnbox on fire: (Note only the current
rules. In the following sections, there will be a
place to write down the burnbox that you want to
start)

How well the burnbox fire rules are followed:

Where does the ash go? How often is it
emptied?
Other burnbox or waste burning information
that is important:
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batteries, any chemicals
Prohibited Wastes: Tires, batteries,
computers, TVs, fluorescent lights, hazardous
wastes, PVC pipes, big plastics
Not very well. Operator does pretty good job,
but cannot go through everybody’s trash.
Wind Direction: Wind must be blowing away
from town.
Predicted Winds: If Elders are predicting the
wind to shift to town soon, then the burnbox
cannot be used.
Subsistence or water sources: No burning if
the smoke will go over berry pickers or
seasonal water sources.
Hours: Load during day, burn at night when
people are inside homes.
Wind Speed: Burn below 20 miles per hour
Public access: Public is encouraged to not
visit dump when burnbox is on fire.
Burning Frequency: Unless the winds are not
right, the burnbox should be lit on fire at least
2 times per week. Otherwise too much
garbage piles up.
Airplane schedule (visibility from smoke):
We don’t have a rule about whether to burn
when planes are expected. The smoke
doesn’t get that bad by the airstrip.
(Example:) Okay, but sometimes the burnbox
is lit and smoke comes into town. When too
much waste is piled up, they have to burn for
too long and it is easy to smell the smoke.
(Example:) The ash empties on the ground
and piles up there. The operator empties the
burnbox about once every week.
(Example:) People don’t like to smell the
smoke. They are concerned that it is causing
them to cough. They would like the burnbox
located further away or have it operated better.

7. RECYCLING AND REUSE PROGRAM

Table for Hazardous Waste Recycling and Staging for future backhaul
Item/Task

Place for people to drop-off?

Do we have
this?

YES

Used Oil Burner? Who operates?

No

Totes for storage of lead-acid batteries?

No

Who operates it?
Who is in charge?
Where is it?

Nunakauyak Traditional Council
will operate the E-Waste Center,
with the IGAP employees in
charge of the operation. The EWaste Center will be located at
the old Nunakauyak Traditional
Council offices.
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Do we want this
in the next five
years? What are
the details of
what we want?
The plan for the EWaste Center is to
be operated every
year. With this
practice, the whole
community will start
getting involved
slowly and make a
very big difference
with in five years.
We generate too
much oil in our
community, and it
would be better to get
a used oil burner as
soon as possible.
It would make our
battery shipping
easier, faster, and
safer for human
health and

What is
priority to
get or
improve?
(1 = highest,
2 = medium,
3 = lowest)

3 because
this is
being put
in soon on
our next
2006-2007
IGAP
budget.

1

2

Antifreeze Recycler?

No

Freon Removal?

Yes

Fluid Pumps for Draining Cars?

No

Connex for storage and eventual
backhaul?
HAZWOPER Certified Technicians
Spill Response Kit

NO
Yes
Yes

Hazardous Waste Plan, including
operational steps

No

Clinic Medical Waste Plan

Yes

Certified removal person in Newtok,
with equipment. They are the least
costly way to remove freon, and
Nelson Island communities receive
a discount.

City of Toksook Bay operates and
controls the spill response kit, and
is located at the City Garage.

Yukon Kuskokwim Health
Corporation operates the disposal
of Medical Wastes.
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environment.
Not enough made.
We are going to
switch to propylene
glycol instead. This is
safer for the
environment
We will see whether
our own freon
removal equipment
will make sense later
on. We don’t make
very much freon, so it
is cheaper now to
have Newtok remove
it.
Every year we
average one new car,
and it will be a good
tool to have around.
We are opening an EWaste Center.
The response kit has
been around for
almost 10 years.
It would be smarter to
have a plan for our
community.
YKHC is going to be
operating indefinitely
in Toksook Bay, and
their employees will
be operating the
disposal.

3

2

2
2
3

1
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our community developed this plan because subsistence lifestyle is our number one priority. We want to be sure to have the best
solid waste practices possible so that we can help protect our subsistence. A good dumpsite with safe disposal practices will help
protect subsistence. Our Elders say that we must respect our lands then we will be given the opportunity to have plenty to take and
to gather. Also, they say we must respect each other and keep our town and camps clean. Our community abides by its traditional
Yup’ik laws that our Elders pass down to us.
History of the Community: http://www.commerce.state.ak.us/dca/commdb/CF_CIS.htm ).
Demographics and Utilities: The number of residents is 350. There is a clinic, a school, a Tribal and City Office, three stores, an
electrical generator plant, and a water treatment plant. Treated water can be obtained from 1 watering point. However, most
residents obtain their drinking water from the East and West end watering points. The watering point at the East end of the village is
treated. The watering point at the West end of the village is not treated and constantly flowing year round. There are 41 houses, with
41 connected to tank haul/flush units, and some people use honey bucket due to reasons related to maintenance and accessibility.
The school and the teacher-housing unit have its own sewage lagoon and are piped. The community sewage lagoon is on the south
part of town, which the water drains into the river. This creates a health hazardous situation both to the community and the natural
resources we depend on, because we get four different species of salmon, pike, white fish, and lush fish.

2. ELDERS’ GUIDANCE ON TAKING CARE OF OUR WASTES PROPERLY
Elder Guidance
We interviewed Elders and our Elders took part in the Nelson Island Consortium meetings. They told us what we needed to do to
keep our community safe and clean and protect our subsistence. We have recorded their words and have their tapes. Their words
included rules about taking care of wastes in the subsistence areas and also how to live life properly so that we will not have these
problems. Their rules are about respect and how this will bring good opportunities and help when we need it. This plan is based on
their words and explains how to carry out what they say as it relates to our wastes.
Elders’ words:
Long ago the people used to have trash box at the end of village for the other end of village and the other one for the other end of
village and if the boxes are full the people work together to empty out the boxes, by dumping the trash to one area like the one call
today a dumpsite. The bone/waste of food are also collected differently at the house(s) when there is enough they would bring them
to where no man has stepped on in the pond or the lake, although it might be kind of far from the village.
When the trash first start coming to village the trash was either burned right away and or buried to the ground.
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The elders used to tell people to help each other and try not make too much trash allover the ground and respect the land and not to
move anything out at tundra which belongs to someone because they will think about it when they go to that area. The elders still use
and respect the traditional way of life, they never seem to be confused or felt lost of their environment. They teach us and want us to
keep on using the cultures and values today. Over the years the elders have seen change and learned to accept the changes but
one thing will never be taken away. That way is the Traditional way of living. This wisdom of knowledge is passed on through many
generations. They teach us to respect the environment and the resources that we depend on so much. If we do not respect the
environment we will lose the resources. What they mean is if we are not careful to keep the environment free from contaminants the
fish plants and animals that we harvest for subsistence will no longer be plentiful, will gradually decrease and eventually be gone.

3. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Community participation for the best solid waste plan is very important to us. Community disposal practices play a big part in
whether our plan protects our health and environment. In addition to listening to our Elders speak, our community participation
included the following:
Nelson Island Consortium Meetings: We held community meetings at the following villages and dates. At each meeting we had
Elders from our community (and all the other communities), and we had our Environmental staff and a council or administrator
attend. We offered free travel to these meetings to our community members.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tununak: January 4-6 2005
Newtok: June 13-15, 2005
Chefornak: August 3-5, 2005
Toksook: January 11-14 2006
Nightmute: **

When we hosted the meeting here, we had 12 community members attend, including 5 Elders.

Council Meetings and Presentations: We held community Council meetings where we discussed solid waste issues and what our
community wanted to do. We held these meetings each month from August 2005 to July 2006.
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Community Solid Waste Committee: A Committee was formed on June 1st, 2004. This committee is comprised of 5 members.
They represent different parts of our community. Their job was to make sure that our plan fits our community and will work best for
our community. Their concerns included:
 Reducing health risks from the dumpsite when people visit or smell the smoke.
 Removing wastes from the dump that can be hazardous.
 Not allow construction project wastes at the dump unless it is approved by the community.
 Reducing subsistence risks from what comes out of the dumpsite when it floods or the wastes burn.
 Making sure what we plan is affordable for everyone.
 Having a good collection program so that residents do not need to visit the dump. This will protect their health and keep the
dump cleaner and safer.
 Reducing all our wastes and recycling and reusing all our wastes as much as we can. These are values that our Elders taught
us.
The committee meets about every 6 weeks. The following people served on our committee:
 Joe John, Council Member
 Henry Francis, IGAP Director
 Anna James, Nelson Island Consortium Representative
 Rose George, Elder
 Jimmy Wassile, Youth
 George John, Village Corporation and Store
 Joseph James, School Board
 Molly George, City Manager
School Presentations: Our Environmental Staff met with the school classes and teachers. They educated the youth about:
 Hazardous wastes
 Recycling
 Being careful at the dump
 How the contaminants from the dump can get into our waters
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Community Education and Outreach: Nelson Island fish net monitors and subsistence camp monitors speak to the hunters at our
camps. They educate them about littering and toxic chemicals in the oil and gas. We learn from them what people are concerned
about and what education they need. Our environmental staff, including our Nelson Island Consortium representative, went to
homes to educate people about environmental issues. They talked to people at the stores. They also found out from our people
what the big concerns were. This is what people are saying in our community that is related to solid waste management:
 Honeybucket dump is polluting our river and people are getting sick
 When is our water for homes coming?
 Dumpsite is polluting our river
 Town is dirty.
 Too much plastic bags and litter on the tundra
 Need to move the old ATVs and snowmachines out of town
 People are not respectful and should be picking up their trash and bringing it to the dump.
 People do not listen to Elders. If they listened to Elders, we would not have this trash all over.
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4. DUMPSITE INFORMATION
The following table describes the primary features of our current dumpsite. There are additional tables in the next sections that detail
the operation and maintenance, collection system, recycling, and waste burning.

Feature
Land Ownership

Dumpsite Location

Dumpsite Features
Description
The land where the dumpsite is located is the native allotment
owned by Ms. Ella Tulik one of the elders in the village of
Nightmute.
The dumpsite is located across the river about a half a mile
south from the village.

Summer Dumpsite Access

The people of Nightmute travel to the dumpsite by boat, once
they get there they then haul the trash along the boardwalk. The
trash that they take to the dumpsite should be thrown at least
twenty or thirty feet inland. And in the winter it is accessed by
snow machine.

Winter Site Access

The winter site closed for health and safety reasons. Sometime
ago the community of Nightmute got together and discussed the
winter dumpsite, after some research the dumpsite was
considered hazardous. The research of the winter site showed
that, through time it has become hazardous. The hazardous
substance was leachiating into the river.

Wind Direction
The wind mainly blows from the north during the winter months,
therefore blowing the trash down southward away from the
village. During the summer months the wind is blowing generally
blowing from the northwest and west, occasionally from the
south sometime from the east during the springtime.
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Feature
Site Size

Site Shape

Estimated Waste Volume (±
20%)
Estimated Waste Weight (±
30%)
Type of site management

Heavy Equipment used at
Dump
How often wastes are
consolidated or compacted
How often wastes are
covered
Operator/Technician Staff
Burning wastes
Salvage Pad/Area

Dumpsite Features
Description
The dumpsite is about 150 feet wide and 200 feet long. The
windblown litter scatters generally in every direction. Some trash
blows approximately five miles out south. This is because during
the winter the wind blows mainly from the north. By summer the
wind blown litter ends up at least five miles down south.
The dumpsite is shape like rectangle the length is about 200
feet and the width is about 150. The half of the dump is covered
with the trash and the other half is for non-burnable some area
that is covered with trash is ground and scattered trash where
there is mostly trash is about 4-5 feet high and about 20-40 feet
the path that is used for dumping the trash from the river bank is
no longer accessible due to trash being dumped to the path, the
trash now is nearly to the end of the river bank.
69750 ft3 or 2583 cubic yards.
516.6 tons
The dumpsite is not managed at this moment. Since the
dumpsite is not managed the people dump their own trash at
their own discretion.
Since the dumpsite is accessed by boat in the summer and
snow machine in the wintertime the heavy equipment is kind of
hard to be used at the dumpsite.
No consolidation
Zero times each year.
At this moment we have no waste technician.
Just recently Nightmute received a brand new burn barrel, the
burn barrel is located near the store. It has a trailer
(Example:) An area of about 30 feet wide by 70 feet long is used
by people to find usable items. It is located in the north corner
of the dump. The type of wastes here are vehicle parts,
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Feature

Dumpsite Features
Description

appliances, scrap metal, lumber, other wastes that people can
use.
Additional Waste Segregation (Example:) There is a place for people to drop off their vehicle
batteries. It is located near the dump entrance. People put their
at Site
batteries in a tote and the staff collects them when it is full.
(Example:) A recycling shed is located in town, near the tribal
Recycling Shed/Area
office. People drop off the following items: (List wastes that are
taken. Note a separate section on recycling is included below.
This is just a summary.)
Dumpsite Age
(About how many years ago was the site started?)
A wind fence only on one side. This is mostly broken down.
Fencing
We need new fencing or another type of barrier such as bushes
or big junk metal.
Types of Wastes that Are Now at the Dump
Cardboard, paper, plastics, tin and aluminum cans, diapers,
Residential wastes:
Styrofoam, old or broken household items like furniture, toys,
clothes, rugs, appliances, dishes, glass, tires, ATV’s, snomachines (only the parts that are not salvaged), computers,
TV’s, small batteries, tires
Cardboard, computers, Styrofoam plates and cups, Cans, old
School wastes:
equipment, paper, fluorescent lights
Cardboard, paper, fluorescent lights
Store Wastes:
Antifreeze, transformers, old equipment, used oil, batteries,
Utility wastes:
fluorescent lights
Pipes, demolition, insulation, asbestos from old torn-down
Construction Project
buildings, drywall, cardboard, electrical wires and electrical
Wastes:
equipment, old plumbing, broken-down heavy equipment,
fluorescent lights, concrete
The lagoon is next to the dump. There are some honeybucket
Honeybucket Wastes
wastes that get thrown out at the dump. Some garbage gets
thrown out at the honeybucket lagoon.
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Feature
What goes into the burnbox
that shouldn’t:

Dumpsite Features
Description
Plastics, rubber, aerosol cans, batteries, foam, diapers, wastes
with sealants and fire retardants, leftover cleaners and
chemicals from almost empty bottles.
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Dump site Photographs

The

following picture show the family of the
late Moses Angallgaq

5. CURRENT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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Waste

Lead-acid
batteries
(this row is
for the
batteries in
the vehicle,
not the
vehicle)
Aluminum
skiff (exc.
engine):
Other boats
(with
engine):
Atv’s:
Sno-gos:

Table on Estimating Special Waste Generation Rates and Storage Space Needed
About this Average
Average
Total
How many
Total average Total from
Average
many
number that number of number
total of these
number each
households Weight
househol households years
generated
wastes do
yr discarded
and
of Single
ds have
own that
does the
each year
businesses
from
businesses
Item in
at least
have the
waste
have? (e.g. if
business,
pounds
one of the waste/item
work
schools,
(lbs)
5 businesses
waste/
before it is
offices,
have atvs,
item:
discarded
utilities.
then write 5)
Boat: 24

2

24(=50 x 1
÷2)
10 (=30 x 1
÷3)
50 (=100 x
1.5 ÷ 3)
0

1

0.5 (=1÷2)

26 (=25+1)

40 lbs

5

1.67 (=5÷3)

12

12 lbs

6

2

51

12 lbs

1

1

1

40 lbs

Estimated
total
weight
each year
that is
not
salvaged
for parts
or reused
800

Atv’s: 18

3

Sno-gos:
39
Car or
Truck: 4
30

3
n/a

4

1

8

3.75
(=30x1÷8)

1

0.12 (=1÷8)

3.87
(3.75+0.12)

1000 lbs

800 (=25
x 40)
120 (=10
x 12)
600
(=10*12)
40 lbs (=1
x 40)
3,870 lbs

20

1

20

1
(=20x1÷20)

0

0

20

2000 lbs

2000 lbs

2000 lbs

30

1

5

5

1 (=5÷1)

6 (=5+1)

800 lbs

1.5

5

5

1

31

1000 lbs

4,800 lbs
(=6 x 800)
31,000 lbs

3,500 lbs

100

6 (=30 x1
÷5)
30 (= 100 x
1.5 ÷5)

0

20

1

0.05

0.05

2000 lbs

100 lbs

95 lbs

N/A

20

N/A

1

0.05

0.05

500 lbs

500 lbs

2 (1 fridge
and 1
freezer)

20

10 (=100 x
2 ÷ 20)

20 from
stores

1 (=20÷20)
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10,000
lbs
250 lbs

2750 lb

2750 lb

Car or
0
Truck: 0
Heavy
N/A
Equipment
Refrigerators 100
and freezers

1.5

Estimated
Total
weight
generated
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120
600
40 lbs
3,870 lbs

20,000 lbs

Waste

About this
many
househol
ds have
at least
one of the
waste/
item:

Average
number that
households
own that
have the
waste/item

Average
number of
years
does the
waste
work
before it is
discarded

Total
number
generated
each year

How many
total of these
wastes do
businesses
have? (e.g. if
5 businesses
have atvs,
then write 5)

Total average
number each
yr discarded
from
business,
schools,
offices,
utilities.

Total from
households
and
businesses

Average
Weight
of Single
Item in
pounds
(lbs)

Estimated
Total
weight
generated

Stoves,
Washers,
Dryers

100

20

6.25

3

0.15

6.4

200 lb

1280 lb

Office
fluorescent
lights

N/A

1.25
(e.g. 1.25
could mean
that all 100
households
had a stove
and ¼
(=0.25) of
households
had a dryer
or washer
N/A

1.5

N/A

130 4 ft tubes
(count 8 ft
tubes as 2 4 ft
tubes)

87 (130 ÷
1.5)

4 ft
61 lb
tube=0.7
lb
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Estimated
total
weight
each year
that is
not
salvaged
for parts
or reused
1280 lb

61 lb

Table for Hazardous Waste Recycling and Staging for future backhaul
Item/Task

Place for people to drop-off?
Used Oil Burner? Who operates?
Totes for storage of lead-acid batteries?
Antifreeze Recycler?

Do we have
this?

Do we want this
in the next five
years? What are
the details of
what we want?

No

Certified removal person in Newtok,
with equipment. They are the least
costly way to remove freon, and NI
communities receive a discount.

Freon Removal?

Fluid Pumps for Draining Cars?
Connex for storage and eventual
backhaul?
HAZWOPER Certified Technicians
Spill Response Kit
Hazardous Waste Plan, including
operational steps
Clinic Medical Waste Plan

Who operates it?
Who is in charge?
Where is it?

Yes
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6 more totes
Not enough made.
We are going to
switch to propylene
glycol instead. This is
safer for the
environment
We will see whether
our own freon
removal equipment
will make sense later
on. We don’t make
very much freon, so it
is cheaper now to
have Newtok remove
it.

What is
priority to
get or
improve?
(1 = highest,
2 = medium,
3 = lowest)

